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Abstract

It is widely accepted that the storage proteins of the wheat endosperm are important

determinants of the nutritional and organoleptic qualities of wheat flour. During the last

decade, with the advent of improved electrophoretic techniques of fractionation, the

structure and genetic control of these proteins have been studied intensively. However,

most of these studies have focussed on the prolamins and gluælins. In the present worlç a

new class of storage proteins was identified in the wheat endosperm and the structure and

genetic control of these new proteins, together with that of the prolamins and glutelins of

wheat and rye, are reported in this thesis.

Sodium dodecyl sulphate - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) of

un¡educed total proûein extacts from the endosperm of hexaploid wheat revealed three high

molecular weight protein bands, designated as "triplet" bands, in a zone of heavy

background streaking. Since these proteins have not been described before, they were

cha¡acterized in some detail. Elecüophoretic examination of 137 diverse hexaploid wheat

cultivars showed at least five different patterns of triplet bands. Nine durum wheat

cultivars showed only a single band in this region of the gel. Analysis of aneuploid lines

of 'Chinese Spring' wheatrevealed that the slowest moving band (Tri-1) of the triplet was

controlled þy gene(s) on chromosome arm lDS and the fastest moving band (Tri-3) was

controlled by 1AS. The band with inærmediaæ mobility (Tri-2) was shown to be a hybrid

aggregate of ttre subunits controlled by lDS and 1AS.

The composition of both the triplet bands and the background streak was determined

by using a non-reclucing/reducing form of 2-dimensional (2-D) SDS-PAGE. With this

method, triplet bands were shown to be heterotetramers composed of four subunits

designated as D ( M.W. 58,000), õ (22,000), A (52,000) and c[ (23,000) where Tri-1 =

DôDõ, TrL-z = DõAcr and Tri-3 = AcrAc¿ . Furthermore, it was levealed that the

'background 
streak, observed after electrophoresis of unreduced extracts, was due to a

continuous array of different-sízedaggregates involving subunits of glutenin and fiplet

proteins. Using this 2-D method, the ItrvtW glutenin subunits were efficiently separated
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from the monomeric gliadins and the genes controlling many of the LIyITV glutenin

subunits were located on chromosome aÌms 1AS, 1BS and lDS.

The triplet proteins were located in the protein bodies of the developing endosperm

of wheat, proving that they are in fact storage proteins. However, they are insoluble in

distilled water, 0.04M sodium chloride solution, 70Vo a\ueous ethanol and 0.lM acetic

acid. Thus they do not coffespond to any of the four classical solubility classes for wheat

seed proteins defined by Osborne. In fact, their molecular structure resembles that of the

subunit pairs present in the globulins of oats, rice and some legumes.

The non-reducingireducing form of 2-D SDS-PAGE was also applied to protein

exÍacts from cereal rye (Secale cereale L.) it was found that this cereal does not possess

any major LMW subunit, like glutenin or triplet proteins, with an ability to form

intermolecular disulphide bonds. Ilowever, three intermediate-sized subunits of ?¡xd

y-secalins were shown to be involved in disulphide bonding and the genes controlling

these proteins were located on chromosome arm 2RS. These secalins formed

disulphide-linked oligomers which were detected as discrete bands in the SDS-PAGE

patterns of unreduced protein extracts from the rye endosperm. However, no discrete

oligomeric bands were obtained in the analysis of extracts from a wheat-rye amphiploid

and the appropriate add^ition lines. The possible reasons for this behaviour are discussed in

relation to disulphide bonding between wheat and rye subunits.

A translocation mapping procedure was used to map gene-centromere distances, for

the loci controlling endosperm proteins on each of the long and short arms of

homoeologous group 1 chromosomes (14,18, lD and 1R) of wheat and rye' The genes

controlling triplet proteins were found to be very closely linked to the centromere on

chromosome arms 1AS and 1DS but loosely linked to the respective gliadin genes on the

same anns. No recombination was observed between the genes contolling LMW glutenin

subunits and gliadins on 1AS and lDS. Hcwever, the analogous genes on 1BS showed

rare recombination. The genes controlling HMW glutelin subunits, on the long arm of

chromosomes 14, 1B, lD and lR, were closeþ linked to the relevant centromeres
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whereas the genes controlling prolamins, on the short arm of these chromosomes, were

very loosely linked to the centromeres. The geûe on chromosome arm lRS, controlling

stem-rust resistance, was found to be distal to the secalin locus, and closely linked to it.

Ttre map distances obtained with translocation mapping were cornpared with those

obtained with ælocentric mapping methods.
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Chapter 1

GENERAL INTR.ODUCTION

The storage proteins of the wheat endosperm are perhaps its most important constituent in

determining the inherent end-use quality of the derived flour @lton and Ewart, 1967).

Proteins are important in influencing both the nutritional quality and the aesthetic and

organoleptic quality of the final product e.g. leavened bread. Both protein quantity and

quality are involved in these aspects of flour quality. 'While protein quantity is easily and

precisely measured by seve¡al methods of analysis, protein quality is defined depending on

whether the assessment is made for nutritional or organoleptic quality. The work

presented in this thesis is related to the second parameter for two main reasons: first,

protein quality is less subject to environmental influence than is protein quantity and

second, the protein quantity is usually negatively correlated with grain yield. Thus frorn

the plant breeder's view point to improve quality it is more amenable to breed for improved

quality than for improved quantity of proteins

Wheat proteins are deficient in certain essential amino acids and may induce adverse

reactions such as coeliac disease in some people (see Wrigley,1982); hence, a better

biochemical and genetic understanding of these proteins may help in the future to breed

wheat that has better amino acid balance and is safer for the people showing

hypersensitivity to wheat products.

Bread-making quality, on the other hand, is much more difficuìt to assess objectively

because it depends on a combination of compositiónal, ingredient and processing factors.

The influence of both amount and type of proteins on bread-making quality was studied by

Finney and Barmore (1948) and Bushuk et al. (1969). The latter authors clearly

demonstrated that loaf volume, the most accurate single index of bread-making quality, of

cultivars Manitou and 11463-A increased with increase in protein quantity. However, a

difference in protein quality of the two cultivars was evident by ttre fact that for an identical

protein content, cultivar Manitou always showed significantly higher loaf voiume than the

cultivar 11463-Aand, furthermore, the increase in the loaf volume per unit increase in the
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protein content was comparatively higher in Manitou.

Although very little is known about the precise cause of such differences in protein

quality of different cultivars, it is reasonable to assume that these differences might be

traced back to the molecular level in the primary structure of the protein componerlts,

protein-protein and protein-non-protein (carbohydrates and lipids) interactions. Some

interesting results have already been obtained in this direction by correlating specific

protein components in durum and bread wheat cultivars to pasta- and bread-making

quality, respectively @amidavx et al., L978; Payne et al., 1979). Although further

investigations are required to understand the nature of these correlations between specific

protein bands and flour quality, it could be explained, at least partly, by bener aggregating

ability of some protein components @ayne et a1.,1984c).

Besides providing a basis for relating differences in protein type between cultivars to

differences in nutntional or organoleptic quality, an understanding of the structure and

genetic control of storage proteins in wheat and related species have other important

implications as outlined below. They could provide:

(i) a better knowledge of the genetic and evolutionary relationships between particular

wheat chromosomes and chromosomes in related species;

(ü) a useful tool in cytogenetics where by storage protein markers can be used as

effective tags for the presence or absence of particular chromosome segments in

chromosome restructuring by centric fusion (Shepherd, 1973) and for the controlled

transfer of useful homoeoallelic characters from alien species into wheat by induction of

homoeologous pairing (Koebner and Shepherd, 1985) and;

(üi) an efflrcient aid to cultivar identification (Wrigley et a1.,1982a).

A general literature review of the current knowledge on the classification,

fractionation, chromosomal control, linkage mapping and quality associations of wheat and

rye proteins is presented in Chapter 2.

The initial aim of the work presented in this thesis was to map the glutelin and

prolamin genes located on the chromosomes of homoeologous group 1 in wheat and rye,

with respect to their relevant centromeres. The reason for including rye was that this
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species is a diploid and is being used in this laboratory as a model alien species for

inrogression of useful disease resistance gene(s) into wheat without adversely affecting

the yield and quality of the recipient wheat parent. Furthermore' rye is the only other

species, apart from wheat, which yields a flour capable of producing a signifrcant amount

of visco-elastic proæin comPlex.

However, when these investigations were initiated in October, 1981, whilst examining

the electophoretic patterns of unreduced exmcß of total endosperm proteins from Chinese

Spring wheat, in an attempt to visualize the gliad.in proteins using the sodium dodecyl

sulphate - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), three electrophoretically

slow-moving bands were observed in a zoîe of heavy background streaking' Similar

bands were detected in a diverse range of hexaploid wheat cultivars and they were

consequently designated as "triplet" bands. When it was realised that these were a ne!'/

qæe of wheat proteins; the main focus of attention turned towards characterizing them

further including an analysis of their structure and their genetic control' A

two-dimensional (2-D) elctrophoretic procedure, similar to that used by Wang and

Richards (1974) for the analysis of disulphide-linked membrane proteins, was used to

determine thei¡ structure. There is strong resemblance between the structure of triplet

proteins and the globulin storage proteins of oats and some legumes (see Walburg and

I-arkins, 1983) which may have important implications on the genetic and evolutionary

relationships of the storage proteins in cereals and legumes'

The 2-D electrophoretic method adopted not only proved useful in determining the

structure of the triplet proteins but also was efficient for separating disulphide-linked low

molecular weight (LMW) glutenin subunits from the monomeric gliadins which have

similar electrophoretic mobility in one-dimensional (1-D) SDS-PAGE system' A

modification of this 2-D system is described which was used in the linkage mapping

experiments for fractionating up to 20 samples in a single gel for screening

disutphide-linked high molecular weight GllvnÐ and LMW subunits of giutenin. The

endosperm proteins of rye were subjected to the same treatment and analytical procedures

as the wheat proteins, and the results of these investigations on triplet proteins and other
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covalently interacting proteins in wheat and rye are presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis'

These results have given an interesting insight into the nature of disulphide bonding in the

endosperm proteins of wheat and rye.

The second major topic of the thesis (Chapter 4) constitutes the data obtained from the

linkage mapping experiments designed to map the positions of the seed protein loci,

including genes controlling the synthesis of HMW and LMS/ glutelin subunits, the

prolamins and the triplet proteins, locate.d on each of the long and short arms of

homoeologous gfoup I chromosomes in wheat and rye. A translocation mapping

procedure was used for this purpose and these results were compared with those obtained

from the conventional telocentric mapping procedure both in the present study and

independentþ obtained by other researchers as rece¡tly reviewed by Payne et aI' (1984b)'

These results are discussed separately in each of the two sections (Chapters 3 and 4)

and a general discussion on the significance of these frndings is presented in Chapter 5'



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 CLASSIFICATON AND CHARACTERUATON OF WHEAT PROTEINS

In his comprehensive studies early this century, Osborne (1907) divided wheat proteins

into four classes based on solubility crifreria. These are: albumins, soluble in water;

globulins, insoluble in water but soluble in dilute salt solution; gliadins, insoluble in water

or dilute salt solution but soluble in 70 Vo ethanol; and glutenin, insoluble in water, dilute

salt solution or aqueous ethanol but soluble in dilute acid or akafi solutions. The protein

fraction that remains unextracted after the above treatments is called residue protein. The

terms gliadin and glutenin are usually reserved for wheat proteins, and Osbome suggested

that prolamin and glutelin be used as the generic narnes for the equivalent protein fractions

from the other cereals. Although this ciassifîcation has been retained upto the present time,

difficulties have been encountered in recent years because new techniques of protein

separation have shown that each of these solubility classes contains a complex mixture of

proteins with much overlap of components. FurtheÍnore, Osborne's (1907) classification

does not provide for the complex proteins such as lipoproteins and glycoproteins which are

now known.to play an important role in determining the technological properties of the

wheat flour (PomeÍaîa, 1980; McMaster and Bushuk, 1983; Békés et al-, 1983;

Zawistowska et a1.,1984 ).

In a recent development in the nomenclature of the cereal proteins, Miflin et al. (1983)

and Shewry et al. (I984b) consider that all of the storage proteins of barley, rye and wheat

should be termed prolamins. This is because they are all soluble in aqueous alcohol

(especially propan-l-ol) after reduction of disulphide bonds. Furthermore, they a¡e all

storage proteins which are deposited in the protein bodies during endosperm development

(Miflin et a1.,1981, 1983) and they are not synthesized in any other tissue. Also they all

have characteristic amino acid composition and are rich in proline and glutamine, hence tlie

name prolamins. These prolamins are further divided into three groups on the basis of
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their chemical characteristics, notably thei¡ molecular weight and amino acid composition

and chromosomal location of their structural genes. These are: (i) high molecular weight

prolamins, (ii) sulphur-poor prolamins and (üi) sulphur-rich prolamins. The structural and

evolutionary relationship of these proteins in wheat, rye and barley have been discussed in

detail by Shewry et al. (L984b).

Lâszttty (19g4) has outlined the other possibilities of the classification of cereal seed

proteins. These are, (i) on the basis of morphology: proteins of the endosperm ' the

aleurone layer and the embryo; (ü) on the basis of chemical composition: simple proteins

and complex proteins such as lipoproteins and glycoproteins; and (iü) on the basis of

biological function: metabolically active/cytoplasmic proteins and storage proteins. The

best description of a particular protein component would of course be the one that takes

into account each of these criteria. Nevertheless, from the recent biochemical studies at the

molecular level it seems that the classification based on biological function, is most

acceptable from a scientific point of view. Metabolically active proteins in this

classification conespond roughly to the albumins and the globulins of Osborne's solubilty

fractions whereas storage proteins comprise mainly the prolamins and the glutelins.

I{owever, some overlapping of the properties and the functions is possible as many of the

globulins appear to be storage proteins that occur in the protein bodies located in the cells

of the aleurone layer and some of the cells of the embryo (Danielsson, 1949; Buttrose,

1963). Furthermore, it is important to note here that the major storage proteins in oats and

many legumes are the 11- 12S globulin @erbyshire et al.,1976;Peterson, 1978; Nielsen,

1984). However, similarproæins have not been reported in wheal

2.2 DISULPHIDE BONDING IN \YTIEAT ENDOSPERM PROTEII{S

It is well established now that ali of the Osbome's original solubility fractions are complex

mixture of different polypeptides or protein subunits. Moreover, it is generaily accepted

that tfre gluten, the viscoelastic protein complex comprising more than 80Vo of the storage

proteins in wheat, is mainly composed of gliadins and glutenins linked together by
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covalent and non-covalent bonds and their interactions. Various models have been

proposed to elucidate how the components of gliadin, glutenin and residue proteins inæract

and aggregate into bigger and more complex molecules (Ewart, 1968, 1979; Kasarda er

al., I976ai Bietz and Huebner, 1980; Bietz and Wall, 1980; Bushuk et aI', 1980;

Graveland et a1.,1984; I-âszttty,19S4). However, further studies are needed to confirm,

reject or modify these models and also to determine the exact role of the non-protein

componenß such as lipids and carbohydrates in the formation of the gluten complex-

Although several kinds of forces including elecfrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding

and hydrophobic interactions a¡e involved in the formation of the visco-elastic protein

matrix which is thought to confer the unique visco-elastic properties on dough (see review

by lásztity, 1984). It has been shown that the disulþhide bonds have a major influence on

the structure of native glutenin @ence and Olcott, 1952 Nielsen et aI., 1962) and on

dough propeftres (Jones et aI.,1974;Bloksma, 1975). Useful data have been obtained on

the nature and role of disulphide bonds by oxidation-reduction experiments and by

measuring the changes in rheological properties of the proteins or dough due to these

freatments.

Although all the cysteine sulphur in the gliadins occurs as disulphide, the average

molecular weight of gliadins was shown by Pence and Olcott (1952) to change only

slightly upon reduction, suggesting that the disulphide bonds in gliadins are predominantþ

intramolecular. Woychik er al. (1964) showed that the intermolecular disulphide bonding

was present to a limited extent in the gliadin fraction. Based on additional studies on

changes in physico-chemical properties of gliadins after reduction, Beckwith et al. (1965)

showed that reduction of disulphide bonds did not involve any perceptible change in the

molecular weights of gliadins. However, some of the gliadin bands showed siightly

decreased mobility in the gels which was explained by the change in conformation. An

increase in viscosity and decrease in solubility was also accounted for by the same reason'

When reduced gliadins were reoxidizedin acid solvenß at low proÛein concentrations, the

chemical and physical properties of the native gliadin were practically recovered- In further

studies, Beckwith et al. (1966) separatedTTVo ethanoi-soluble gliadins into two fractions
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by using gel frltration chromatography and later Nielsen et al. (1968) demonstrated that the

properties of these two fractions were quite different. The higher molecular weight

fraction ftIMw-gliadin), present in small quantity -approximately 6 Vo of the total gliadins-

had the properties similar to low molecular weight native glutenin and therefore they

designated this fraction as LMW glutenin. The viscosity of this fraction decreased

drastically upon reduction of disulphide bonds and also its molecular weight dropped from

about 125,000 to around 37,000. This indicates that the disulphide bonds present in this

fraction are predominantly intermolecular as in glutenin. However, the LIVIW fraction of

gtiadin (purified gliadin) showed no change in viscosity after reduction. Thus, they

concluded that disulphide bonds present in puriflred gliadins are inüamolecular.

Glutenin was first fractionated by Jones et aI. (1959) who observed that glutenin had

only one major peak when separated by moving boundary electrophoresis.

Ultracentrifugal analysis showed that native gluteurn was heterogeneous' consisting of

molecules with molecular weights ranging from about 50,000 to several million, with an

average MW of 1.5-2 mittion. Molecular weights remained constant in several dissociating

solvents suggesting that chemical bonds, rather than physical aggregation, were

responsible for the large molecular size of glutenin (Jones et al., 1961,1964). Nielsen er

at. (L962)not only confirmed the molecular weight distribution of native glutenin but also

they showed.that after reduction of disulphide bonds, the MW of glutenin was drastically

reduced to a value etimated to be 20,000. However, this molecular weight was later

shown be an underestimate (Bietz and Wall, 1972). Furthermore, reduced glutenin had

lost its visco-elastic properties, showing that the disulphide cross links are important in

maintaining the glutenin's native structure. Using starch gel electrophoresis in aluminium

lactate buffer at acid pH, Woychik er al. (196L) and Jones et al. (L963) showed that the

native glutenin coulcl not eûter the starch gel, but after reduction of disulphide bonds it

separated into 20 or more components (Woychk et al., 1964) some of which had similar

electrophcretic mobility to gliadins. Thus these researchers proposed that the

intermolecular disulphide bonding was a principal factor in the structure and rheological

properties of glutenin. Similar resulß were obtained with wheat glutenin by Beckwith and
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wall (1966).

Kaczkowsk,i,and Mieleszko (1980) have suggested the presence of at least four t)?es

of disulphide bonds in gluten, which are as follows: (i) inramolecula¡ S-S bonds which

can be reduced only after unfolding of the polypeptide chain; (ü) intermolecular S-S bonds,

less accessible to the reducing agents; (üi) easily accessible intermolecular S-S bonds; (iv)

intermolecular S-S bonds which occur only in the gel form of gluten or as the component

of dough, to bind together the separate molecules forming the giant protein aggregates.

They also reported some association between the levels of different types of disulphide

bonds and wheat qualtiy. Detailed studies have been conducted on the reoxidation of

reduced gluten proteins, under varying conditions by Lásztity (198a) who has also

reviewed the literature on the role of disulphide bonds and their localization in wheat

protein molecules.

2.3 FRACTIONATION OF PROTEIN COMPONENTS

AND THEIR GENETIC CONTROL

Two approaches have been used to fractionate the wheat endosperm proteins. First,

differential extraction methods are used to achieve preliminary fractionation based on

solubility and the components of these fractions are then analysed by various

chromatographic or electrophoretic æchniques. Some modifications have been made to the

original Osborne's procedure in order to achieve better protein extraction (Chen and

Bushuk, l9/O;Bietz and'Wall, 1975; see review by Kasarda et al., L976a). In the second

approach, attempts have been made to dissolve completely all the proteins of endosperm

and to resolve the complex mixture by gel filnation based on molecular weight (f)anno er

al.,1974;Huebner and Wall, I976;Payne and Corfield, L979; Bottomley et a1.,1982) or

differential precipitation and centrifugation (Graveland et aI.,1979,1982), followed by

electrophoretic separation of different fractions. Solvents used for the total solubility

methods are: (Ð acetic acid (Jones et. al., 1959); (ii) acetic acid - urea -
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide IAUCI (Meredith and'Vy'ren, L966; Orth and Bushuk,
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1973);(iü) sodium dodecyl sulphate ISDSI (Danno et a1.,1974;Danno, 1980; Bottomley

et al,1982); (iv) sodium salts of fatty acids (Kobrehel and Bushuk , 1977,1978; Wasik er

aI., L979);and most recently (v) propan-l-ol and 2-mercaptoethanol mixture (I\diflin et al"

1983). Although these techniques have given a new insight into the composition and

genetic control of gluten proteins, there is no single undisputed system of relating the

protein fractions obtained by the new techniques to Osborne's original nomenclature that is

acceptable to all researchers.

From a genetical point of view, however, the first step is to develop a gel

electrophoretic system that gives good separation of individual protein components in the

protein fraction of interest, so that there is a minimum overlap of bands or spots' Usually

the next step is to determine the chromosomal location of the genes controlling these

protein components. In wheat this work has been relatively simpler because of the

availability of suitable aneuploid stocks which lack only a particular chromosome or

chromosome arm (Sears, 1954, 1966a; Sears and Sears, 1978)' Intervarietal

chromosomal su'ostitution lines (Sears et al., 1957;Morris et al.,1966;Law and'Worland,

1973;Law et al., 1978) have also proved very useful. Monosomic analysis and the

analysis of F2 progeny of genetic crosses between appropriate parents, are the other

procedures used for this purpose. The third step is to study the intervarietal variation and

to work out the allelic relationships of the variant protein Phenotypes' The final step is to

map the position of the individual genes along the chromosome with respect to other genes

or to the relevant centromere. Considerable progress has been made in the chromosomal

location of the genes controlling endosperm proteins in wheat and some related species as

reviewed by Garcia-Olmedo et al. (1982). These and some more recent findings on wheat

proteins are summarized below.

2.3.1 Gliadins

Gliadin proteins are usually fractionated by electrophoresis in starch or polyacrylamide gels

containing aluminiuna or sodium lactate buffer at acid pH (usually pH 3.1) after exfraction
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with 70 Vo ethanol,2-6Úurea solution or aluminium lactate buffer. Typical gliadins

were fint classified into ü, Ê, T and o components based on their electrophoretic mobility

in a moving boundary electrophoretic system (Jones et a1.,1959). This nomenclature was

further elaborated by Woychik et aI. (1961) using starch gel elecnophoresis, first applieC

to wheat proteins by Elton and Ewart (1960).

The first report on the chromosomal location of gliadin genes was by Boyd and Lee

(lqgz)who reported that two slow-moving gliadin bands (co-gliadins) disappea¡ed when

one arm of chromosome 1D was missing. The fi¡st comprehensive genetic study was

done by Shepherd (1968) who, using nullisomic-tetrasomic, ditelocentric and tetrasomic

lines of Chinese Spring wheat, concluded that 9 out of 17 major gliadin bands were

controlled by the genes on chromosome arlltslAS, 1BS, lDS, 6A5 and 6DS. Each of the

remaining eight bands was presumably a mixture of gliadins whose genes were located on

more than one chromosome. Wrigley (1970) fractionated wheat gliadins into 46 spots oy

combined isoelectricfocusing (IEF, pH 5-9) and sta¡ch gel electrophoresis atpIl3.2-

Later, Wrigley and Shepherd (1973) confirmed and extended the earlier findings of

Shepherd (1968) and 33 out of 44 possible components could be assigned to specific

wheat chromosomes of homoeologous groups 1 and 6. One major component was

difficult to assign probably because more than one ch¡omosome were involved and the

control of the remaining 10 minor protein spots was difficult to determine because their

detection in a given stcck depended on how much protein was loaded on the gel.

These early findings were also confirmed by Payne et al. (1982a) using the acid

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (APAGE) method of Bushuk andZilTman (1978) in the

first dimension, followed by SDS-PAGE in the second dimension. Other 2-D

electrophoretic systems used for the separation of gliadins a¡e: combined IEF (pIJ+7.5)

and SDS-PAGE of O'Farrell et al. (1975) by Brown et al. (1979) and Brown and Fla'vell

(1981); and elecfophoresis at pH 3.2 followed by elecrophoresis at pH 9.2by Mecham cr

at. (1978) and Lafiandra et at. (1984). Thesc and other studies have given convincing

evidence that the genes encoding classical gliadins are located on the short arms of group 1

and group 6 chromosomes in wheat.
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2.3.2 Glutenins

Unlike gliadins there are no internationally accepted standard definitions for glutenin

proteins. However, glutenins have two main characteristics: (i) they a¡e insoluble in

water, diluæ salt solution or aqueous ethanol at room temperature and (ii) they consist of

polypeptides that are linked together by intermolecular disulphide bonds. This definition

however, includes about 6 Vo of the ethanol-soluble fraction variously called HMW gliadin

@eckwith et al., 1966;Bietz and Wall, 1980), LN,[W glutenin (Nielsen et a1.,1968; Bietz

and Wall, 1930) and Glutenin III (Graveland et al.,1982)-

Glutenin was first fr4ctionated by Jones et al. (1959) who observed that it had only

one major peak when separated by moving boundary elecEophoresis. However, using

starch gel electrophoresis in aluminium lactate builer, Woychik et al. (1964) separated

reduced glutenins into 20 or more components some of which had simila¡ electrophoretic

mobility to gliadins. The next major advance in the fractionation of glutenin was the

introduction of SDS-PAGE by Bietz and Wall (1972), who showed that glutenin was

composed of subunits having at least 15 different apparent MWs, ranging from 11,600 to

133,000.

Orth and Bushuk (1974) were the first to study the genetic control of glutenin

subunits. Using the SDS-PAGE technique, they showed that genes encoding four

glutenin subunits with apparent molecular weights of 152,000, 112,000, 60,000 and

45,000 were located on ch¡omosome lD of Chinese Spring wheat. Bietz et al. (1975)

used single kernel analysis based on the sequential extraction method of Bietz and Wall

(1975) and after analysis of nullisomic-tetrasomic and ditelocentric lines of Chinese Spring

by SDS-PAGE, they concluded that two glutenin subunits (MW 104,000 and 93,000)

were controlled by the genes on long arm of chromosome 1B and two other subunits (IVIW

133,000 and 86,000) were similarly assigned to the long arm of chromosome lD. Several

LMW subunits from their glutenin preparation could not be assigned to particular

chromosomes.
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Brown et aI. (1979) and Brown andFlavell (1981) used 2-D elecrophoresis to fractionate

the glutenin obtained by the modiflred Osborne procedure (Chen and Bushuk. 1970) and

gel filtration method (Huebner and Wall, 1976; Payne and Corfield, 1979)' They

confirmed the results of Bietz et al. (1975) by locating the genetic contol of two HMW

subunits on chromosome arm 1DL, although the size of these molecules in the work of

Brown et at. (1979) [125,000 and 88,000], were slightly different from those determined

by Bietz et al. (1975). More recent work by Holt et al. (1981) has shown that the

isoelectric points of the 1B subunits are higher than the pH range employed by Brown er

at. (1979) in their study and this is the reason why they could not analyse the HMW

subunits controlled by chromosome 1B. These results on the chromosomal location of the

genes congolling HIvIW subunits of glutenin have since been confirmed and elaborated by

l¿wrence and Shepherd (1980, 1981), Payne et al. (1980, 1981a) and Galili a¡d Feldman'

1983a, b) using an improved discontinuous system of l-dimensional SDS-PAG'tr'

(Laemmli, 1970) to fractionate the total protein extracts from the endosperm halves of

single kernels. Furthermore, these researchers have also shown that chromosome arm

lAL of wheat also carries genes controlling HMW gluænin subunits.

Unlike gliadins and HMW glutenin subunits, the genes controlling the LMV/ glutenin

subunits have been diff,rcult to assign to particular chromosome arrns because of the lack of

suitable techniques for fractionation. However. recently by combining two different 2-D

electrophoretic systems (O'Farell, 1975 and O'Farrell et al.,1977), Jackson et al' (1983)

have located the genes controlling some of these LMW subunits on ch¡omosome arms

1AS, 1BS and lDS. Singh and Shepherd (1984b, 1985) have obtained similar results

using a non-reducing/reducing form of 2-D elecü'ophoresis described in this thesis.

2.3.3 Albumins and Globulins

Albumins and globulins have not been studied in as much detail as the gliadins and

glutenins, possibly because they constitute less than}O%o of the total endosperm proteins'

Furthermore, they have not been implicatndspecifically as determinants of bread-making
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quality. Albumins and globulins as a group migrate well ahead of the gliadins, when

separated electrophoretically in starch gel at acid pH. These proteins have been extracted

by using solvents which do not extract glutenin such as distilled water, dilute salt solution,

lM or 2M urea, 25 Vo aqueous 2-chloroethanol, 70 Vo a\lt}otJs ethanol and aqueous

dimethyl formamide. Unlike gliadins and glutenins, genes controlling the synthesis of

these proteins a¡e scattered throughout the genome and chromosomes from each of the

seven homoeologous groups are shown to be involved in their genetic control' Shepherd

(1971) located genes controlling albumins on chromomsome arms 5AL, sBL and 5DL'

rü/aines et at. (1973) showed that some water-soluble, ethanol-extracæd seed proteins were

controlled by chromosomes 2A, 4A, 6^, 2B.,38, 48, 2D' 3D' 4D' 6D and 7D'

Aragoncillo et al. (1975) have shown the cotttrol of TOVo ethanol soluble non-gliadin

proteins by chromosomes 4Aß, 3BS, 685, 7BS, 3Dß, 4D,5D and 7D. Recently, using

2-D electrophoresis (IEF, pH ¿e--9 xstarch gel elecfrophoresis), genes .ot oorifr 14 out ofl-
25 components of the dilute salt soluble proteins were assigned to chromosomes 18, 38,

3D, 44, 48, 58, 6B, 6D, and 7D (FraMon et al',1984)'

2.4 VARIATION OF ENDOSPERM PROTEIN PATTERNS AMONG CULTIVARS

AND TTIE ALLELIC RELATONSHIPS OF GENES CONTROLLING TI{EM

Various fractions of the wheat grain proteins have been assessed for their suitabiltiy in

cultivar identification. Among these, albumins and globulins are suitable only for

distinguishing between the different wheat species because there is not much variation in

albumins in cultiva¡s of the same species (Johnsor^, 1972; Caldwell and Kasarda, 1978;

Cole et al., Lggl;Wrigley, lgSZ). However, there is substantial intervarietal variation for

banding patterns for gliadins and HIvIW glutenin subunits. Recent work shows that

\: variation "firO among LMW glutenin subunits also @ayn e et a1.,1984d; Singh and
'{;

) Shepherd, 19g4b) but thgVeis littte information on this. The gliadins have proven ideal for

discrimination at the cultivar level and have been used most often. In fact, electrophoretic

analysis of gliadin composition now provides ttre main basis for segregating wheat on a
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commercial scale in several countries (Wrigley et al., L982a;I-âsztity,1984)'

The inærvarietal variation at specific gene loci controlling endosperm storage proteins

have been studied by analysis of large collections of wheat cultivars, intervarietal

chromosomal substitution lines, monosomic anaiysis and by the analysis of segregating

progeny of the appropriate crosses between cultivars with different banding patterns'

These studies have proven useful in determining the allelic relationships between protein

subunits or subunit combinations present in different wheat cultivan'

2.4.1 Gliadins

Gliadin patterns of the intervarietal substitution lines containing 'Cheyenne' chromosomes

substituæd in Chinese Spring, produced by Monis et al. (1966), were studied by Eastin er

al. (1967) and larer by Kasarda et al. (1976b). The genes controlling 13 of the 25

detectable gliadin components in Cheyenne, and 11 of the 22 components in Chinese

Spring, were assigned to chromosomes of homoeologous gfoups 1 and 6' Solari and

Fawet (1967) studied the inheritance of gliadin patterns in crosses between different

cultivars and concluded that at least 11 loci, belonging to three linkage groups (or

chromosomes), were involved in their synthesis. The inheritance of intervariet¿l variation

of gliadin patterns was studied by Doek es et al. (1973) and they established that gliadin

patterns were inherited as unaltered'blocks'. The genes contolling certain gliadin bands

in the cultivar 'Odesskaya' were assigned to the chromoscmes of group 1 and 6 by

analysing progeny from crosses between this cultivar and chinese spring aneuploids

(Rybalka, I}TS). Sasek and Kösner (1977) studied progeny from crosses between

Kavkaz and the 21 monosomics of Chinese Spring to determine the effect of Kavkaz

chromosomes on individual Kavkaz gliadin bands. They assigned the genetic control of

some gliadin bands to chromosomes 18, lD and 68. The inheritance of gliadin

components unique to three cultiva¡s was investigatedby Mecham et al- (1978) uslng 2-D

electrophoresis and they concluded that many of the gliadin bands segregated as if they

were controlled by a single gene. Linkage analysis provided evidence that genes
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controlling gliadin components occurred as codominant alleles in a gene cluster. Payne et

at. (1984b) used six different intervarietal substitution lines of chromosome 1A into

Chinese Spring to locate the protein components controlled by chromosome 1A in these

cultivars. The most extensive analysis of 'block' inheritance and allelic variation of

gliadins has been carried out by Sozinov and coworkers in the USSR (Sozinov and

Poperelya, 1980; Metakovsþ et a1.,1984). Genetic analysis of F2seeds from 36 crosses

involving 39 winter wheat cultivars, revealed 'blocks' with 1 to 6 gliadin components

which a¡e inherited as individual Mendelian traits. About 80 different variants of these

blocks were detected. On the basis of tests for allelism these blocks were grouped into six

series (loci) named GI{IA (15 alleles) , GILIB (18 alleles) , GILID (8 alleles), GId 6A (13

alleles),G/d 6B (lI alleles) and Gtd6D (lO alleles) and these alleles were conffmed to be

inherited co.dominantly (Metakovsþ er al., L984)-

2.4.2 Glutenins

Intervarietal variation in HMW glutenin subunits was studied by Lawrence and Shepherd

(1980) who reported that the number of bands in each of the 98 wheat cultivars ranged

from three to five and at least 34 different banding patterns were observed. In these

patterns, some bands or band combinations were mutually exclusive. That is, they behaved

like alleles and could be assigned to three gtoups located on chromosomes 14, 1B and 1D.

Payne et at. (1980) observed similar results although they used only seven cultivars.

However, using intervarietal substitution lines, they concluded that 2 subunits were

controlled by chromosome lD, L or 2 subunits by chromosome 1B and 0 or 1 subunit by

14. Brown et at. (1981) analysed substitution lines from eight cultivars into Chinese

Spring and found somewhat similar results but in their 2-D system, the subunits coded by

chromosome 18 were not detectable. A catalogue of alleles for the complex loci GIu-Al,

Gtu-BI and Gtu-Dl, coding for HMW subunits of glutenin has been published by Payne

and Lawrence (1983). Although variation in LMW glutenin subunits has been recorded

(payne et aI.,l984b; Singh and Shepherd, 1984b), only limited studies have been tnade
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on these subunits so far.

In summary, it appean that the genes controlling güadins and glutenins in hexaploid

wheat occur at nine different complex loci. The loci Glu-A|, Glu-BI and Glu-Dl ate

located on the long arm of chromosomes 14, 1B and lD; the loci Gti-At, Gti-Bl and

GIí-DI are located on the short arm of chromosomes 1,{, 1B and lD and loci Glí-42,

Gtí-82 and Gli-D2 are located on the short arm of chromosomes 64, 6B and 6D,

respectively @ayne et a1.,1984b). Among these loci, Gti-I appear to be most complex,

followed by GIi-2 and Glu-|. presumably, the variation occurring in different cultivars is

due to alelic differences and that the proæins which are inherited as blocks are the products

of a cluster of structural genes (isoloci) that have arisen from a single ancestral gene by

duplication and mutation (Wrigley, 1982)-

2.5 LINKACT, MAPPING OF TIIE GENES CONTROLLING

WHEAT ENDOSPERM PROTEINS

I¿wrence and Shepherd (1981b) estimated the recombination frequency between glutenin

and gliadin genes on chromosome 18. They analysed progeny of a triparental cross, the

parents having electrophoretically different HMW glutenin subunits and or-gliadins

controlled by chromosome 18, and concluded that the two genes were segregating

independently. payne et al. (1982b) showed wo differeut recombination values of 47Vc

and 4ZVo between GIu-Al and GIí-AI, and also two different recombination values of 39Vo

and4lVobetween Gtu-ï1 andGlí-î1, using four different triparental crosses. In a study

with F2 progeny, Chojeki et al. (L983) found thatGtu-D/ and Gli-Dl on chromosome lD

were segregating independently. In summary, all of these results suggest that the Glu-I

loci on the long arms of group 1 chromosomes are well separated from the G/i-1 loci on

their short arms.

Linkage maps of the genes that are segregating independently can only be constructed

when one or both of these genes can be shown to be linked with some intermediate gene(s)

or a chromosome break point or a cenffomere. The results of Chojeki et al. (1983) are
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signifrcant in this respect since they observed 36.2 7o recombination between Glu-D[ and

the GpiDI locus controlling a glucose phosphate isomerase isozyme on the chromosome

arm lDS, and34.5Vo recombination between the Gpi-DI andGIí-DI loci' Thus the

inærmediate locus Gpi-DI showed significant linkage with each of the gliadin and glutenin

loci. Using the telocentric mapping procedure of Sears (1962, 1966b)' Rybalka and

Sozinov (Lg|g)showed 42Vo recombrnation between the cenüomere and the gliadin locus

on chromosome arm 1BS. This indicated that Gli-BI must be located distally on

chromosome atm 1BS. In fact, a recent detailed cytogenetic and biochemical study of a

spontaneous mutant involving this chromosome has revealed that the GIi-Bi locus must

occur in the satellite region of chromosome 1B @ayne et a1.,1984a) '

Telocentric mapping has also been used by PaynE et al' (1982b) to map genes

controlling the HMW giutenin subunits. They obtained recombination values of 7 '6Vo,

9.2Vo and l}.tVo betweeen the centromere and the Gtu-AI, Glu-Bl and Glu-Dl loci on

the long arm of chromosomes 14, 1B and lD, respectively. In recent linkage studies,

Payne et al. (l9}4d) have shown that each of the short arms of chromosomes 1A and 1B

in wheat, contains a single complex locus, named Gti-AI andGli-}1, respectively, which

contains the genes for the co, y and B gliadins and the LNfW glutenin subunits' They

found no recombination between these different types of proteins. in 693 test-cross

progenies analysed for the proteins'coded by chrombsome alÏn 1AS. In similar tests with

the equivalent proteins coded for by chromosome arrn 1BS, no recombinants were detected

nzÏ3test-cfoss progenies but two possible recombinants were observed among I60F2

progeny. Singh and Shepherd (1984b) have also reported very close linkage between

genes controlling gliadins and LMW glutenin subunits on each of the chromosome arms

1AS, lBS and 1DS.

Recently Galili and Feldman (1984) reported that a gliadin component (B-30 according

to their nomenclature) showed 25.5 Vo recombination with the other gliadin components

and23.5 Vo recombi.nation with the HMW glutenin subunits. They concluded that this

gliadin component is controlled by a separate locus (Gld-86 ), located proximally to the

major gliadin gene cluster on chromosome arm 1BS'
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2.6 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PROTEINS AND QUALITY CHARACTERS

It is widely accepted that to produce a good loaf of bread wheat flour must have a

minimum quantity and quality of protein. Above these minimal requirements' either an

increase in protein quantity of an improvement in protein quality can improve the

bread-making quality of flour (Finney and Barmore, 1948; Bushuk et aI" 1969)'

Generalþ protein quantity is inversly related to grain yield and has low heritability'

therefore, most effort has been given to searching for a correlation between protein quality

and bread-making quality. Although certain types of allergenic activity can be readily

associated with some individual cereal proteins following gel electrophoresis of crude

mixtures (c.f. wrigl ey, I982),it has been more difficuit to associate individual protein

bands with bread- or pasta-making quality. This is mainly because of the difficulty in

purifying individual proteins from the wheat endosperm to test their effect on dougn

quality by addition. Instead researchers have used the alternative approach of seei<jng for

an association between quality performance and protein composition in a range of

genotypes, segregating progeny of appropriate genetic crosses or isogenic lines'

Early attempts to associate dough properties wi'Jr specific gliadins @oekes' 1968;

Huebner and Rothfus, 1g6g; orth and Bushuk, lg72) or glutenins (I{uebner, 1970; orth

and Bushuk ,lglz)did not succeed. IIowcver, recentþ, researchers in France (Damidaux

et a1.,1978), Canada (Kosmolak et a1.,1980) and Australia (du cros er al'' 1982)have

reported that pasta-making quality in durum wheats is strongly associated with the

presence of a specifrc gliadin component (band '45'). In contrast allelic gliadin þand'42')

is associated with poor quality. Pattern analysis by l-D anð'Z-D electrophoretic studies

and quality data suggests that bands 42 and45 are each part of a block of gliadins (du c¡os

et al., tgïz),which are also very closely linked wittrLMW glutenin subunits @ayne et al''

1984c). The association of dough quality with a group of proteins rather than a single

band provides a more plausibile explanation for the observed correlations. Specific gliadin

components have also been associated with dough sEength in bread wheat ( Wrigley et al"

1981), but it is not known whether these associations might be more related to linked
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LMW glutenin subunits than the gliadin components themselves.

Payne et al. (1979,198lb) found significant associations between certain HMW

subunits of glutenin and bread-making quatity as assessed by the SDS-sedimentation test

(Axford et al., lgTg). Relationship between allelic HMW glutenin subunits ancl

bread-making quality has also been reported by Burnouf and Bouriquet (1982) and

Moonen et al. (1982,1983). Recently Payne et al. (I984b) have reviewed the relative

importance of different alleles at the storage protein loci on quality and concluded that the

order was: Glu-l> Gtí-L> Gli-2. The rating of Gli-L above Gli-2 is consistent with the

findings of Sozinov and Poperelya (1980). However, Wrigley et el. (I982b) found that

quality associations were sfronger for gliadins than for glutenins, particularly with gliadin

bands 2,4, 14, and 19 of iheir nomenclature. Wrigley et a/. (1981) have used computer

based úechniques for pattern analysis to overcome the problem of handling large amount of

data. This approach has been further developed to include other attributes such as gra''rr

hardness, resistance and extensibility and considerations of the possible effect of pedigree

in explaining protein quality associations. Using this technique it has been fur"her

indicated that associations involving grain hardness were mainly pedigree related but this

was not so for protein-dough shength associations ('Wrigley et a1.,1982c'd).

As mentioned earlier, Gli-I is a complex locus coding for o,1, p gliadins and LMW

glutenin subunits. Since these genes are very tightly linked and usually do not recombine

@ayne et a1.,1984d; Singh and Shepherd, 1984b), it is difficult to determine which of

these groups are responsible for the differences in bread-making quality. However,

because of their aggregating ability LMV/ gluænin subunits are likeiy to be rnore important.

Despite the promising initial findings with HMW glutenin subunits and classical gliadins,

no similar study has been carried out on the effect of LMW- glutenin subunits on flour

quality mainly because of the lack of suitable techniques for separating these proteins.

Furthermore, to answer specifically the question of lvhether the observed quality-protein

associations are due to close linkage between tbe structural genes for protein synthesis and

quality-conferring genes or to the causal effect of these proteins themselves on dough

pro¡rerties, these studies need to be extended to include genotypes from a broader genetic
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base.and to analyse isogenic lines which vary only for particular protein component(s) in

an otherwise uniform genetic bakground.

2.7 ENDOSPERM PROTEINS OF CEREAL RYE

Among the cereals , rye (secale cereale L.) is closest to wheat in yielding a flour which

forms cohesive-elastic dough. This feature is also possessed by the wheat-rye hybrid

triticale, and is thought to result from the properties of the endosperm proteins in these

cereals. The major storage proteins in rye are glutelins and secalins and the early work on

these has been reviewed by Simmonds and Campbell (1976). Preston and Woodbury

(1975) purified rye secalins into four subfractions by gel filtration and compared their

amino acid composition and migration on SDS-PAGE. More recently, Field et al- (1982)

and Shewry et at. (1982) also purified and charactej;¿edfour major groups of components

which they called co-secalins, 40 kilodaltons (kd) y-secalins , 75kd y-secalins and

HMW secalins and showed their relationship to storage proteins of wheat and barley.

Fractions corresponding to 40kd 1- and or-secalin groups were also purifieC and

characterized by Charbonnier et al. (19S1). The disulphide-linked HMw aggregates of

rye proteins have been observed as discrete bands @re'ston and Woodbury, 1975) or as

heavy background streaking in gelS (Charbonnier et aI.,l98l;Field et a1.,1983a), which

disappeared after reduction of proteins with 2-mercaptoethanol. Caldwell (1983a, b) has

shown that most of the secalins are easily reduced to.polypepetides of intermediate mobility

ranging in size from about32to 92 kilodaltons, a size corresponding to that of 75kd

ysecalins. Ilowever, the real manner of aggregation of these subunits is not known.

The first genetic analysis of rye proteins was calried out on the monomeric prolamins

(secalins) by Shepherd (1968) who examined the elecfophoretic patterns of these proteins

from 'King II' rye, 'Holdfast' wheat, their amphiploid and seven separate wheat-rye

addition l;.nes. It was concluded (Shepherd and Jennings, 1971) that only the short arm of

chromosome V (=1R) carried the genes controlling the synthesis of prolamins. Similar

results were obtained using addition lines involving 'Imperial' rye and Chinese Spring
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rvheat, where chromosome E (=1R) was solely responsible for the prolamin bands

observed. In this respect, rye was different from wheat where two chromosome groups'

numbers 1 and 6, are involved in prolamin synthesis (Shepherd, 1968; S/rigley and

Shepherd, 1973).

Jagannath and Bhatia (1972) found that when chromosome 2R of Imperial rye is

substituted for any of its homoeologous chromosome pairs in Chinese Spring wheat, the

resulting lines contain elevated percentages of grain protein. IIowever, they could not

detect any extra protein band associated with chromosome 2R. Lawrence and Shepherd

(1981a) not only showed the genetic control of two HMW glutelin subunits in rye by

chromosome arm lRL similar to thei¡ location in wheat, but also they showed for the fi¡st

time that chromosome 2R controls an inærmediaté MW subunit which corresponds to the

75kd y-secali¡s of Shewry et al. (1982). Recently these results have been confrrmed by

Shewry et at. (198aa) who have shown further that the locus which' controls HMW

glutelin subunits on lRL is loosely liked (40.8 Vo recombination) with the locus controlling

40kd y-secalins. Genes controlling HMW glutelin subunits on chromosome arm lRL, are

very closeþ linked to the centromere with onty 4.6 Vo recombination (Singh and Shepherd,

1984a). However, none of the other secalin genes have been mapped with respect to the

centromere and furthermore, their is no published report on location of genes controlling

75kd y-secalins on specific arm of chromosome 2R.
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CHROMOSOMAL CONTROL AND STRUCTURE OF ENDOSPERM

PROTEINS IN WHEAT AND RYE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A significant development in the characterization of the seed storage proteins of wheat

during the last 20 years, and particularly in the last 5 years, has been the coupling of

genetic studies with improved methods of protein fractionation [see Chapter 2fot adetailed

reviewl. It has long been known that the Osborne (1907) fractions of the wheat seed

proteins, based on differential solubility, each contains a complex mixture of proteins with

much overlap of components. However, it was not until the development of improved

electophoretic methods for protein separation that it became possible to separate individual

components in these fractions and then determine their genetic control. For example, the

introduction of zone electrophoresis in starch gels at acid pH @lton and Ewart, 1960;

Woychik et a1.,1961) gave at least partial separation of unreduced monomeric gliadins.

Application of this separation procedure to single kernels of aneuploid stocks of wheat

allowed Shepherd (1968) and later Wrigley and Shepherd (1973), using 2-dimensional

elec6ophoresis for better resolution, to determine the genetic control of G, p, y and co

gliadins by the genes on the short arms of homoeologous group 1 and gloup 6 wheat

chromosomes. Similarly, the introduction of SDS-PAGE provided a means for resolving

glutenin, after reduction with 2-mercaptoethanol (ME), into fifteen separate subunits which

have been classified into HMW and LMW glutenin subunits @íetz and V/all, 1972). T\e

genetic control of the HMW subunits was first investigated by Orth and Bushuk (1974)

and Bietz et al. (1975), and subsequently many other workers have extended our

knowleclge of the number and chromosomal location of the genes controlling i{lv[W

glutenin subunits on the long arms of homoeologous group 1 chromosomes @rown et al.,

1979,1981; Lawrence and Shepherd, 1980, 1981a; Payne et a1.,1980, 1981a; Galiii and
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Feldman, 1983a,b).

In contrast to these two gfoups of relatively well chanctenzed proteins, the LMW

gluænin subunits have proven much more diffrcult to analyse. The genetic control of these

subunits was not determined earlier because of the difficulty of resolving the subunits in

one-dimensional electrophoresis. Although Jackson et ¿/. (1983) recently succeeded in

fractionating and characterizing the LMW glutenin subunits by using gel filtration and 2-D

electrophoresis (O'Farrell, L975; O'Farrell et al., 1977), this approach lacks general

application for rapid screening and inheritance studies because only one sample can be

analysed per gel in the second dimension and furtherïnore, the LMW glutenin subunits'

cannot be directly distinguished from gliadins (see Payne et a1.,1984d)'

It is widely accepted that aggregated proteins resulting from the disulphide linkage

between various subunits in the wheat endosperm are important determinants of the

bread-making quality of wheat flour. These disui¡,hide-linked proteins, mainly glutenins,

are thought to interact with the gliadirrs to form an elastic but resilient matrix which confers

unique visco-elastic properties on dough. Although several different kinds of forces

including electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions, ¿lre

involved in the formation of this matrix (Lâsztity,1984), it has been demonstrated that

disulphide bonds have a major influence on the structure of native glutenin ( Pence and

Olcott, L951;Nielsen et aL,1962) and on dough properties (Jones et a1.,1974; Bloksma,

1975). Two major classes of disulphide-linked proteins have been identified in wheat

endosperm: firstly, the high molecular weight native glutenins which are composed of

aggregates of HMW and LMW subunits (Bietz and Wall 1973); and secondly, low

moiecular weight native glutenins which are composed of agglegates of I-MW giutenin

subunits (Bietz and Wall, 1973,1980). However, the precise manner of aggtegation of

these subunits is still not known.

When examining the SDS-PAGE patterns of unreduced total endospeûn protein

' extracts from Chinese Spring wheat, in an attempt to screen for the monomeric gliadins by

SDS-PAGE, three electrophoretically slow-moving bands were observed in a zone of

heavy background streaking. These bands are readily reduced into smaller subunits by
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trace amounts of ME and, since they are electrophoretically different from any of the

previously characterized endosperm proteins of Chinese Spring, they were thought t1¡ be a

new class of disulphide-linked proteins in the endosperm of wheat. These three bands, or

a similar set of three bands, were found to be present in most hexaploid wheat cultivars

surveyed and consequently they have been designated as "triplet" bands until they are

more fully characterized. In this chapter, the results are presented from the studies aimed

at defining the variation, genetic control and subunit composition of these proteins' A 2-D

electrophoretic procedure employing non-reducing conditions in the first dimension and

-reducing conditions in the second dimension was used to analyse the structure of these'

triptet proteins. This non-reducing/reducing form of 2-D procedure has been used

previously for the analysis of disulphide-linked proteins of cell membranes (Wang and

Richards,l974; Haynes and Destree,1977), ribosomal proteins (Sommer and Traut

(1975), and legumins (Matta et al.,I9ïl). With ù\,me modifications, this 2-D method has

also proven to be efficient for separating the subunits of the other disulphide-linked

proteins in wheat endosperm, particularly the LMW glutenin subunits, and it has provided

a new insight into the aggregation properties of the glutenin subunits of wheal

These l-D and 2-D elecfrophoretic procedures were also used to separate the total

protein extracts from rye endosperm to investigate whether triplet proteins and LMV/

glutelin subunits are also presentin cereal rye. The 2-D method has demonstrated how

rye protein subunits aggregate by intermolecular disulphide bonds to produce a series of

discrete oligomers in diploid rye, and also how they interact with wheat proteins' Results

are also presented which locate the genes controlling 75kd y-secalins on the short arm of

chromosome 2R of ImPerial rye.

A brief summary of some of this work was presented at the Second International

Workshop on Gluren Proteins held at V/ageningen (Singh and Shepherd 1984b) and also

part of this work has been accepted for publicatron in Theoretical and Applied Genetics

(Singh and Shepherd, 1985).
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3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Genetic Stocks AnalYsed

3.2.1.1 Chinese Spring aneuploids

The following d.itelocentric @t), nullisomic-tetrasomic (NT) and tetrasomic (T) lines of

Chinese Spring wheat (Sean 1954,1966a;Sears and Sears, 1978), kindly donated by Dr'

E.R. Sears and now maintained at the Waite Agriculnual Resea¡ch Institute, were used: Dt

IAL, Dt lBL, Dt lDL, NT 14.18, NT 1A-1D, NT 1B'14, NT 1B-1D, NT 1D-14'

NT 1D-18 and T1A.

3.2.1.2 Wheat cultivars and breeding lin::

A list of 137 hexaploid wheat cultivars and advanced generation breeding lines and 9

durum wheat cultivars, including representative cultivars from the main wheat growing

areas of the world, used for the survey of triplet protein patterns, is given in Appendix A

(page 126). These gneotypes are maintained at the Waite Institute and the seeds were

kindly provided by Dr. A. J. Rathjen and Dr K.W' Shepherd'

3.2.L,3 Wheat'rye derivatives and diploid rye

The rye chromosome addition, substitution and translocation lines used in this study were

present in the wheat cultivar Chinese Spring. The rye chromosomes in the wheat-rye

amphiploidandadditionlinesE(=1R)andB(=2R)werederivedfromtheryecultivar
.Imperial' (see'Driscoll and Sears, lg|L). The original seeds were kindly suppted by Dr'

E. R. Sears. The seeds for substitution line chinese Spring 2R(28) originally developed

by Sears, translocation line 2BS-2RL andF2seeds from a translocation heterozygote

(2BL2RS/28) together with another wheat parent used in this cross, were kindly provided
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by Dr. c. E. May of the Department of Agriculture, wagga wagga, N.S.W. (see May and

Appels, 1980).

3.2.2 Extraction of Seed Proteins

The endospenn halves from single kernels were placed in a folded glassine sheet [Lilley,

Powder paper (glassine) 3lb" x 4lt2"land crushed with a hammer' The crushed material

was transferred to 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes to which was added 0.1 ml ot O'2 ml (for l-D

and 2-D electrophoresis, respectively) of the SDS-Tris-HCl extracting buffer (pH 6'8)'

The buffer was prepared by freshly mixing the required amount of a stock solution'

containing 0.125M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), 8'0Vo (wlv) SDS' 30Vo (vlv)

glycerol and}.OOSVo (wiv) bromophenol blue made to pH 6.8 with HCl, with an equal

volume of water. The samples were usually incubated overnight at near 40'C ror

approximately 16 h. However, if samples were required in a rninimum time'l-2 h

incubation at 60'C was found sufficient for the extraction of the desired proteins' To

exüact reduced proteins, l.5To (vlv)ME was included in the extracting buffer' Extraction

in the presence of ME is expected to solubilize all of the different protein types in the grain.

For the non reducing acid PAGE x reducing SDS-PAGE form of 2-D electrophoresis,

the endosperm proteins were extracted with 2M urea solution, with L'ÙVo (wlv) methyl

gfeen included as tracking dye, for 16 h at 4'C '

3.2.3 One-dimensional SDS'PAGE

The discontinuous system of SDS-PAGE was bascd on the method of Laemmli (1970).

Vertical slab gels (145'x 100 x 1.2 mm) were prepared between two glass plates clamped

to the side of a perspex srånd similar to that described by Studier (1973) and modified by

I-awrence and shepherd (1980). The sepafating gel contained l0.0vo (w/v) acrylamide

and0.08Vo (w/v) bisacrylamide (Bis), o.LVo (wlv) SDS, and 0.375M Tris made to pH 8'8

with HCI and the stacking gel contain ed 3Vo (Wv) acrylami<ie , 0'08Vo Bis, O.lVo (w/v)
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SDS and 0.125M Tris made to pH 6.8 with HCl. Both gels were polymerized with N' N'

N,, N' - tetramethyl- ethylenediamine (TEMED) and ammonium persulphate' The

electrode buffer, for both upper and lower tanks contained O.LVo (wtv) SDS and 0'025M

Tris made to pH 8.3 with glycine. Before electrophoresis, samples were centrifuged in a

Beckman Microfuge at 10,000 rprn for 1 min and 10 pl of clear supernatant was loaded

into each slot. The elec6ophoresis was carried out with the cathode in the upper tank and

at a constant current of 40 mA/gel for about 2 h (new electrode buffer) or 3 h (once-used

electrode buffer) until the marker dye front reached the bottom of the gel'

3.2.4 Two-dimensional Electrophoresis

3.2.4.1 Non-reducing x reducing SDS-PAGE

Proteins were first extracted in the SDS (Tris-HCl, pH 6.8) solvent rvithout ME as

described above and then separated in SDS-polyacrylamide disc gels in glass tubes (120

mm long, 5 mrn internal diameter). The compositions of the separating (90 mm) and

stacking (10 mm) sections of the gel were identical to those of the l-D SDS-PAGE slab

gels. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rprn for 5 min in order to avoid any solid

particles in the supernatant and, unless stated otherwise (in the legends of Figures), 50 ¡rl

of extract was layered onto the stacking gel. The samples were electrophoresed at 3

mA/tube for 45 min and then 2 mA/tube for 2h. The gels lvere then removed from the

tubes and incubated at 37"C for 30 min to 2 h in an equilibration mixture consisting of 1

vo (vlv)ME freshly added to a solutionof l0.3vo (w/v) glycerotr,0.07lvI Tns,2,47o (wlv)

SDS made to pH 6.8 with HCl, to achieve protein reduction (c.f. Brown et al' 1979)'

Control gels were incubated in the sÍrme solution'but without the addition of ME' After

incubation, the proteins in the disc gel were subjected to electrophoresis in a direction at

right angles to that of the first run. The gel 1od was loaded horizontally onto the søcking

gel portion of a3.2mm thick slab gel with similar constituents to the disc gel. The second

dimension of electophoresis was ca:ried out at a constant current of 75 mNgel for the fi¡st
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45 min and then at 50 mA/gel for the remainder of the run (about 2rtrh) . Later, this

procedure was modified and disc gels with a reduced diameter (3mm) were loaded onto a

second dimension slab gel of 2 mm thickness. In a still later modification, gel strips of 1

mm thickness and 10 mm width (thickness of the sample wells) were cut longitudinally

from the slab gel after first dimension run and loaded onto slab gels of 1.2 mm thickness

for the second dimension run.

3:Å.4.2 Non-reducing acid PAGE x reducing SDS-PAGE

In the first step of this 2-D electrophoresis , proteins extracted from the rye endosperm

with 2M urea, were fractionated in a disc gel containing l5.0Vo (Wv) acrylamide 0.I2Vo

(w/v) Bis, 0.0025Vo (wlv) ferrous sulphate, O.OlVo (w/v) ascorbic acid and 2.5Vo (w/v)

aluminium lactate made to pH 3.1 with lactic acid as modified from Bushuk and Zilb'tan

(197S). The electrode buffer contained 1.25 Vo aluminium lactate made to pII 3.1 with

lactic acid. The electrophoresis was carried out with the anode in the top tank, at a constant

voltage of 200 V for 5h. The equilibration of the disc gel and the second dimension of

electrophoresis was identical to that described above for the non-reducing/ reducing

SDS-PAGE system.

3.2.5 Staining and Destaining

Gels were stained overnight in a staining solution consisting of one part of lVo (wlv)

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R mixed with 40 parts of 6 Vo (wlv) trichloroacetic acid in water:

methanol:glacial acetic acid (80:20:7) as described by lawrence and Shepherd (1980)' but

desøining was carried out in \r/ater for 48 h. Silver staining was carried out according to

the following procedure as modified from Morrissey (1981): Coomassie Blue stained gels

were destained for 24hinwater, methanol and glacial acectic acid (111:48:8) as used by

Lawrence and Shepherd (1980). After destaining in the above solution prefixation,

corresponding to the 'step 1' of Morrissey's procedure, was not needed. Destained gels
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were fixed in 10 Vo glutanldehyde for 30 min and then washed in several changes of

deionized \ryater for 2 h to remove the excess glutaraldehyde. The gels were then soaked

in 5 pg/ml dithiothreitol for 30 min and after pouring off dithiothrettol, O.lVo silver niEate

was added to the gel. After 30 min of silver nitrate treaünent, the gels were rinsed rapidly

once with a small amount of deionized water and then twice with a small amount of

developer (50 pl of 37Vo formaldehyde in 100 ml of 37o sodiunr carbonate). The gels were

left in the developer until the desired level of staining was achieved and then citric acid

was added to neutralize the developer and agitated for 10 min. Afte¡ discarding this

solution the gels were washed four times in deionized water over a period of 30 min'

Before storage, the gels were soaked for 10 min in 0.03 Vo sodium carbonate to prevent

bleaching. During this Staining procedure the gels were handled only with rubber gloves

to avoid fingerprints and all gel solutions were filtered to remove dust particles which can

give spurious staining in the gel.

3.2.6 Molecular Weight Calibration

Apparent molecular weights of wheat proteins were determined by comparison with the

mobilities of the following proteins used as standards ín SDS-PAGE gels. Three sets were

chosen to cover a wide range of molecular weights. First set was obtained from

Pharmacia and included: phosphorylase B (94,000), bovine albumin (67,000), ovalbumin

(43,000), carbonic anhydrase (30,000), ürypsin inhibitor (21,000). The second set was

obtained from SIGMA and included: myosin (205,000), p-galactosidase (116'000)'

phosphorylase B (97,000), bovine albumin (66,000), egg albumin (45,000) and carbonic

anhydrase (29,000). The third set of standards obtained from Bio-Rad, included:

phosphorylase B (92,500), bovine serum albumin (66,200), carbonic anhydrase (31'000)

soybean trypsin inhibitor (21,500) and lysozyme (14'400).
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3.2.7 Subcettular Isolation of Protein Bodies

Proæin bodies were isolated from the developing endosperm using the procedure described

by Miflin et al. (1981) as follows: Developing seeds, from Chinese Spring wheat Sfowrl

in the glass house, were collected about 21 days after anthesis and the embryo porûions

\ilere removed by hand dissection. Fresh endosperms from about 150 seeds (7.0 g) were

chopped into 0.5 mm slices with a scalpel blade in 12 ml of an exEaction buffer containing

0.05M tricine, 0.1M potassium acetate,O.O0sM EDTA and I5Vo (Wv) sucrose, adjusted

to pH 7.5 with potassium hydroxide or acetic acid. A further 4 ml of extraction buffer was

added and the homogenate was f,rltered, with squeezing, through 4 layers of cheese cloth.

The protein bodies were isolated from the filtråte by ultracentrifugation in the sucrose

density gradients ll6-60Vo (w/w)l made up in the above buffer, except 0.001M EDTA

was used i.r,oteâd of 0.005M. The sucrose density gradients were Prepared in the

¡lolyethylene centrifuge tubes which frtted a Beckman SV/ 27 rotor. Equal volumes (7 mÐ

of sucrose solutions with four different concentrations [16 Vo,30 Vo, 45 Vo ard 60 Vo

(w/w)l were layered step wise into the centrifuge tubes. The lightest solution was poured

first and then a syringe, with a long metal needle to reach the bottom of the tube, was used

to inject the more concentrated solutions successively into the bottom of the tubes and

thereby displacing the lighter solutions upwards. The centrifuge tubes with four steps of

sucrose concentrations ranging from 60Vo ai. the bottom to l6Vo at the top were left

undisturbed overnight (15-16 h) in a cold room (4'C) to obtain smooth gradients by

diffusion (c.f. Hames, 1978). The endosperm homogenate (5.5 ml) rvas then layered on

to these sucrose density gradients. After centrifugation in a Beckman SW27 rotor at

25,000 rpm for 2.5 h, the gradient was fractionated by piercing the bottom of the

centrifuge tube (I{ames, 1978) and fifteen 1.2 ml fractions were collected and weighed to

determine the density. The heaviest fraction eluted first and protein bodies, forming a

cleady visible white band nea¡ the bottom of the tube, corresponded to fractions 3, 4 and

5. Each of the fifteen fractions was diluted with an equal volume of distilled water and

then centrifuged at 40,000 g for 30 min. After decanting the supernatant the pellets in each
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tr¡be were dissolved in 0.2 ml of SDS-Tris-HCl extraction buffer G,H 6'8) without ME and

fractionated by l-D SDS-PAGE. Later 3 pl of ME was added to each tube to obtain

reduced proteins for SDS-PAGE analysis.
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3.3 RESI.JLTS

3.3.1 Triplet Proteins in \ilheat and their Interactíon with Glutenin

3.3.1.1 Detection of triplet bands and their genetic control

The one-dimensional electrophoretic patterns of unreduced and reduced extracts of total

endosperm proteins of Chinese Spring wheat are shown in Fig. 3.1. The triplet bands,

with relative søining intensities of approximately 4:4;1, occur in the cathodal (upper) half

of the gel amongst heavy background streaking in the unreduced samples (Fig. 3.1, a, b).

The other, faster moving, discrete protein bands are thought to be monomeric gliadins,

albumins and globulins. The triplet bands and the background streak were absent in the

samples reduced with ME @ig. 3.1, c), suggesting that disutphide bonding was involved

with both of these features of un¡educed extracts. The appearance of rnany new bands

after reduction, including the four HMW glutenin subunits and many less well resolved

bands in the LMV/ region of the gel, was consistent with this conclusion. The triplet

bands and the streak are exfemely sensitive to reduction with ME, since diffusion of ME

from track c has ¡esulted in a pronounced edge effect in track b (Fig. 3.1).

The chromosornal control of the triplet bands was determined by analysis of Chinese

Spring aneuploids. Seeds from stocks lacking chromosome 1A ( e.g. NT 1A-18), or the

short arm of 1A (Dt lAL), possessed only the slowest moving band (fri-1) of the triplet

(Fig. 3.2, b, c, d), whereas stocks lacking ch¡omosome lD (e.g. NT 1D-14), or the short

arm of lD (Dt lDL), had only the fastest moving band (Tri-3) (Fig. 3.2' j, k' 1). The

band with intermediate mobility (I'ri2) was absent whenever either chromosome arm lAS

or lDS was absent. In contrast, the removal of complete chromosome 18 or its short arm

did not have any obvious effect on the triplet pattern (Fig. 3.2, f, g, h). Besides these

qualitatitve changes in pattern, some quantitative changes in band staining intensity were

observed when the dosage of chromosomes 1A or lD in the endospeÍn was varied. The

approximate 4:4:I ratio of staining intensities of bands Tri-l: Tri-z:Tri-3 in euploid
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Chinese Spring, having equal doses of chromosomes 1A and lD, was changed to 1:2:1

and 2:1:0(?) [or16:8:1] ratios when the dosage of these respective chromosomes was

changed to 2:l (NTT 1B-14,Fig.3.2,8) an¿ 1:2 (NT 1B-lD, Fig 3.2' h).

These observations indicate that the triptet bands a¡e controlled by genes on the short

arms of chromosomes 1A and lD and that the relative amounts of these proteins are

influenced by the dosage of these chromosomes in the endospetm. Furthermore, these

observations are consistent with a hypothesis that the Tri-l, Tri-z and Tri-3 bands are

'dd', 'da' and 'aa' dimers, respectively, produced by random association of 'd' and 'a'

monomers controlled by chromosomes lD and 14, with the amount of 'd' monomer

produced per chromosome being twice that of 'a' monomer. On the basis of this

hypothesis, variation in the staining intensity of triplet bands associated with the change in

the dosage of 1A and lD chromosomes can be explained by the binornial expansions

presented in Table-3. 1.

Table 3.1 Model relating change of chromosome doslge to changes
' in the relative staining intensities of triplet bands

Chinese Spring

stocks

Relative amounts Binomial expansion for

of d and a subunits the dimer combinations

ûl* î2* (n1d+n2a)2

Relative inænsities

of triplet bands

Tri-1: Tri-2: Tri-3

Euploid
NT 18-14
NT lB-lD

1

1

1

I
2

1

2

2

4

(2d+ a)2 : 4dd+4da+ aa

(2d+2a)2: 4dd+8da+4aa
(4d+ a)2 : 16dd+8d ^+ ^?t

44
t2

168

*n1 and îzafe the relative amounts of d and a subunits of tripiet bands

However, this model is an oversimplification since.it was found later that triplet bands are

tetramers rather than dimers (see section 3.3.5).

It is known from ea¡lier work using aluminium Lactate sta¡ch gels at acid pH (Shepherd

1968; Wrigley and Shepherd 1973 ) that the monomeric prolamins (gliadins) are also

controlled by genes on the short arms of chromosomes 14,18 and lD and the patterns



Fig.3.2.

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of unreduced total seed protein exfiacts from euploid Chinese

Spring (CS) and ditelocentric (DÐ and nullisomic-tetrasomic (NÐ stocks.

Chromosomal control of triplet bands and some of the prolamin bands is indicated. The

numbering of triplet bands in the text conesponds with the labelling in the triplet region

of the gel as follows:

Tri-l = lDS

Tn-2 = lDS+lAS

Tri-3 = 1AS
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obtained with SDS-PAGE are consistent with these findings. These bands controlled by

the short arms of these chromosomes are labelled prolamins in Fig. 3.2. As depicted in

Fig. 3.2, these prolamins can be divided into two main groups. The first group,

representing ol-gliadins as inferred from their slower electrophoretic mobility on

SDS-PAGE (Payne et aI., 1982a), consists of four major ba¡ds three of which are

controlled by chromosome arm 1BS (bands labelled in Fig. 3'a ¡. The fourth band was

controlled by lDS but is not labelled due to its poor resolution in the gel depicted. The

second group of prolamins includes a number of faster moving components representing

6¡-, B- and y-gliadins. These bands are less well resolved compared to the co-gliadin

bands, however, three of these bands could be assigned to chromosome arms 1AS, lBS

and lDS (bands labelled in Fig. 3.2). In general, the number of prolamin bands observed

in the present non-red.ucing SDS-PAGE system is less than the i-D acid PAGE and sta¡ch

gel systems, but the present system is simple to apply and could be usefil in separating

some of the prolamins which otherwise overlap in the acid pH gels. The best resolution is

obtained for c+prolamins, particularly <+secalins, as described later in Chapær 4-

3.3.1.2 Variation of triplet band patterns in wheaÉ cultivars

In a survey of unreduced protein extracts from seeds of 137 hexaploid wlieat cultivars

from a world collection, all cultivars except five possessed three electrophoretically slow

moving bands in the cathodal portion of the gel. However, as ir¡ Chinese Spring, the

fastest moving band (Tri-3) was always faint and diff,rcult to sc.ore. The other two bands

(Tri-l and Tri-2) occurred in four distinct patterns referred to as 'broad, slow-moving',

'broad, faSt-moving', 'narrow, Slow-moving' and 'rrarrow, fast-moving' (Fig. 3,3, a,b,

c, e, respectively) . Five cultivars showed a single diffuse band (Fig. 3.3, Ð posssibly

because Tri-1 and Tri-2 bands in these cultivars had similar electrophoretic mobilty. The

nine durum wheats analysed possessed only one band with similar mobility to Tri-3 in

Chinese Spring (Fig. 3.3, h). The triplet protein banding patterns of these 146 wheat

cultivars along with the countries of their origin are listed in Appendix A þage 126)



Fig.3.3

Variation of triplet band patterns in wheat cultivars (Only the frnt trv-o bands of the triplet

were considered in this classification).

a, d, B, i broad, slow-moving (e.g.Chinese Spring):

b broad, fast-moving (e:g.India 115);

c n¿urow, slow-moving (e.g.Hope);

e narrow, fast-moving (e.9. Sonalika);

f single diffuse band (e.g. Tainui) ;

h single band (e.g. Durati, a durum wheat cultivar).
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3.3.1.3 Two-dimensional separation of wheat endosperm proteins

To resolve the structure of the triplet bands it was necessary to identify the subunits

released from these bands after reduction, and a2-D method of separation, with unreduced

proteins in the first dimension and reduced proteins in the second (Wang and Richards

lg74), was used for this purpose. The breakdown products of the triplet bands could be

identified by their position verticatly below the location of the triplet bands after the first

phase of this separation. Chinese Spring T1A, in which all three triplet bands are clearly

visible, was used for this purpose. Unreduced gel rods when run in the second

dimension, gave the expected 45" line and the triplet bands were recognizable as dark dots

approximately 2 cm from the origin in the streaky region of the gel (Fig. 3.4, A). The

reduced rods gave a very different elecnophoretic pattern (Fig. 3.4, B). The triplet bands

separated into four spots; consisting of two slower m'oving components (M.W. 58,000

and 52,000) and two very fast moving components (M.tù/. 23,000 and22,000). The da¡k

streak present in the unreduced gels was much less prominent after reduction and at least

20 different subunits (including four HMW glutenin subunits and four subunits of triplet

bands) appeared as continuous bands starting from the origin of the rod gel and extending

almost to the 45' line. The group of proteins which did not change their mobility upon

reduction, remaining as spots on the 45" line, were thought to be monomeric (cr, Þ, T and

ol gliadins). However, a few of the faster moving gliadin spots ( u, B and l groups) were

displaced from the 45' line after reduction, indicating slightly lower mobility in the second

dimension (Fig. 3.4, B, c). This may be due to the reduction of the intramolecular

disulphide bonds in gliadin molecules, resulting in more complete unfolding of the

polypeptide chains. It has been shown eariier that electrophoretic rnobility of ct-, Ê- attd

lgliadins was significantly reduced after the reduction of disulphide bonds (c.f. Woychik

et at. 1964; Beckwith et at. L965; Nielsen et al. L968). This ¡eduction in mobility was

explained by the theory that in the unreduced state gliadin molecules have folded

conformations stabiiized by intramolecular disulphide bonds. After reduction of these



Fig.3.4

2-dimensional (2-D) SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from Chinese

Spritg tetrasomic 1'A..

A Non-reducing conditions in both dimensions (-ME x -ME). Only 25 pl of

protein exüact was loaded for the better resolution of triplet dots;

B Non-reducing conditions in the first dimension and reducing corrditions in the

second C-rrension (-ME x +ME);

a, b, c reference samPles:

a l-D separations ofunreduced extracts

b molecular weight standards (Pharmacia):

l phosphorylase b (94,000), 2 bovine albumin (67,000), 3 ov¿rlbumin

(43,000), 4 carbonic anhydrase (30,000), 5 trypsin inhibitor (21,0c0)

c l-D separation ofreduced extracts.

Arows indicate the positions of bands and spots related to triplet proteins.
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bonds, the gliadin molecules become more linear and due to the sieving effect of the gel

medium, show reduced electrophoretic mobility in the gel'

3.3.1.4 Genetic control of the triplet and LMW glutenin subunits

Since the unreduced triplet bands occurred in the frnt 20 mm of the separating gel in the

tubes, it was possible to cut out this section from four separate tube gels and after

reduction, include all four pieces, representing four different samples, on a slab gel in the'

second dimension of electrophoresis. In this way, the subunit composition of the triplet

bands present in euploid Chinese Spring could be. compared directly with those present in

ditelocentric lines IAL and lDL (Fig. 3.5). The slowest moving spot (designated as D)

and the fastest moving spot (designated as õ) were absent when chromosome arm lDS

was missing (Fig. 3.5, c) and therefore these are congolled by gene(s) on chromosome

arm lDS. Similarly, the other two spots ( A, cr) were absent in the stock lacking

chromosome ¿rrm lAS and are controlled by gene(s) on 1AS (Fig. 3.5' b)' Thus,

chromosome arrnslDS and 1AS each code for one slow moving and one fast moving

subunit of the triplet bands. A lighter 'shadow' spot can be seen below the D spot (Fig'

3.5, a, b, d) but its significance is nol known.

Removal of these ch¡omosome arms was also associated with the loss of some of the

LMW subunits which appeared as continuous bands in the second dimension of

electrophoretic separation. Chromosome arm lDS appeared to conEol two of these bands

which, together with the subunits of Tri-l, are labelled lDS in Fig' 3'5' When

chromosome arm 1AS was absent, there was a marked decrease in the intensity of two

other bands which, together with the subunits of Tri-3, are labelled 1AS in Fig' 3'5' The

removal of chromosome arm lBS , although not affecting the triplet pattern, iesulted in the

loss of one of the LMW subunits (data not shorvn). Not all of the protein bands could be

assigned to particular chromosomes and it is thought that these bands may represent a

mixture of two or more polypeptides with the same electrophoretic mobility but contolled

by more than one chromosome.



Fig. 3.5

Modified 2-D SDS-PAGE pattems of total seedprotein extracts from euploid Chinese

Spri.g (CS) and its ditelocentrics (Dt lAL and Dt lDL). This gel was obtained by

loading small pieces (expected to contain triplet bands and some streak) of four different

rod gels onto a single slab gel. Rod gel pieces were reduced with ME before r,'rnning in

the second dimension. The chromosome aflns conffolling some of the LMW subunits of

glutenin and tripret band subunits (D, A, o, ô) are indicated. Note the darker staining

intensities of D and õ subunits compared to A and cr subunits in tracks a and d.
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3.3.1.5 Subunit composition of triplet bands

From the behaviour of triplet bands displayec in Figs. 3.1,3.2 and 3.5 it is concluded that

Tri-l is a disulphide-tinked a1gfeg te of subunits D and õ conffolled by chromosome arm

lDS, Tri-3 is an aggregate of subunits A and cr controlled by 1AS; and that Tri-2 is a

hybrid aggregate involving protein subunits controlled by both 1AS and lDS'

Furthermore, the structure of the subunit spots observed in the second dimension of

separation after reduction of the triplet bands of Chinese Spring T1A, cleariy shows two

different subunits coming from each of -Jie Tri-1 and Tri-3 band positions @, õ and A, cr,

respectively) and all four subunits (D, A, õ and a ) coming from the Tri-2 band position

(Fig. 3.6). This shows that Tri-2 must be at least a tetramer, and it follows that Tri-l and

Tqi-3 must have a similar com¡rosition because of their similar molecular size.

Additional evidence for this conclusion came from the detection of two more spots

with inærmediare electrophoretic mobility in the gels with partially reduced proteins (Fig-

3.7, b, c, d). To obtain this gel, unreduced extracts of Chinese Spring T1A rvere

electrophoresed in 12 rod gels and 1 cm sections were cut from each gel in the region

expected to contain the triplet bands. These gel sections were redttced for trvo hours ilt

separatc equilibration tubes containing 12 different ME concentations ranging from 0 to

2.OTo ( see legend, Fig. 3.7, for details), before loading them onto a slab gel for

electrophoresis in the second dimension. Fig. 3.7 ctearty shows that in the presence of

trace amounts of ME -tre triplet bands are reduced to two intermediate-sized products, and

in two of these cases (Fig. 3.7, c, d) the four monomeric subunits appeaf as well' At

higher concentrations of ME, these intermediate products disappear and only the four

subunits are present. These intermediate-sized spots are inte¡preæd to be dimeric products

Dô and Acl, coming from the partial reduction of tetrameric triplet bands DôDô (Tri-1)'

DõAa (Tri-2) and AsAcr (Tri-3). One of the gel sections in Fig. 3.7 did not contain the

triplet bands (track e) and four of them were mistakenly loaded with reversed polarity

(tracks c, i, k, 1) i.e. during loading, the origin side of these gel sections was reverse'd to



Fig.3.6

2-D SDS-PAGE (-ME x +ME) pattern of total seed proæin extracts frorn chinese

Spring tetrasomic 14. Note the overlap of four triplet subunit spots (D, A, a and õ) in

the cenüal position of these bands and overlap of only two subunits on left (D, õ) and

right (4, cr) corresponding to breakdown products of Trp-2, Trp-l and Trp-3 bands,

respectively
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Fig.3.7

Modifred 2-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seedprotein eitracts from Chinese Spring

tetrasomic 14. The twelve rod gel pieees (a-l), expected to contain triplet bands, were

loaded on to the slab gel after equilibration with a r¿mge of ME concenÍations lVo (v/v) l

as follows:

a 0; b 0.001; c 0.01; d 0.0125; e 0.015; f 0.0175; g 0-02; h 0.05; i 0.1; i 0.5;

k 1.0;12.0

. 1 triplet bands (DõDõ, DõAcr and AcrAa æmmers arc not well resolved due to

heavy loading);

2 inærmediaæ breakdown products (Dô and Acr dimers);

3 large subunits (D, A monomers);

4 small subunits (u, õ monomers).
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the right hand side on the gel rather than the left hand side as done with the remaining gel

sections. These d.iscrepancies in the loading of'the gel sections a¡e evident in Fig. 3.7 by

the absence of major spots associated with triplet bands in track e and by the change in the

orientation of the diagonal in tacks c i, j, and k. However, these anomalies had no

bearing on the conclusions drawn from this experimenL

There are two other features of interest in Fig. 3.7. Fi¡st, the LMW glutenin subunits

ænd to show decreased mobility with increasing concentrations of ME up to + threshold of

O.lVo ( Fig. 3.7, i), and it is thought that this could be due to the disruption of

intramolecular disulphide bonds with higher concenÍations of ME resulting in greater

unfolding of these subunits, just as was found with some of the classical gliadins ( Fig.

3.4 ). Second, the shadow bands of the D subunits described ea¡lier ( Fig. 3.5) are more

pronounced in this gel and there appear to be shadow bands under the A subunits as well.

A moder of the structure of the triplet bands based on the above observations is given

in Fig. 3.8. The molecular weights of subunits D, ô, A and G ¿Ìre estimates based on

comparison with the mobilities of standard protein markers fig. 3.4, B, b). Ifowever,

the values given for the triplet bands and the patrial breakdown products are deduced

values only, based on the assumed tetrameric and dimeric structure of these bands.

However, in several gels (e.g. Fig.3.11, B, ii andFig. 3.7,b, c, d) the electrophoretic

mobility of the partial breakdown products, was observed to be similar to that of

co-gliadins which have a molecular weight range of 65 to 80 kd (see Booth and Ewa¡t,

1969; Bierz and Wall 1972; Charbonnier, 1974 and Fig. 3.4,8, b in section 3.3.1.3 of

this thesis), indicating that their actual molecula¡ weights were consistent with the deduced

values.

3.3.1.6 Origin of the streak and parallel lines

Two striking features of this 2-D elecfophoretic procedure applied to total protein extracts

of wheat endosperm are: (i) the pronounced streaking in the cathodat half of the gel in the

first dimension and (ii) after reduction with ME, the appearance of many parallel lines



Fig.3.8

Model for the structure of niplet bands, Molecular weights of D, A, cr and ô subunits

were estimated by comparing their electophoretic mobility with the standa¡dproteins

after SDS-PAGE underreducing conditions. t Deduced values based on the assumed

dimeric and tetrameric structure of intermediate breakdown products ancl triplet proteins,

respectively.
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extending from the origin in the frnt run to a point close to the position of the diagonal line

in the second dimension (Fig. 3.a). The streaking in the first dimension is not due to

continuous and prolonged entry of one or a few proteins into the gel, because it is

maintained as a well dehned naÍow diagonal line ín the second dimension of separation of

unreduced extracts (Fig. 3.4, A). Thus the position of each component of the streak in the

fi¡st dimension reflects a particular electrophoretic mobility which is maintained in the

second dimension . The streak is thought to represent the electrophoretic separation of a

complex mixture of wheat proteins having a continuous ¿uray of sizes, which is consistent

with the conclusions drawn earlier from gel filtration studies (Crow and Rothfus, 1968;

Danno et al., 1974; Huebner and Wall ,L976;Payne and Corfield,1979; Bottomley et al.,

1982).

In seeking an explanadon for the parallel lines, it was necessary first to eliminate the

possibility that protein subunits had diffused atong the rod during the equilibration

procedure or during the second dimension electrophoresis. This was considered unlikeiy

since the lines were restricted to the origin side of the gel and did not extend beyond the 45'

line. However, proof that diffusion \¡/as not involved was obtained by cutting the rod gel

into seven ordered pieces after the first dimension run and equüibrating each piece

separately in the presence of ME. rü/hen these gel pieces were loaded onto a slab gel'

end-to-end.so as to reconstitute the original rod gel, and run in the second dimension, it

was observed that the adjacent pieces had the sarne bands appearing as parallel lines, but

the bands did not extend beyond the cut ends of the gel pieces (Ftg. 3.9).

Thus, it is concluded that the bands occurring as parallel lines represent the an'ay of

subunits which make up the different-sized protein oligomers forming the cathodal streak

in unreduced rod gels. The four siowest moving of these bands correspond in size to the

HMW glutenin subunits of Chinese Spring (Bietz and'Wall, L972). The other bands,

because of thei¡ size and control by genes ort the short arm of group 1 chromosomes' are

thought to be the LMW glutenin subunits (c.f. Jackson et a1.,1983) and the four triplet

subunits. As shown earlier, some proteins remain as spots on the diagonal line, and these

are thought to be the classical ø, B, y and co gliadins. Thus this simple 2-D procedure



Fig.3.9

2-D SDS-pAGE (-ME x +ME) patterns of Chinese Spring (CS). The unreduced

protein extract (-Nß) was first eleetrophoresed in a rod gel which was then cut into

seven pieces and each piece was equilibrated separately with ME before running in the

second dimension

L-7 refer to the sequential pieces of the cut disc gel, which were loaded end to end

so as to recreate tt.i, or¿r, in the originat roo gel'

SG: stacking gel portion of the rod gei; RG= running gel portion of rod gel.
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separates wheat endosperrn proteins into those that occur as projections below the diagonal

line and those which remain as spots on this line, corresponding with protein subunits

forming disulphide-linked aggregates and those which remain as monomers, respectively.

Both the streak and the parallel lines were absent from the 2-D gels when protein exffacts

were reduced prior to the first dimension of electrophoresis (Fig. 3.10, a, b) and this gave

additional evidence for the paratlel lines being due to disulphide bonding'

3.3.L.7 Importance of triplet proteins in the aggregation of glutenin

The continuous nature of the bands forming the parallel lines is thought to result from two

main sources. The main'contribution to continuity is expected to coms from the formation,

in the endosperm, of protein aggregates of different sizes due to disulphide bonding among

the many different HMW and LMW subunits of glutenin and the four triplet prcrucin

subunits. In this model a given glutenin subunit may be present in ¿ wide array of

different-s ized aggregates ranging from very large multimers to a small dimer involving

just this subunit and the smallest inæracting subunit, possibly the cr and õ subunits. The

parallel lines corresponding to the A and D triplet subunits can be seen in Figs. 3.4, B,

3.9 and 3.11, A, but the lines corresponding to the cr and õ subunits, although cleariy

present in the original slab gels, afe too faint to show up in the photographs of Coomassie

Blue stained gels. Several of these 2-D gels were stained by using the silver staining

procedure of Morrissey (1981) and it was observed consistently that parallel lines

corresponding to the a and õ subunits do not extend completeiy to the diagonal but

terminate as well defined spots at the positions expected for reduced crc¿ and ôô dimers,

respectively (Fig. 3.11, B, a, vi). A close perusal of these spots at the 'vi' position reveals

that the spot on the ø line is projected towards the left and that on õ line is projected

towards the right hand side. Also there is some overlap between the position of cr and õ

spots which would coûespond to the breakdown products of sõ dimers. These

observations are consistent with the cr subunit being larger than the õ subunit and

therefore the crcr dimer being larger than the ôõ dimer with the c¿õ dimer having an



Fig.3.10

2-D SDS-PAGE pattems of total seedprotein extracts from Chinese Spring-

a reduced (+ME) in the first dimension and

unreduced CNß) in the second dimension;

b reduced (+ME) in both fust and second dimensions'
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intermediate size. Because of the slower electophoretic mobility of the larger aggregates

in the fint dimension run, their breakdown products would be situated at the left hand side

in the 2-D gels and vice versa-

This projection of the o subunit towards the left hand side and that of 'Jre õ subunit

towards the right hand side at the position 'vi' in Fig. 3.11 is reversed at position 'i'

which corresponds to the breakdown products of the teframeric triplet bands (see also Fig'

3.6). However, this is expected because in triplet bands, cr subunit is present in a smaller

aggregate Cfri-3) than the õ subunits (Tri-l) [ see Fig. 4.8 in section 3'3'1'5]' Apart from

these terminating spoß, the Cr and ô lines contain fi,ve other prominent spoß superimposed

on them and these are labelled i, ü, iii, iv and v in Fig. 3.11, B, a' It is clear from earlier

observations that spots, labelled i and ii correspond to the breakdown products of

tetrameric and dimeric states of triplet proteins, respectively, but the signifrcance of the

remaining three Spots is not clear. However, it is reasonable to assume that some of these

spots and much of the continuous lines associated with the cr and õ subunits are the result

of interaction between the subunits of triplet and glutenin proteins. This hypothesis is

supported by the observation that all of the parailel lines corresponding to HMV/ end LMW

glutenin subunits extend well beyond the expected homodimer position for these subunits,

and usually very close to the diagonal. That is, it is thought that the cr and õ subunits of

the triplet proteins combine with glutenin monomer subunits, giving them only slightþ

lower electrophoreiic mobility than the glutenin monomer subunit, and therefore, after

reduction of disulphide bonds in the present 2-D system, the breakdown products of

these glutenin/cr, or glutenin/õ heterodimers will be situated very close to the diagonal'

Another factor contributing to the continuity of these lines could be the occurrence of

conformational isomers arnong the protein aggregates, due to <lifferences in the number

and sites of disulphide linkages between two oi more interacting subunits' Thus, an

aggregate involving a particular number and type of subunits' may have two or more

different three dimensional shapes. Different shapes may result in varying level of

sDs-protein binding thus giving a raîge of charge densities to the sDs-protein

complexes, and/or differential frictional drag during electrophoresis in the gel' In this



Fig.3.11

2-D SDS-PAGE (-ME x +ME) patterns of total seed protein exEacts of Chinese Spring

tetrasomic 14. For first dimension separation 25 pl of unreduced proteins were loaded

in sample wells of a slab gel and then a 10 mm wide (width of the sample slots) gel stip

was cut out and reduced before loading on to another slab gel (1 lVo acrylanide) for

second dimensional elecnophoresis.

A gel stained with Coomassie Blue R stain.

a molecular weight standards (SIGMA):

l myosin (205,000),2 B-galactosidase (116,000), 3 phosphorylase b

(97,400), 4 bovin albumin (66,000), 5 
"gg 

albumin (45,000), 6 carbonic

anhydrase (29,000).

b 2-D separation of wheat protiens.

B gel stained with silver stain.

a 2-D separation of wheat proteins.

b molecular weight standards @io-Rad):

l phosphorylase b (92,500), 2 bovin serum albumin (66,200),3 carbonic

anhydrase (31,000), 4 soybean trypsin inhibitor (21,500), 5 lysozyme

(14,000).

Anows (i to vi) indicate the concentrated spots on the parallel lines correspondirig to cr

and õ subunits of tiplet. Spots i, ii and vi are thought to come from the reduction of

heteroteffameric @õDõ, DdAø, AaAa) heterodimeric (Dõ, Acr) and homodirneric/

heterodimeric (ctg, ôô and crô) aggregatiol products, respectively.
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way, conformational isomerism could cause a particular aggregated protein moiecule to

have a range of electophoretic mobilities in the ge|. However, the large differences in the

electrophoretic mobilities can not be explained by this phenomenon and these are best

explained by intermolecular disulphide bonding between the various protein subunits'

3.3.1.8 Interaction between HMW glutenin subunits and LMW subunits

This 2-D method was used to analyse the aggregation behaviour of the glutenin subunits

from a special stock of wheat developed by Dr. G. J. I-awrence and apparently having a

single major HMW glutenin subunit (Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981 b). It was intended to

use this stock to investigate whetherHMW subunits of glutenin can combine directly witlt

the LMW subunits to form higher aggregates, as proposed by Btetz and wall (1980). It is

clear that the HMW glutenin subunit" present as a single major band of lvIW = 100,00u in

l-D gel (Fig.3.l2,b), forms a strongly stained continuous band reaching from the origin

to the 45' line in the 2-D gel (Fig. 3.12, c), although there is a marked tailing off of the

band towards the diagonal.

To explain this observation it is postulated that the HMW subunit combines with one

or more of the LMW glutenin subunits and/or triplet protein subunits by clisulphide

bonding to give a wide array of different-s ized aggregates of glutenin as originally

proposed by Bietz and Wall (1980). There is no evidence to suggest that the HMW

glutenin subunit preferentially forms homopolymers analogous to the oligomers of glutenin

subunits detected by Lawrence and Payne (1933). However, in their work they employed

very mild reducing conditions and added cystamine to the gels. If the HMW subunit did

show preferential binding into homopolymers, distinct spots should be present in the 2-D

Sepamtion at points corresponding to the expected positions for the dimers, trimers etc

after the first run. As shown in Fig. 3.L2, c there was no evidence of such spots'

Furthermore, if the HMW subunit did not combine with the LIVIW subunits, the line

representing this subunit should not extend closer to the diagonal than the indicated

homodimer position (labelled 'd' in Fig. 3.12).



Fig.3.12

SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from 'single glutenin' line.

a molecular weight standards (SIGMA):

I myosin (205,000),2 p-galactosidase (116,000),3 phosphorylase b

(97,400),4 bovin albumin (66,000),5 egg albumin (45,000),6 carbonic

anhydrase (29,000)

b l-D separation of reduced (+ME) protein extacts;

c 2-D separation (-ME x +ME).

Arows indicate the monomer (m) and expecte<i homodimer (d) position for the Hll[W

glutenin subuniL
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3.3.1.9 Analysis of 'pure' gliadin and glutenin

This new 2-D method, which allows proteins that are present as disulphide-linked

aggfegates to be easily separated from the monomeric proteins, was used to determine the

composition of gliadin and glutenin fractions preparecl by the classical method of

differential solubility (osborne, 1907).lvfr. J. A. Bietz, u.s.D.A., Peoria,Illinois, kindly

donated samples of gliadin and glutenin which had been prepared by sequential extaction

of flour with 0.04M NaCl, TOVo ethanol, and 0.7vo acetic acid. wheat flour was first

suspended in 0.04M NaCl and shaken for 30 min with sufficient vigour to keep it

suspended. After centrifugation of this suspension, the supernatant was discarCed and the

pellet was resuspended in 0.04M NaCl and centrifuged to remove the ¡emaining albumins

and globulins. After this, the pellet was suspended in TOVo efhanol to extract gliadins and

the remaining pellet was then suspended in TVo acetic acid to exÍact glutenins' The

glutenins solubilized in acetic acid were finally precipitated by adding ethanol io TAVo

concentration and adjusting the pH to 6.6-8.0 with 2N NaOH in order to remove taces of

gliadins not removed by the earlier fteaünents (see Bietz et al' 1975)'

The gliadin and glutenin fractions prepared in this way were dissolved separately in

sDS-Tfi-HCl buffer at pH 6.8 and subjected to}-D electrophoresis using both unreduced

and reduced proteins in the second dimension of elecfophoresis. The rod gels containing

unreduced gliadins (Fig. 3.13, b) and unreduced glutenin (Fig' 3'13, Ð, both gave

pronounced streaking along the 45' line in the second dimension of separation' but

whereas, there were many darkly stained protein spots on the diagonal line from the gliadin

sample, there were only a few lightly stained spots on the diagonal for the glutenin sample'

In the 2-D gels run after tire reduction of proteins, the streaþ portion of the diagonal line

became much fainter in both of these samples. The reduced gliadin sample (Fig. 3.13, d)

showed a trace of HMV/ glutenin subunits, a few LMW glutenin subunits appcaring as

parallel lines, and many dense spots on the diagonal, which had mobilities identical to the

c[, p,ïand ol-gliadins (compare Fig.3.13, c and d). In contrast, the glutenin sarnple



Fig.3.13

SDS-PAGE pattems of 'pure' gliadin and glutenin samples:

a-d gliadin:

a l-D separation of unreduced CNß) proteins included for reference;

b 2-D separation (-lvfE x -ME);

c l-D separation of reduced (+ME) proteins included for reference;

d 2-D separation (-ME x +ME).

e-h glutenin:

e l-D separation of unreduced (-Nß) proteins included for reference;

f 2-D separation (-ME x -ME);

g l-D separation of reduced proúeins (+lvfE) included for reference;

h 2-D separation (-ME x +ME).
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mainly contained the full spectrum of HMV/ and LMV/ glutenin subunits appearing as

parallel lines (Fig. 3.13, h) . The LMW subunits present in the glutenin sample had similar

electophoretic mobilities to those in the gliadin sample, except one of the prominentLMW

subunits in the glutenin appeared to be absent from the reduced gliadin sample. Th¡ee

prominent spots in the region of ogliadins remained on the diagonal line of the reduced

glutenin sample, and these showed no indication of being involved in disulphide bonding

(Fig. 3.13, h).

These results indicaæ that the fractions obtained by differential solubility are not pure,

since there is some overlap of components in each fraction as also observed in gel filnation

studies ( Payne and Corfie[d 1979; Bietz and Wall 1980 ). However, the present approach

is much simpler to apply and moreover, the contaminating components can be visualized in

the gels. Finally, it should be noted that there was no indication of triptet bands in either of

these gliadin and glutenin samples prepared by sequential extraction of flour with 0.04M

NaCl, 70Vo ethanol and O.7Vo acetic acid.

3.3.1.10 Characterization of triplet proteins

(i) Solubility characteristics:

Since niplet proteins could not be detected in the classical gtiadin and glutenin

fractions, the major storage proteins of the wheat endosperm, their solubility properties

were investigated in some detail. Triplet proteins were not present in 0.04M NaCl

solution, 70Vo a\ueous ethanol, 0.1M acetic acid or 2M urea extracts of wheat flour at

room temperature (Fig. 3.14, a, b, c, d, respectively) These proteins were best extracted

when strong dissociating agents such as SDS or sodium dodecanoate were present in the

extractant (Fig. 3.14, f, g, respectively). A small amount of triplet proteins was extracted

with 6M ¡rea at room tempálature or treatment with lM NaCl solution for tr5 h at 60"C but

bands were too faint to show up in the photographs (Fig. 3.14,e, h). The most significant

difference between the gel patterns of 6M urea and lM NaCl extracted proteins was the

presence of heavy background streaking with the urea extracts. This indicated that the 6M



Fig.3.14

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of proteins extracted from the seeds of Chinese Spring

tetrasomic 1A using various solvents.

^ 0.04M sodium chloride;

b 70Vo (v/v) aqueous ethanol;

c 0.1M acetic acid;

d 2Murea;

e 6Murea;

f 4Vo (w/v) SDS in Tris-HCl buffer pH 6.8;

g lVo (wlv) sodium dodecanoate;

h lM Sodium chloride

Proteins were extracted from endosperm haives of single grains by treatment with 0.1 ml

of the above solvents for about 16 h at room temperature except for SDS and sodium

dodecanoate (37'C) and lMNaCl (60'C).
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urea solution extracted gliadins and glutenins along with triplet proteins whereas, salt

solution differentially extracted triplet proteins and other globulin type proteins. The

triplet proteins were present in gluten balls prepared by waslúng wheat dough according to

the method clescribed by Kent-Jones and Amos (1967) and also in the residue proteins

after the sequential extraction of albumins, globulins, gliadins and glutenins according to

Osborne's (1907) procedure. Therefore, it is suggested that they occur in the wheat

endosperm as HMW aggregates held together by hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen

bonds, so that they are not extracted in the normal Osborne fractions. Strong dissociating

agents such as SDS are thought to disrupt these forces and to release the triplet proteins for

solubilization.

(ä) Subcellular localization in the protein bodies:

. Homogenates of developing endosperm of chinese spring wheat \¡/ere separaterl on a

sucfose density gradient [16 to 60 Vo (wlw)] by ultracentrifugation at 25,000 ipm for 2'5

h. The bottonr half of the centrifuge rube showing two clearly visible bands is depicted in

Fig. 3.15, A. The cloudy band which corresponds in appearance and position with one

previously shown to contain protein bodies (Miflin et a1.,1981; Field et a1.,1983b), is

indicated. The dark region at the bottom of the tube was a starch pellet and the unlabelle'1

band which had a greenish colour has been shown by others to contain endoplasmic

reticulum, mitochondria and microbodies @ield et a1.,1983b). Fifteen l'2 ml fractio¡s

(numbered 1 to 15) were collected by piercing the bottom of the tube and afær dilution rvith

equal volume of distilled water they were pelleted by centrifugation at 40,000 g for 10

min. These pellets were then dissolved in the SDS-Tris-HCl exfraction buffer without the

addition of ME and the electophoretic patterns obtained with each of the f,rfteen fractions

afe Shown in Fig. 3.15, B, b-p. Track 'a' is a control pattern of the total proteins extracted

from mature seed of Chinese Spring wheat, with the position of triplet bands and gliadins

indicated. Clearly, the triplet proteins are mainly concentratecl in the 3rd, 4tl' and 5th

fractions @g. 3.15, B, d,e, Ð. The average density of these fractions, as indicated in this

frgure, is comparabie with those obtained in earlier studies using same methods, viz t'268



Fig.3.15

Sucrose density gradient ulnacentrifugation of homogenates of the developing

endosperms of Chinese Spring wheat and SDS-PAGE patterns of separate 1.2 ml

fractions.

A Part of thv uentrifuge tube showing a portion of the sucrose gradient including the

. protein body band. The density of the critical fractions of the gradient is

indicated.

B l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of proteins er-tacted from individuai fractions

a reference sample of proteins extracted from mature seeds of Chinese

SPring;

b-p proteins extracted from fractions 1-15 of the sucrose gradient.
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gml(Miflin etal.,l981) arldl.27 g/ml@eld etaI.,1983b). Examinationof fractionsin

this region of the gradient by electron microscopy (Miflin et al., 1981) demonstrated

conclusively that protein bodies were in these fractions. FurtheÍnore, the electrophoretic

stud^ies demonstrated the presence of all the gluten protein subunits in these fractions

(Field et al.,19S3b). The presence of gliadin storage proteins in these fractions in the

prcsent examination, also shows that these are protein body fractions. Electrophoresis of

the reduced fractions (daø not shown) confrrmed that the HMW glutenin subunits a¡e also

specifically associated with these three fractions as expected from the heavy background

streak in tracks d, e and f in Fig. 3.15, B. The remaining fractions show nil or only ffice

amount of gliadin and triplet bands. One inærmediate-sized protein band is present in all

of the fractions, but is 'most concentrated in the region including and surrounding the

unlabelled band in the centrifuge tube (Fig. 3.15, A), and it is thought to be a non-storage

protein. From these results, it is concluded that the triplet proteins, like gliadins ..rrd

glutenins, are depositecl in the protein bodies during the endosperm development as storage

protems.

3.3.2 Rye Endosperm Proteins

After the d.iscovery of triplet proteins in the SDS-PAGE patterns of un¡educed proteins of

wheat endosperm, it was decided to analyse rye proteins using the same methods, to

investigate the possible presence of triplet-like proteins in rye. Furthermore, the

non-reducing/reducing form of electrophoresis was also employed to investigate the nature

of disulphide bonding in rye proteins. The results of the l-D and 2-D electrophoretic

studies on rye proteins are described below.

3.3.2.1 One-dimensional separation of rye endosperm proteins

The banding pattern of reduced protein exgacts from Chinese Spring wheat, Imperial rye,

their amphiploid (2n=54) which was deficient for a pair of rye chromosomes, and addition
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lines of chromosomes lR and 2R are shown in Fig. 3.16, a-f . The ch¡omosomal location

of individal rye bands was similar to that found by Lawrence and shepherd (1981a). Two

HlvIïV glutelin subunits of rye ( Fig. 3.16, b, e, labelled as lR) were present in the 1R

addition line and in the amphiploid, although only one of these two subunits maæhed with

the rye parent cultiva¡ (Fig. 3.16, d). Furthernore' the rye parent cultivar showed three

very dark staining bands in the region of the gel where bands controlled by chromosome

2R are normally located (Fig. 3.16, labelled as 2R) ' However' only the fastest moving

of these three bands, was distinguishable in the 2R addition line and in the amphiploid

(Fig. 3.16, c, e). The two slower moving 2R bands in these two tracks overlap with

wheat band as it was confirmed later that all of the three bands are controlled by 2R

(section 3.3.2.3). Because of very slight difference anong the mobility of the frnt two 2R

subunits and one wheat subunit this variable overlapping 's possible due to slight

difference in electfophoretic conditions. The difference between the HMW subu[rts

present in the rye pafent cultivar and those present in the amphiploid suggesls that the rye

plant used in the original cross' to produce the amphiploid @riscoll and Sears' l97L)'

possibly had at least one different allele for this protein compared to the seeds from

Imperial rye analYsed in Fig. 3.16.

The banding patterns of unreduced endosperm protein extracts from the same rye and

wheat genotypes in Fig. 3.16, a-f, are shown in Fig' 3.16, g-1 in the same order' In the

unreduced protein extracts from diploid rye, there was no indication of any protein band

corresponding to the triplet bands of wheat (Fig. 3.16, j). The main feature of the

unreduced rye proteins was the presence of many discrete slow-moving bands in the

cathodar region of the gel, which disappeared after the recuction of disuiphide bonds (Fig'

3.16, d). However, these bands were not present in the urreduced extracts of the additron

lines and the amphiploid (Fig. 3.16, h, i, k). That is, the aggregation behaviour of these

subunits seems to be very different in the wheat background-The only discrete bands in the

wheat-rye amphiploid and the addition lines were the normal wheat triplet and a very faint

pair of bands in the amphiploid and in the 2R addition line @ig' 3'16' i' k' barrd labelled

2R'). Also lower down in the gel there was a group of bands correspondlng in mobility



Fig.3.16

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from wheat, rye and wheat-rye

derivatives.

+ME = reduced proteins; -ME : unreduced proteins.

Ðr1, grl Chinese Spring wheat (CS);

.b, h Disomic wheat-rye addition line lR (Chinese Spring+Imperial rye lR );

. c, i Disomic wheat-rye addition line 2R (Chinese Spring+Imperialrye 2R );

d, j Imperiul rye;

e, k Chines Spring+Imperial rye amphiploid (2n:54).

lR : HMW glutelin subunits; 2R = 75kd y-secalin subunits; 2R' : Aggregates

controlled by chromosome 2R; lR' : ú>secalins.
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to c¡-secalins present in the amphiploid and lR addition line (Fig. 3. 16, h, k , band

labelled lR1 as expected from ea¡lier observations (I-awrence and Shepherd, 1981a; Singh

and Shepherd, 1984a)

3.3.2.2 Two-dimensional separation of rye endosperm proteins

The most sriking effect of reduction on the proteins from Imperial rye is the disappearance

of the series of discrete aggregates of high molecular weight and a marked increase in the

staining intensity of three 2R subunits (Fig. 3.16, compafe'd' with 'j')' Two other

subunits, thought to be HMW glutilin subunits, also appeared in the reduced rye sample'

Thus, it was inferred that the oligomer-like aggregates in the unreduced samples are

composed mainly of these 5 subunits linked together by disulphide bonds as suggested by

Field et al. (1983a,b). The alternative suggestion of Preston and V/oodbury (1975) was

that these bands may be conformational isomers due to different sites of disuiphide

bonding within the same polypeptide chains resulting in differential sDS-protein binding

which in turn changes the electrophoretic mobility of the SDS-protein complex' However'

this is considered to be an unlikely explanation because these discrete HMW bands were

also observed when aqueous ethanol or 2M urea extracts were electrophoresed in a

SDS-free acid PAGE system in aluminium lactate buffer at ptr{ 3'1 using the method of

Bushuk and Zillman (1978), indicating that the presence of these bands was not due to the

differential SDS-protein binding. Furthermore, the electrophoreric separation in acid PAGE

is based mainly on the intrinsic charge differences and the size of protein molecules and it

is very unlikely that the conformational changes would result in such big differences in

electrophoretic mobilitY.

In a one-dimensional separation, however, it was not possible to determinê which

subunits were involved in the formation of oligomers. This problem was solved by using

the non-reducing/reducing form of 2-D electrophoresis so that the breakdown products of

the oligomers could be identified by their positiorr vertically below their position in the rod

gel after the first separation, analogous to the system used to analyse the composition of
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triplet bands. The unreduced rod gels, when run in the second dimension, showed the

expected 45'line on which HMW-aggregates were fecognizable as dark staining spots in

the electrophoretically slow-moving region of the gel (Fig. 3'17, a)' Upon reduction' all

of these aggregates separated into two faintly stained Hlvfw subunits and three 75kd

y-secalin subunits as parallel lines with superimposed spots(Fíg' 3'I7, b)' Also' unlike in

wheat, there was no evidence of any major LMW subunit involved in the intermolecuiar

disulphide bonding. The two IilflY subunits of rye, which are homoeologous to HMV/

glutenin subunits of wheat and D-hordein of barley (Field et al', 1982)' were mainly

concentrated near the origin of the gel after the first mn under non reducing conditions'

Most of the aggregates were due to the 75 kd y-secalin (2R) subunits as inferred by the

comparative staining intensity and the distribution of these subunits in the 2-D gel' Two

pairs of spots occurred on the continuous lines corresponding to the ¡,vo slower rnoving

2R subunits. The third (fastest moving) 2R subunit appeared as a continuous line wiúrout

any major spot on it, indicating that it has d.ifferent aggregation behal'iour ro the other two'

Two dark staining spots were also observed on the 45' line where 2R' bands joined the

diagonal in the reduced sample (Fig. 3.17, b) and these spots were also present in the

unreduced sample (Fig. 3.17, a) indicating that in diploid rye some of the 75kd y-secalins

remain free as monomers, or at least are not linked into aggregaæs by interchain disulphide

bonds.

Almost all of the intermediate-sized and LMW proteins in rye, which correspond to

o>secalins and 45kd y-secalins, showed similar mobility in both unreduced and reduced

separations indicating that these afe monomeric proteins which do not aggregate by

interchain disulphide bonds (Fig. 3.17, â, b). Howevef, one subunit with an

electrophoretic mobility between 75 kd 1- anrJ <o-secalins, showed a very faint continuous

line (not clear in photograph) suggesting that some other protein subuniis may also be

involved in disulphide bonding to a limiæd extenl The decreased mobility of some of the

very fast moving spots near the diagonal in Fig. 3.17, b after reduction with ME may

reflect the reduction of intrachain disulphide bonds, resulting in the complete unfolding of

the polypeptide chains, giving them lower mobility in the gel as already obseíìved in rye



Fig.3.17

2-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from Imperial rye.

a unreduced in both fint and second dimensions (ME x -ME);

b unreduced in fîrst dimension and reduced in second dimension (-ME x +ME):

1= 40kd g-secalins;

2 : w-secalins;

3:75kd g-secalins;

4 = HMW glutelin subunits.
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by Caldwell (1983a,b) and in wheat by Woychik et al. (1964), Beckwith et al- (1965),

Nielsen et al. (L968) and Singh and Shepherd (1985).

As stated earlier, the discrete oligomer-tike bands were also seen in the acid PAGE

patterns of rye proteins extracted with 2M urea. A non-reducing /reducing form of 2-D

electrophoresis combining acid PAGE (pH 3.1) in the first d.imension and SDS-PAGE in

the second dimension was employed to determine whether the composition of these bands

was similar to the oligomers observed in SDS-PAGE system. Fig. 3.18, A, B depicts two

gels, obtained by this 2-D method, showing the electrophoretic patterns of endosperm

proteins from Imperial rye. Discrete oligomeric bands can be seen in Fig. 3.18' A, near

the origin of the gel. The lack of true diagonal separation of these proteins in the gel is

because some proteins have different electrophoretic mobilities in acid PAGE arid

SDS-PAGE systems. Nevertheless, the relative mobiliry of the different protein

components is comparable in both the systems except for ihe most prominent protein s¡rot,

representing o>secalin which has much higher mobiiity in the SDS-PAGE systern, thus

moving further down the diagonal than expected. The earlier results with

non-reducing/reducing2-D SDS-PAGE are confirmed again here in Fig. 3.18, B, where

all of the oligomers were reduced into two HNIW subunits and three 75 kd 1-secalin

subunits forming continuous lines in the gel. Furthermore, there was no significant

change in the elecfrophoretic mobility of cu and 45kd lsecalins after re<luction.

3.3.2.3 Aggregation of rye protein subunits

when present in wheat endosPerm

A comparison of the banding patterns of the unreduced endosperm proteins from rye,

wheat-rye amphiploid and wheat ffig. 3.16, j, k, l) indicateC that the aggregating protein

subunits of rye do not show discrete oligomeric bands when present in a wheat

background. To investigate the way in which they aggregate in wheat, the 2-D

SDS-PAGE procedure was used to separate the proteins of the 2R adddition line of

Imperial rye into Chinese Spring wheat. This line possesses three 75kd }-secalin subunits



Fig.3.18

2-D separations of seed proteins of Imperial rye extacted in 2M urea .

A Non-reducing acid polyacrylamide gel electophoresis (APAGE) in the fust

dimension and non-reducing SDS-PAGE in the second dimension:

1 40kd y-secalin;

2 ro-secalin;

. 3 HMW oligomers.

. B Non-reducing APAGE in the first dimension and reducing SDS-PAGE in the

seconC dime.nsion:

1 40kd y-secalin;

2 ol-secalin;

3 75kd y-secalin subunits;

4 HIvIW glutelin subunits.
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(Fig. 3.19, a, labelled as 2R) in addition to Chinese Spring protein subunits (Fig' 3'19'

b). However, their aggregation in wheat background appears to be different from that in

diploid rye in two'ways. Firstly, there are no dark spots on the diagonal at the monomer

position of these subunits, and secondly, the spots on the continuous lines are less

prominent, a sharp contrast from the banding pattern of these subunits in diploid rye Fig'

3.17, b). A likely explanation for this is that the rye subunits, when present in a wheat

background, combine with wheat subunits, presumably by the formation of disulphide

bridges, and hence there are no residual monomers. In diploid rye, where the number of

covalently interacting subunits is small, the possible combinations in which a subunit can

interact is also limited, resulting in discrete oligomeric bands. In wheat and in the

wheat-rye anrphiploid and 2R addition line, the number of such subunits is much larger,

giving a continuous size-range of aggregates which are not resolved as discrete bands'

Another reason why many discrete oligomers coutd be observed in rye and not in lvheat

may be the occurrence of a very large amount of 75kd y-secalin subunits in rye seeds'

According to Shewry et at. (I983b), these subunits comprise 56fl.6Vo of the total secalins

in mature rye seeds whereas, HMW subunits comprise only 7+0'4Vo' Thus, because of

ttre limited supply of HMW glutenin subunits and lack of any major covalentþ interacting

LMV/ subunits, 75kd y-secalins not only tend to aggregate with themselves but also some

of these subunits are left unaggregated as monomers. on the other hand, in a wheat

background not only is the proportion of 75kd y-secalins is relatively small, but also there

is a wide range of HMW and LMW subunits available to interact with, therefore, giving a

more continuous range of aggregate size.

3.3.2..4 Location of the genes controlling 75kd 7 -secalins

on rye chromosome arm 2RS

One-dimensional SDS-PAGE patterns of various derivatives of chromosome B (=2R) of

Imperial rye, in a wheat background, ate shown in Fig. 3.20. Two bands labelled as 2RS

have similar electrophoretic mobility to those located on chromosome 2R by Lawrence and



Fig.3.19

2-D SDS-PAGE (-ME x +ME) patterns of total seed protein extracts from.

a Chinese Spring+ 2R addition line of Imperial rye;

b Chinese Spring wheat.

2R = tbree subunits of 75kd 1-secalins conüolled by clu'omospme 2R

i:.
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Shepherd (1980) and later charactenzed as 75kd 1-secalins by Shewry er al. (1982,

l9g4a) These bands were absent from a Chinese Spring 2BS-2RL translocation stock

(Fig. 3.20, a) but could be detected in a stock where complete 2R has been substituted for

2B of Chinese Spring (Fig. 3.20, b). Since complete 2RL arm is present in the former

stock (May and Appels, 1980), it was infened that the genes controlling these subunits a¡e

located on the short arm. However, direct evidence was derived by analysing F2 seeds

segregating for a ZBL-2RS translocation (Fig. 3.20, c-f). One of the wheat parents

involved in this heterozygote was not Chinese Spring, but the absence of any wheat band

in this pafent in the gel region having 2R bands (Fig. 3.20, g), facilitated the scoring of the

75kd 1-secalins. Detection of these 75kd y-secalins in one of the F2 seeds @ig' 3'20' d)

confgmed that the genes controlling them must be located on chromosome arm 2RS'



Fig.3.20

l-D SDS-PAGE pattems of reduced total seed proteinextracts from wheat and wheat-rye

(chromosome 2R) derivatives

a Chinese Spring (CS) translocarion 2BS-2RL;

b CS substitution 2R (28);

c-f F2seeds from the cross CS 2BL-2RS x euploid wheat (W P) with sample

'd' possessing the critical rye bands;

g wheatparent (W P) used in the cross, lacking HMW glutenin bands

in the 2RS region.
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3.4 DISCUSSION

The electrophoretic mobility of the triplet bands is different from that of the other known

wheat endosperm proteins and therefore they are considered to be a new class of

endosperm proteins. In this study attempts were made to characterize these proteins by

determining their structure, genetic control and their relationship to the other endosperm

storage proteins in wheat and rye. Their behaviour, after reduction with ME, indicates that

they are composed of subunits held together by intermolecula¡ disulphide bonds just as.

proposed for the glutenin protein complex (see review 'oy Lâsztrty, 1984). However, in

contrast to the models suggesting more or less random associations of many different

subunits forming native glutenin, the triplet proteins seem to have a preferential tetrameric

structure, composed of two large (A=52,000 MW, D:58,000) and two small (ø:23,000,

õ:22,000) s;Lunits. The simpLest modei consistent with the available evidence depicts

rhat the large and small subunits associating by disulphide linkage into Aa and Dõ subunit

pairs which combine in all possible pairwise combinations, and again by disulphide

linkage, to give tetrameric triplet bands Tri-1 ( DôDô ),Tr^-z (DôAa) and Tri-3 (AGAcr).

Since there is no evidence of cr subunits in Tri-l nor õ ubunits in Tri-3 (see Fig. 6), it is

concluded that subunit pain Aõ and Dcr are not involved in the formation of triplet bands.

.The 
much stronger staining intensity of the Tri-1 band compared to the Tri-3 band

observed in the euploid Chinese Spring, also occurs commonly in other wheat cultivars,

even when the equivalent bands have slightly different electophoretic mobilities to those in

Chinese Spring. The observed variations in staining intensity of the triplet bancls in

aneuploid stocks of Chinese Spring, suggested that the subunits (D, ô) confrolled by genes

on chromosome lD are produced in approximately twice the quantity of thclse (A,cr)

controlled by cluomosome 14. One possibility is that the genes for triplet subunits are

duplicated on chromosome lD but present as only one copy on chromosome 14.

Ilowever, if duplicate loci were present on lD, then following mutation at one of these two

genes, we would expect to find more complex pattern than just three bands, due to the

Irresence of nvo different alleles at the duplicaæ loci. In the cultivar survey allelic variants
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of Tri-l were observed but no cultivar showed more than three bands. Therefore it is

believed that the difference in staining intensity of Tri-l and Tri-3 may reflect a difference

in the expression efficiency of the triplet genes on chromosomes lD and 14, rather than

the occurrence of duplicate genes on lD. However, if the mutational event causing allelic

variation occurred before the presumed duplication on chromosome lD, then we would not

expect more than three bands in the cultivars showing allelic variation.

The presence of parallel lines with the same mobitity as all four triplet protein subunit

spots in the2-D gels suggests that these subunits also occur in other states of aggregation

than tetrameric, particularly in the heterodimeric (Acr, Dõ) and homodimeric (cra, ôõ)

states. However, no discrete bands or spots having the electrophoretic mobility expected

for hexameric or octomeric associations of the triplet subunits were obsen¡ed. Although at

present there is no conclusive evidence, there is a good indication from the behaviour of

triplet proteins that they might play a key role in the aggregation of glutenin and hence tl^-y

might also influence the functional properties of dough. The two main observations that

support this theory are: (i) the occurrence of parallel lines corresponding to each of the four

subunits of triplet proteins, indicating their presence in the aggregates covering a wide

range of sizes (ü) the presence of triplet proteins in the residue fraction of the Osborne

solubility classes, and in washed gluten ball, indicating the difficulty in solubilization of

triplet proteins because of their possible interaction with other gluten proteins.

The genes controlling the subunits of triplet proteins have been located on

chromosome arms 1AS and lDS, each of which also carries a complex of tightly linked

genes controlling gliadins and LMW glutenin subunits ( Payne et a1.,1984d; Singh and

Shepherd, 1984b). The genes controlling the large subunits showed 40.I+2.9Vo and

40.3t2.6Vo r.ecombination with the o-gliadin genes present on chromosome arms 1AS and

1DS, respectively, and were closely linked ( 11.0 +l.8Vo and 14.9+ 2.0Vo) with their

respective centromeres (see Chapter 4 for details), but except for their chromosrcme aÍn

location, there is no precise information on the location of the genes controlliug the small

subunits of the triplet bands. However, Koebner (1985), in his wheat-rye recombination

experiments, has shown that the genes contolling large and small subunits of triplet on
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chromosome arm lDS are not separated. Furthermore, if triplet proteins are indeed

equivalent to the 11-125 globulins, the large and small subunits should be due to the

post-fianslational processing of the single gene product (see Chapær 5)

Although the genes on chromosorne arms 1AS and lDS controlling the large subunits

of the triplet bands are clearly homoeoallelic, no equivalent locus could be detected on

chromosome arm 1BS. Recently, Galili and Feldman (1984) detected a protein band, in

the total protein extracts from the endosperm of Chinese Spring-Thatcher 18 substicution

line, which is controlled by a gene located between the centomere and the r*gliadin locus

on the short arm of chromosome 18, showin g 25.5Vo recombination with the co-gliadin

genes and, 23.5Vo recombination with genes confrolling HIvIW glutenin subunits on long

arm of chromosome 18. Although this location is not directly comparable with the

position of genes controlling triplet subunits onlAS and lDS, its intermeciiate position

suggested ttrat it could possibly be a homoeoallele of the triplet genes. Examination of ure

2-D pattern of the Chinese Spring-ThatcherlB substitution line in the present study

indicaæd that the protein band detecied by Galili and Feldman (1984) normally occurs in an

aggregated state until reduced by ME, but it does not seem fo be invoved in the tbrmation

of triplet bands.

The localization of triplet proteins, along with gliadins and glutenin subunits, in the

protein bodies of the developing wheat endosperm indicated that they are aiso storage

proteins. Solubility tests revealed that the triplet proteins are not present in distilleci \ryater,

0.04M salt solution, TOVo aqueous ethanol or 0.lM acetic acid e.xtracts frorn wheat

endosperm at room temperature. These proteins were recovered only in the presence of

strong dissociating agents such as SDS and to a much lesser extent 6M urea . To account

for the difficulties in extracting triplet proteins it is postulated that they occur in the wheat

endosperm as high molecula¡ weight aggregates in the glutenin complex, held together by

hydlophobic or hydrogen bonds, so that they are not extracted in the normal Osbonle

(1907) fractions. Strong dissociating agents such as SDS are thought to disrupt this

hydrophobic or hydrogen bonding and thus release the triplet proteins for extraction.

However, a significant amount of triplet proteins could be differentially extracted by
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treatment with lM NaCl solution at 60'C overnight, indicating some similarity to

globulins. The solubility of the triplet proteins when present in a free state, is likely to be

quite different from that of the postulated aggregates, but there is no information on this'

Thus on solubility criteria the triplet proteins do not correspond to either glutelins or

prolamins. Instead, because of their paftial solubilty in lM NaCl and a striking common

feature in the subunit structure of the Eiplet proteins and that of the subunit pairs making

up the globulin storage proteins of several diverse plant species, it is considerd that the

niplet proteins might be part of the globulin storage proteins of wheal It has been shown

that the subunit pairs of the 11-125 globulins of Glycíne max (Moreira et al', 1979)'

Písurnsativum (Gatehouse etaI.,l98}),Víciafaba QVIatAetal',1981) andAvenasativa

(peterson, 1978) each consist of a large and a small subunit joined by disulphide linkage'

The size of these subunits is variable but of the same order as the large and small subunits

of the triplet L¿nds. It has been shown that there is much amino acid sequence homology

between the small subunits of 11-12S globulins present in such diverse plant species as

legumes (Casey et a1.,1981) and oats (Walburg and Larkins, 1983), and it has been

suggested that the genes controlling the small subunits of oats and legume globulins inay

have been derived from the same ancestral gene. Clearly additional work needs to be done

to characterize more fully the triplet proteins of wheat. Determination of thei¡ anúno acjd

content, and particularly their amino acid sequence, would provide the most definitive

evidence for deciding whether they also might be globulin storage proteins. The possible

relationship of triplet proteins with 11-125 globulins will be discussed iatter in Chapter 5.

TTre present 2-D method utilizing a combination of unreduced and reduced protein

samples has demonstrated that the streak observed on SDS-PAGE of unreduceC

endosperm proteins is due to the presence of a complex mixture of disulphide-linked

aggregates of glutenin and triplet protein subunits. Furthermore, this method has provided

evidence, in the form of well-defined parallel lines in 2-D separations, that a given

glutenin or triplet subunit is present in a wide range of different-sized aggregates. These

results support the earlier conclusions of Payne and Corfield (1979) and Bietz and Wall

(1980) t¡at the HMW and LMW subunits of glutenin combine at random to give the
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continuous a¡¡ay of different-si zed aggregates which make up glutenin. As an extension of

this model, it is postulated that LMW native glutenin molecules (soluble in7ÙVo ethanol)

result when, by chance, only LMW subunits are included in an aggregate, whereas HMW

native glutenins (insoluble nTOVo ethanol) include both types of subunits. In general,

these results parallel those obtained with combined gel filtration and elecÍophoresis of

subfractions (Crow and Rothfus, 1968; Danno et aI., 1974; Huebner and Wall, 1976;

Payne and Corfield, 1979; Bottomley et a1.,1982). However, the present 2-f) approach

has the clear advanøge that it can be applied simply and quickly to protein extracts from

single kernels. The disadvantage is that this analysis is restricæd to only those aggregates'

up to a molecular weight of approximately one million, which will enter a lÙVo acrylamide

gel. This problem can be solved partly by reducing the acrylamide concenEation in the

disc gels, but since glutenin is thought to contain aggregates with molecular weights of

several million, a large proportion will still be excluded from the 2-D separation.

However, this is not a problem if these higher molecular weight aggregates of glutenin are

composed of the same subunits as those rvhich enter the IÙVo acrylamide gels, as seem8

likely from the results of gel filtration studies. This 2-D method has proven particularly

useful for separating the LMV/ subunits of glutenin from classical gliadins, which have

similar electrophoretic mobilities on SDS-PAGE. Based on this approach, a two-step l-D

proced¡re was developed which allows the LMW glutenin subunit composition of 20

samples to be analys"-d in a single slab gel. This procedure has greatly facilitated the

analysis of large numbers of progeny for mapping the genes controlling LMW giutenin

subunits (see Chapter 4 for details).

- rwhen unreduced protein extracts from the seeds of cereal rye a,.Imperial were

separated by SDS-PAGE, they did not produce the zone of heavy sreaking obtained with

wheat samples. Instead, only light background Streaking \r/as observed but tire most

noticeable effect was a series of discrete bands in the cathodai half of the gel. Most of

these bands were found to be a series of oligcmers involving 75kd y-secalins controlled

by genes on chromosome 2R ( Lawrence and Shepherd, 198la; Shewry et a1.,1984a).

The only other aggregating subunits detected in rye were the Hlv[W glutelin subunits
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controlled by chromosome arm lRL (Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981a; Singh and

Shepherd, 1984a) and aggregates involving these subunits remained near the origin of the

separating gel. In Imperial rye, no major LMW aggregating subunits with similar mobility

to the LNIW glutenins of wheat were detected- However, one such subunit was detected in

King II rye. Thus, in conEast to bread wheat, it seems that cereal rye possesses few if any

major LMW aggregating subunits. Most of the LMW proteins in rye remained on the

diagonal after 2-D electrophoresis, and it is concluded that these represent o and 40kd

y-secalins which are related to the monomeric (c¡, Þ, T and ol) gliadins of wheat (Shewry er '

aI., 1984 b) .

Although the tendency of the oligomeric aggregates to form a sEeak increases with an

increase in the number of interacting subunits, the association between the subunits does

not seem to be completely random. It is clear from the presence of Ciscrete triplet bands in

the unreduced protein extracts of wheat and wheat-rye derivatives that there is some

preferential association between the triplet protein subunits. This may be due to one or

both of the following facrors : (i) variation in the aggregating ability of the polypeptides

due to the number and position of cysteine residues or other amino acid residues

influencing the secondary and tertiary structures of protein molecules; (ü) Non-random

availability of different subunits after translation at a particular time and place in the

cytoplasm during endosperm developrnent. Jones and Carnegie (1971) have suggested

that the disulphide linked gluten polymers are only formed as a result of the dehydration

and rehydration that occurs during grain maturation and dough formation. But recent

studies by Field et at. (I983b) indicate that aggregates are possibly formed shortly after

protein synthesis or during their deposition in the protein bodies and that the rough

endoplasmic reticulum is the probable site of aggregation through disulphide bonds'

Isolation of aggregated triplet proteins and glutenins from the 2l-day old endosperms of

wheat in the present study also suggests that the disulphide bonding occurs before the seed

maturation phase. The possibiiity that these aggregates could have been formed in vitro

during protein exfaction was ruled out because under similar protein extraction conditions,

a physical mixture of the flour from two wheat stoc.ks, one containing only Tri- 1 band and
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the other only Tri-3 band of the triplet proteins, did not produce the hybrid band Tri-2

indicating that the disulphide bonds were not formed during protein extraction. If this is

correct, then the synchronized synthesis of different subunits in a particular location in the

cytoplasm will be important for their preferential aggregation.

The correlation between certain HMW glutenin subunits of wheat and bread-making

quality @ayne et al.,lg7g,198lb; Burnouf and Bouriquet, 1980; Moonen et aI',1982,

1983) is ascribed to the superior aggregating ability of these subunits' No similar work

has been reported so far with the LMW-glutenin subunits to evaluate the relative ability of

these subunits to alter bread-making quality. It is still to be determined which of these two

groups is more important. Since LMW glutenin subunits comprise about 30Vo of the total

wheat endosperm storage prottins, as compared to the HMW glutenin subunit rvhich /

comprise only about lTVo ofthe total, their effect on protein quality is expected to be quite

signiflrcant. rfy,¡igley et al. (1982b) have found that the flour quality-protein associations

v/ere s¡onger with gliadin than with HMW gluænin subunits and since genes controlling

gliadins are very tightly linked with those controlling LMW glutenin subunits, it may be

that quality associations observed by V/rigley et al. (1982b) were due to the LMW

glutenin subunits. Lack of a suitable electrophoretic technique to fractionate the LMW

glutenin subunits has prevented the comprehensive studies on the association of these

subunits with flour quality. It is shown later (see Chapter 4) that the two-step l-D

procedure, developed in the present work, is very efficient for separating and analysing

these subunits.

Another aspect requiring further study is to find the influence of the 75kd y-secalins on

the bread-making quality of wheat flour. Since these subunits exhibit good aggregating

ability they may improve the süength of the dough derived from the lines possessing these

subunits



Chapter 4

LINK,ÀGE MAPPING OF THE GENES

CONTROLLING ENDOSPBR.M STORAGE PROTEINS

ON GROUP l CHROMOSOMES IN WHEAT AND RYE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

As reviewed in Chapter 2, most of the gliadins are monomeric proteins which have been

classsified into G, B, l and o components by electrophoresis in starch (Woychik et al"

1961) or polyacrylamide gels (Bushuk and Zillman,1978), at acid pH' Genes conholling

all of the o-gliadins, mosr of the 1-gliadins and a few of the p-gliadins have been located

on the short arms of chromosomes 14, 18 and lD (Shepherd, 1968; 'Wrigley a^rd

Shepherd, lg73). In addition, the genes controlling the synthesis of LMW glutenin

subunits (Jackson et a1.,19S3) and triplet proteins (Singh and Shepherd, 1985 and

Chapter 3 of this thesis) have been located on these same chromosome arms- The genes

controlling the monomeric gliadins on chromosomes 14,18 and lD, have been

respectively designate d GIi-tA, Glí-lB and Gli-ID by Sozinov and Poperelya (1980) and

Gtí-Al , Gli-BI and Gti-Dt by Payne et al. (1982b). The linkage relationship between

the gliadin genes at each of these loci has been studied by several resea¡ch workers but

most extensively by Sozinov and Poperelya (1980) and Metakovsþ er ¿/. (1984)' The

gliadin proteins confolled by genes on each of these chromosome arms were shown to be

inherited as a unit showing no recombination, or very ¡are recombination. Recent studies

on the linkage relationship between the genes controlling monomeric gliadins and LMW

glutenin subunits on chromosome arms 1AS and 1BS, have shown that these genes are

also very closely linked with no recombination being observed except i'n one of the

experiments involving the loci on chromosome 1B (Payîe et al.,l984cl). Thus these

genes coding for different groups of monomeric gliadins and LMW glutenin subunits on

the short arms of group 1 chromosomes ¿ue thought to be part of a complex locus made up
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of a cluster of very tightly linked genes.

The long arms of chromosomes 14, 18 and lD carry the genes controlling synthesis

of HMW glutenin subunits (Orth and Bushuk, 1974: Bietz et al., 1975; Brown et al.,

1979,1981; Larwence ærd Shepherd, 1980, 198la; Payne et a1.,1980, 1981a; Galili and

Feldman, 1983a, b) and these genes have been designated as Glu-AL, Glu-81 and

Glu-D1, respecrively (Payne et al., 1982b). At least two of these loci (GIu-Bl and

Glu-Dl) are complex and code for more than one protein subunit. However, once again

the genes controlling these must be very tightly linked because they do not recombine

(Payne et a1.,1980; Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981b). The Gli-I andGlu-l loci,located

on the short and long arms of homoeologous group 1 chromosomes, respectively, have

been shown to segregate independentþ (Lawrenöe and Shepherd, 198lb; Chojecki et al.,

1983) or, sometimes to exhibit loose linkage (Payne et a1.,1982b). More accurate

information wo tho location of these two loci has come from mapping experiments which

have included an additional locus, or the centromere, as a reference point between thern.

T\e GpiDl locus, coding for an isozyme of glucosephosphate isomerase has been located

proximal to the Gli-DI locus on chromosome arm lDS and it showed 34.5 Vo

recombination with Gli-DI and36.2 Vo recombination with Glu-Dl gene on the I'ong arm

(Chojecki et a1.,1983). Also, Ga'lili and Feldman (1984) showed that the gene contolling

a particular gliadin band (B-30, according to their nomenclature) mapped proximally to the

G\í-BI locus and showed25.5 Vo recombination with it, and23.5 Vo recombination with

the Glu-Bl locus on the long arm. Furthermore, the GIi-Bl locus has been located

cytologically in the satellited region of chromosome 18 ( Payne et a1.,1984a).

Comparable results have been obtained with cereal rye where genes controlling

secalins are situated on the short arm of chromosome lR (Shepherd, 1968; Shepherd and

Jennings, l97l) and those contolling HlvtW glutelin subunits are located on the long arm

(Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981a). As in wheat, these two loci on chrornosome lR are

widely separated (Shewry et a1.,1984a) and the locus Glu-Rl on the long arm, is closely

linked to the centromere (Singh and Shepherd, 1984a). The locus controlling t+secalins

has been designated Sec-l by Shewry et aI. (L984a), and that controling HMW glutelin
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subunits, Sec-3 (c.f . Glu-RI of Singh and Shepherd, 1984a). The 40kd y-secalins have

not yet been assigned a gene symbol. The locus on chromosome 2R, controlling a group

of 75kd y-secalins has been designated Sec-2 by Shewry et al- (1984a).

Although considerable progress has been made. in the last few years towa¡ds mapping

of endosperm protein genes in wheat, none of these findings was published before the

present project was initiated in 1981. Furthermore, some important genetic linkages are

still unknown, for example none of the seed protein genes located on the short arms of

group I chromosomes of wheat and rye has been mapped directly with respect to the

relevant centromere except the one gliadin gene on 1BS which showed 42Vo recombination

with the centromere @ybalka and Sozinov, 1979). Also there is no published report on

the mapping of the genes controlüng triplet proteins on chromosome arms 1AS and lDS

and the genes controlling LMW glutenin subunits on 1DS. Ilowever, using the telocentric

mappingmethodof Sears (1962,1966b),Payne etal. (1982b)haveshown7.6Vo,9.2Vo

and 10.lVo fecombination between the Glu-AL, Glu-BI andGli-DI loci and the

respective centromeres on the long arms of group 1 chromosomes of wheat. It seems

very likely that these recombination values are underestimated as it has been shown in

cotton (Endnzzi and Kohel, 1966) and in wheat (Sears, 1972) that for proximal loci,

closely linked to the cenúomere, there is a drastic reduction in the recombination values

when telocentric mapping is used as compared with mapping the complete chrornosome.

In this chapter an alternative translocation mapping method is described which was

used to map the centromere-gene distances for the genes controlling HMW giutenin

subunits, monomeric gliadins, triplet proteins and LMV/ glutenin subunits on

homoeologous group 1 chromosomes of wheat and the genes controlling HIVIW glutelin

subunits, secalins and stem rust resistance on chromosome lR of rye. Some of these

results are comp¿ued with the telocentric mapping results obtained from parallel

experiments carried out in the present study and also with those obtained elsewhere by

other researchers.
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4.2 MATERIALS AND I\{ETHODS

4.2.1 Genetic Stocks AnalYsed

4.2.I.1 Wheat cultivars and breeding lines

Seeds of all these materials were maintained at the waite Agricultural Research Institute

and were kindly provided by either Dr. A.J. Rathjen or Dr' K'W' Shepherd' These

included cultivars Chinese Sp.ing, Hope, Gabo, India 115, Kite, Halberd and Heron and

breeding lines MKR/2lIl7 and WR/17.

4.2.1.2 Intervarietal chromosomal substitution lines

These included disomic substitution lines Chinese Spring-Hope 1A ancl Chinese Spring

-Hope 1B, which, respectively, possess a pair of 1A and 1B chromosomes of Hope

substituted for their counterparts of Chinese Spring. These two lines were initially

produced by Sears et al. (1957) and seeds were obtained from Dr. R.A. Boyd, University

of Westem Austalia-

4.2.1,3 Ditelocentric lines

Seeds of the Chinese Spring diælocenn'ic (DÐ lines Dt lAL, Dt lBL, Dt lDL and Dt 1BS'

initially produced by Dr. E.R. Sears ( Sears and sears, 1978) were obtained from the

stocls maintained at the Waite Agricultural Research Instin¡æ.

4.2.1.4 Wheat-rye translocation lines

All six combinations of wheat-rye translocation lines, involving homoeologous

replacement of each arm of the group 1 chromosomes of wheat, with one or other arm of
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chromosome lR of rye were available. These Eanslocations a¡e thought to have arisen by

the fusion of wheat and rye telocentrics produced after simultaneous misdivision of wheat

and rye univalents in double monosomics. Thus it is assumed that the break point in these

translocation chromosomes is at the centromere giving a chromosome made up of one

complete arm of rye chromosome lR joined to a non-homoeologous complete arm of a

group 1 wheat chromosome. The origin and genetic background of these lines are

described below.

(i) Rye short arm translocations:

lDL-lRS: This line was isolated by Shepherd (1973) from among the progeny of a

Chinese Spring wheat plant double monosomic for chromosomes lD and 1R from

Imperial rye (20II + lDI + til¡. Seed prolamin ma¡kers were used to select progeny

having the lRS prolamins and lacking the lDS prolamins. Most of the progeny carrieo a

complete lR chromosome substituted for chromosome lD, but in three cases it was

deduced from chromosome pairing that lRS must be joined to 1DL. The chromosome arm

lRS was derived from the chinese spring-Imperial rye addition line 'E' (=1R) produced

by Driscoll and Sears (1971), and it carries a gene(s) for stem rust resistance.

1BL-|RS: This line was isolated by Shepherd (unpublished) while attempting to

transfer the complete lR substitution of Imerial rye for 1B in Chinese Spring to a Gabo

background by backcrossing. During the 4th backcross to Gabo a line was isolated which,

from chromosome pairing studies, possessed a spontaneous lBL-lRS transiocation

instead of the complete lR chromosome.

lAL-lRS: This line was produced in a Chinese Spring wheat background during the

course of the present study, using the method of Shepherd (1973). However, since

chromosome arm lAL of Chinese Spring does riot carry any seed protein marker, the

double monosomic line (20tr + 1AI + lRI), required as a starting point, was produced by

crossing Chinese Spring-Hope 1A substitution line to Chinese Spring-Imperial rye 1R(14)

substitution line. Thus chromosome arm lAL present in the selected translocation line is

derived from the cultivar Hope.
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(ií) Rye long arm translocatíons:

Translocation lines lAS-lRL (Singh and Shepherd, unpublished, see Driscoll, 1983),

lBS-lRL ancl 1DS-lRL (Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981a) were all selected in a Chinese

Spring background and chromosome arm lRL in each of these lines was derived from

Imperial rye. These lines were isolated using the same procedure of selecting progeny

from double monosomics by their protein phenotypes as originally used by Shepherd

(1973) for the isolation of 1DL-lRS úanslocation.

4.2.L.5 Wheat-rye substitution lines

llle 1R(18) and 1R(1D) substitution lines were produced by Lawrence (1969) using the

relevant monc-cmics of Chinese Spring wheat crossed to the Holdfast wheat + King II rye

chromosome V(=lR) addition line (Riley and Chapman, 1958). Hence these lines

possessed lR of King II rye present in a mixed wheat background of Holdfast and

Chinese Spring.

4.2.L.6 Special parents for test-crosses

Speciai lines were chosen as male parents in test-cross pro¡$tms to minimize the overlap of

the protein bands coming from the male parents with the segregating bands to be scored in

the test-cross progeny.

(i) SinSle glutenin line:

This line was isolated in a mixed background from intercross between Chinese

Spring x Gabo x NapHal (see Lawrence and Shephed, 1981b). It possesses a single

HMW glutenin subunit contolled by chromosome 1B of Gabo combined with null alleles

for HMW glutenin subunits controlled by chromosomes 1A of Chinese Spring and lD of

NapHal.
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(ä) NuII Glu-Dllnull Gli'DI líne:

This line, which lacks HMW glutenin subunits and co-gliadins normally contolled by

chromosome lD, was isolated in a mixed wheat background from amongst the selfed

progeny of a F1 hybrid between the single glutenin line and cultivar India 115 which is

null for the 1D co-gliadin bands.

4.2.2 Crossing Procedures

4.2.2.1 Translocation maPPíng

The test-cross procedures used for mapping individual loci controlling the synthesis of

endosperm proteins are described in detail in the Results section. In outline, each

procedure was based on producing F1 plants which were heterozygous tur

electrophoretically different alleles at the locus to be mapped on group 1 chromosomes, as

well as heterozygous for a translocation chromosome involving one arm of rye

chromosome lR. The F1 plants produced 20 normal pairs of wheat chromosomes plus

one regular rod bivalent where the non-homologous wheat and rye arms remained

unpaired. In this way the translocation chromosome could be used to mark the position of

the centromere in the mapping experiments. The parents were chosen so that each of the

four arms of the bivalent containing the tanslocation had recognizably different endosperrn

protein markers. To complete the test-cross the F1 heterozygotes were crossed as female

to a third parent which had no, or only a few, endosperm protein bands overlapping those

produced by the genes on the critical rod bivalent in the F1. With this procedure the

parental, recombinant and aneuploid prote.in phenotypes of the test-cross seeds could be

scored in the gels without difficulty. Whenever there was any doubt about the

classification, the embryo halves of the test-cross seeds r¡/ere grown and then progeny

ûested for confirmation.

In one experirhent F2 mapping was used in addition to test-cross mapping to map the

genes conüolling HIvIW glutenin subunits on chromosome arm lAL.
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4.2.2.2 Telocentric mapping

The telocentric mapping method developed by Sears (1962,1966b) was also used to map

the genes controlling HMW glutenin subunits on chromosome arm lDL and those

controlling the ogliadins on chromosome ¿um 1BS. The parent lines were the same as

used for the translocation mapping of these genes, except Chinese Spring Dt lDL and Dt

1BS were used in place of Chinese Spring translocation lines lDL-lRS and 1BS-1RL,

respectively. These experiments were conducted in similar environments to those

employing the translocation mapping procedure, so that these two procedures could be

compared.

4.2.3 Cytological Analysis

Pollen mother cells @MCs) from the F1 heterozygotes were analyzed to f,incl the degree of

pairing between the wheat-rye translocation chromosomes and their norrnal group 1 wheat

chromosome homologues. 'When the long arms were present as homologues, pairing at

metaphase I of meiosis was usually much higher than that when the short anns were

homologous. In the latter examples, PMCs were also analysed at diakinesis to find

whether the low level of metaphase I pairing observed might be due to desynapsis

þrecocious terminalisation of chiasmata). The following staining procedures lvere used.

4.2.3.1 C-banding

The long arm of chromosome lR possesses a well-def,rned telomeric heterochromatic band

and PMCs from allF1 heterozygotes containing this chromosome ¿rÍm were stained with a

C-banding procedure, modihed from Vosa and Marchí (1972), as follows:

Individual anthers at the required stage of meiosis (metaphase I or diakinesis) were

selected and fîxed in a freshly prepared solution of 3 absolute ethanol : 1 glacial acetic acid.

After fixation for 30 min to 2h at room temperature, PMCs rvere dissected out into 45Vo
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(v/v) glacial acetic acid on a slide and squashed. The coverslips were lemoved using liquid

nitrogen and the slides were then dried on a hot plate at low setting for about 20 min and

then left at room temperature in a desiccator for one to three days. The dried slides were Y

treated with a filtered solution of saturated barium hydroxide [Ba(OH)2] at room

temperature for 5-10 min. The exact treatment time varied with the particular batch of

Ba(OII¡2 used and it had to be standa¡dised in each experiment. Afær Ba(Oþ2 treatment

the slides were rinsed in distilled water and treated with SSC (saline sodium citate)

solution, containing 17.43Vo (w/v) sodium chloride and 8.82Vo (w/v) tri-sodium citrate, at

60'C for 30-40 min. After rinsing in distilled water, the slides were stainedinTVo (vlv)

Gurrs Improved R66 Giemsa stain in 0.03M Sorensen's phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) for

10-30 min. The slides were then rinsed in distilled water, air dried and mounted in

eupæal.

4.2.3.2 Feulgen staining

pMCs from F1 heterozygotes that did not have any rye chromosome with pronounced

heterochromatic banding (those involving telocentric chromosomes or 1RS from Imperial

rye), were stained using the Feulgen procedure. Individual anthers at the recluired stage of

meiosis, were selected and fixed in 3 absolute ethanol : 1 glacial acetic acid for l2-24hat

4'C. The anthers were hydrolysed in lN HCI at 60'C for 14 min and then stained with

Feulgen stain for approximately 2 h at room tempetature, before being squashed in 45Vo

acetic acid for microscopic examination.

4.2.4 Reaction to Stem Rust

In the experiment designed to map the genes on chromosome arm lRS controlling

or-secalins, opportunity was taken to map the gene(s) controlling resistance to stem rust

(Puccínía graminis trítici ). The reaction of the progeny to stem rust was determined as

follows.
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Test-cross seedlings were grown, along with the palent lines as controls' in 15 cm

pots (9 seedlings per pot) to the two leaf stage. They were then inoculated with the spores

of stem rust (strain 343 - ANZ 1, 2,3,5,6) and kept in a highly humid environment in

plastic bins for 24 h. The plants were then removed from the bins and left in the

glass-house f,or another 14 days when their reaction to stem rust was recorded' The plants

were classihed into resistant and susceptibre classes based on the rerative size of pustules

and the presence or absence of necrosis in the infected regions of the leaves'

4.2.5 Extraction of seed Proteins and Blectrophoretic separation

Total seed proteins were extracted from the endosperm halves of the single kernels as

described earlier (chapter 3.2.2). Except where reduced proteins could be used to detect

all the relevant protein bands, unreduced proteins were extracted first with sDs rn

Tris-HCl buffer (pH 6.8) without mercaptoethanol and separated by SDS-PAGE to score

for triplet proteins and prolamins. These extracts were then reduced with a drop of

mercaptoethanol added to each sample tube and were subjected to further lD SDS-PAGE

to allow the HMV/ glutenin subunits to be scored. In some experirnents, especially with

mapping genes controlling secalins on lRS, better resolution of prolamins was obtained

using an ethanol l3ovo (vrv)l-sucrose [2ovo (w/v)] mixture as the extractant but the tripiet

bands were not present in these extracts. SDS-Tris-HCl buffer containing ME was added

to the sample tubes for the subsequent analysis of HMW glutelin subunits'

The LMW glutenin subunits were separated either by the modified 2-D electophoresis

already dêscribed in Chapter 3.2 (see Figs. 3.5 and 3'7) or by a two-step (2-S)

electrophoresis which is described below. In the first step, 30 pl of unreduced total

protein extract from each of 20 test-cross seeds is loaded onto the usual 1'4 mrn thick slab

gel having a separating gel conta ínng lOVo (wiv) acrylamide ,\'OBVo (w/v) bisacrylamide

and a stacking gel with 3Vo (wlv) acrylanride, O'08Vo (w/v) bisacrylamide ' After

electrophoresis for about I h, the tracking dye front migrates approximately 5 cm into the

separating gel, and then the first 1 cm of the separating gel'from the origin is cut out and
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rcrnoved to an equilibration solution containing I7o (vlv) freshly added lvß+70.3Vo (w/v)

glycerol, 0.07M Tí'is,2.4Vo (w/v) SDS and made to pH 6.8 with HCl, for reduction of

proteins. In the second step of this procedwe, this gel strip now containing 20 samples of

reduced proteins is loaded directty onto the top of the stacking gel of a new slab gel with

similar composition to the first gel by forcing the gel strip between the two glass side

plates. The second step slab gel is made slightly thicker (1.8 mm) to facilitate the loading

of the gel strip from the first run. The second stage of electrophoresis is then caried out at

a constant current of 40 mA/gel until the brown front reached the bottom of the gel.

The electrophoregrams obtained using either the modified2-D procedure or the 2-S

procedure could be used to score both HMW and LMW glutenin subunits. However,

when only HMW glutenin subunits were to be analysed, the simple l-D SDS-PAGE was

used.

4.2.6 Genetic Analysis

In the test-cross mapping experiments, recombination fractions (p) were calculated directly

by dividing the observed number of recombinants (R) with the total number of progeny

analysed (n) excluding the aneuploid progeny.

The standard error (Sn) of the recombination fraction was calculated using the formula

for the binomial distribution (c.f. Mather, 1951)

sp={[ p(l-p)* n ].......... .................(Ð

Where no recombinants were detected between two protein markers in the test-cross

progeny, the upper limit (at the 95Vo confidence level) for the recombination fraction (p)

between the genes controlling them was calculated using the method of Hanson (1959).

p- t1-(0.0s)-nl ...............(ii)

where, n : number of euploid progeny analysed

In tbe F2 mapping experiment, the recombination fraction and its standard error was

calculated using the method of maximum likelihood (Haldane, 1919; Mather, 1951).

Bècause endosperrn protein phenotypes are codominant, the F2 progeny could be
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classified into 9 out of the 10 possible genotypic classes in a completely classified F2

segregating for two factors. The two classes that could not be distinguished from each

other comprised individuals involving all four alleles of the two genes to be mapped.

These individuals combined either both parental types or both recombinant gametes. It

was assumed that the recombination frequencies were the same in both male and female

gametes and using the maximum likelihood method, the following cubic equation was

derived for calculating recombination fraction (p) from a nine class F2 data.

(b+2d) - 2p(a+2b+c+3d) + 2p2 12a+3b+3c+4d¡ - 4p3 (a+b+c+d) = 0"" "' (üi)

where, Ír : combined observed frequency of two homozygous parental classes;

b = combined observed frequency of four classes involving one parental and

one reccimbinant gamete ;

c = observed frequency of the double heterozygote class showing all four

alleles and;

d : combined observed frequency of trvo homorygous recombinant classes

The equation used to calculate the standard error (Sn) of the recombination fraction

was as follows:

(iv)

where, Vp: (Sp)2

Map distances (cM) and their standard errors were calculated from recombinadon

frequencies, using the Kosambi function (Kosambi, lgß) as applied earlier in linkage

mapping of wheat proteins by Payne et al. (1982b).

cM: 25 x ln t(100+2R) + (100-2R)l + 2500 Sp + (2500-R2)..............(v)

where, R: recorrlbination percentage; SR = standard deviation of R

l=
Vp

2n ¡ t ¡ G-2n:2Ê) - ztl-zP-?t'¡ 
1- p(l-p) (r-2p+2p¿)
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43 RESIJLTS

4.3.1 Assignment of Syrnbols to Loci and their Alleles

Encocling Endosperm Proteins in Wheat and Rye

The symbols for the genes, located on homoeologous group I chromosomes of wheat and

rye, that control the synthesis of various types of endosperm storage proteins, are listed in

Table-4,l. The symbols Glu-AI, Gtu-Bl atdGlu-D1 have been assigned to the genes

controlling HIvIW glutenin subunits in.wheat @ayne et a1.,1982b) and these have been

adopted in the present study. The genes controlling analogous HIvtW glutelin subunits in

cereal rye have been assigned the symbol Glu-RI (Singh and Shepherd, 1984a) to

conform with the standard system of nomenclature for wheat (Mclntosh, 1973).

However, Shewry et al. (L984a) have assigned the symbol Sec-3 to the genes controlling

these subunits in rye, based on the analogy with the Hor-3 locus in barley.

The gene syinbols Gti-Al, Gti-Bl andGli-DI of Payne et al. (I982b) for gliadins

wrll be followed because these conforïn more closely with the standard system of gene

nomenclature in wheat (Mclntosh, 1973) than the symbols first assigned by Sozinov and

Poperelya (1980). The symbol Sec-L (Shewry et a1.,1984a) will be used for denoting

genes connolling r+.secalins because their exact relationship with wheat loci is not known

as yet.

The genes located on the short arms of chromosomes 14, 18 ancl lD that control the

synthesis of LMW glutenin subunits and which are closely linked with the G/i-1 locus

have not been assigned any symbol so far in the iiterature and they will be denoted by the

symbols Glu-A3, GIu-83 and GIr-D3, respectively, in this thesis. The symbol Glu-2

was not chosen because this has already been reserved by Dr. P. I. Payne (pers. comm.)

for genes conffolling some acidic protein subunits in wheat, which recombine freely with

úe Gli-I locus.

The choice of symbols Trí-At andTri-Dl for the genes controlling triplet proteins, is

based on the same nomenclature system used for the genes contollig glutelins and
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Table 4.1 Symbots for the loci encoding endosperm

storage proteins in wheat and rYe

kotein
class

Chromosome

arm location

Gene

symbol Allelesymbol(0¡

HMW glutelin

subunits

1AL
1BL

Gtu-AI T o (Hope);b (Gabo);c (Chinesespring)

Glu-BI t ¿ (CttineseSpring);d (Hope);

e (Ilalberd, MKzu21ll7,V'/R/L7); í (Gabo)

Glu-DI t ø (Chinese Spring,India 115, Kite);
d Qlalberd, Heron); null (Single glutenin line)

Glu-Rl ** i (Imperial);,t (King tr)

Gh-il II cs (Chinese Spring); g (Gabo); å (Hope)

Gfi-BI II cs (Chinese Spring); å (Halberd)

g (Gabo, HoPe, MKR/211l7' WR/17)

GU-DI II cs (Chinese Spring); i (India 115);

å (tlalberd, Single glutenin line)

Sec-L* i (Imperiat); È (King tr)

Prolamins

LIvIW glutenin

subunits

lDL

1RL

1AS

lBS

1DS

lRS

lAS
1BS

lDS

Glu-A3
Glu-&3
Glu-D3

Trí-AI
Trì-DI

Tripletproteins 1AS

1DS

cs (Chinese Spring); å (tloPe)

cs (Chinese Spring); hI arrd å2 (Hope)

cs (Chinese Spring); i (India 115)

cs (Chinese Spring); å (HoPe)

cs (Chinese Spring); t (India 115)

Tgene and allele symbols of Payne and Lawrence (1983); tTgene symbols of Payne et al., (1982b); *gene

symbol of Shewry et ø1. (I984a); **gene and allele symbols of Singh and Shepherd (1984a); onames in

parentheses refer to the the cultivar/breeding line used in test{rosses

gliadins. However, the characterization of triplet proteins is not complete as yet and

therefore these gene symbols a¡e tentative only.

The different alleles controlling HMW glutenin subunits of wheat have been

catalogued by Payne and Lawrence (1983) and these symbols will be used in the present

study. In the absence of any standard system for cataloguing the alleles of the genes
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controlling the HMW glutelin subunits in rye, prolamins in wheat and rye and LMW

glutenin subunits and triplet proteins in wheat, the alleles for these genes have been

designated by the initial letter(s) of the cultivars possessing the different alleles

(Table-4.1). Although allele symbols (1,2,3,...) have been assigned to the wheat

gliadins by Sozinov and Poperelya (1980) this system is not being followed here because

different techniques were used for separating gliadins in the present study, and it is very

difficult to match up the equivalent bands in the two studies.

4.3.2 Mapping Genes Controlling Bndosperm Proteins

on the Short Arms of Group 1 Chromosomes in Wheat

4.3.2.I Crossing procedures

The test-cross procedures for the translocation and telocentric mapping of the genes

controlling endosperm proteins (Tri-L, GIì-l and Glu-3 ) on the short arm of group I
homoeologues of wheat are depicted in Fig. 4.1.

(i) Translocation mapping

The crossing procedures were based on the method described by Singh and Shepherd

(1984a). To illustrate this method, the procedure used for mappingTrì-A1, Gli-Al and

Glu-A3 genes on chromosome atm 1AS, is described below:

To generate a suitable F1 hybrid heterozygous for alleles at the Tri-Al, Gli-AI and

Glu-A3 loci on chromosome arm lAS, the translocation line lAS-lRL in Chinese Spring

was first crossed to intervarietal chromosome substitution line Chinese Spring-Hope 14.

îhe protein phenotypes produced by the presumed alleles at these loci were

electrophoretically distinguishable from each other. The other (long) arms of these two

ihromosones were marked with different glutelin genes (Glu-RLi and Glu-Ala ) ínthe

F1 heterozygotcs. The protein bands corresponding to all of these different genes coulC be

easily recognized in the test-cross progeny because the male parent (Chinese Spring Dt



Figure 4.1

Test-cross combinations employed in mapping experimants.

Transloc ation mapping:

1A t(CS lAS-lRL x CS-Hope 1A)l x CS Dt lAL;

18 [(CS lBS-lRL x Gabo)] x Halberd;

1D [(CS lDS-lRLxIndia 115)] x Warigal lDL-lRS.

Telocentric mapping:

1B [(CS Dt 1BS x Gabo)] x Halberd.

CS = Chinese Spring

Gene symbols used:

General symbol Gene product

GIu-I : HIVIW glutelin subunit

Glu-3 : LMW glutelin subunit

frí! : Tripletprotein

Gli-I : Prolamin of wheat

Sec-| = Prolamin of rye

Soecific svmbol

Glu-RIi : Allele i of Glu-[ locus inR genome



PROCEDURES FOR MAPPING GENES
CONTROLLING ENDOSPERM PROTEINS

ON THE SHORT ARMS OF GROUP 1 CHROMOSOMES

F1 heterozygote Test-cross Parent

c
Translocation maPPing

?

Glu-A&s
Glu-Rli Tri'Alcs GIi-Alcs

X

GluAla Tri-Alh Gti-Ath
Glu'A3h

Glu-Rli Gli -Bics
X

Glu-Bli Gli-Btg

Gtu-D3cs
Glu-Rli Tri-DlcsGIi-Dlcs

Glu-Dla TriÐli Gt¡'ø¡
Glu-D3i

Telocentric maPPing

Gli-Blcs

1B X

Glu-Bli Gli-Btg

Long arm Short arm

Glu-Alc

-()--\o Glu-Ble G'i-Bth

Glu-Dld Sec- fi

Glu-Bte Gli-Blh

Long arm Short arm

1A

1B

1D X
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lAL) chosen for the test-cross was deficient for all genes controlled by chromosome afln

1AS and arso it had a null allere (GIu-AIc ) for glutelin bands. Thus the presence of

recognizably different protein ma¡kers on each of the four arms of the lA/lAS-lRL

bivalent allowed test-cross progeny to be scored in gels for parental and recombinant types

and also for aneuPloid variants.

ProvidingthattheÚanslocationafosefromcentricfusionbetweenlAsandlRL,

normal pairing and crossing over is expected to occur betWeen the hamologous short arms

of chromosome 1A but no pairing is expected betweèn the homoeologous chromosome

arms lAL and lRL because of the inhibitory effect of the Ph-Ib gene located on

chromosome 5B of wheat. In this way the F1 heterozygote can be used to map the

position of any locus on the short arm of chromosome 1A with respect to the centromerc in

a way analogous to the telocentric mapping method developed by Sears (1962' 1966b) for

mapping genc<entomere distances in wheat'

Similar procedures were followed in the Eanslocation mapping of the related genes on

chromosome arms 1BS and lDS. The test-cross combinations used are listed below and

the different alleles present are shown in Fig' 4'1'18' lD'

Parents used for mapping the Gli-Bl locus on 1BS:

[ (Chinese Spring lBS-lRL x Gabo) x Halberd]

Parents usedfor mapping the Tri-Dl, GI\-D| and Gl*D3 loci on lDS:

[ (chinese spring 1DS-lRL x Indial15) x chinese spriog lDL-lRS ]

In each case the male parent for the test-cross was chosen so that it did not contribute

any electrophoretically similar band which would mask the segregation of the critical

protein bands in the F1 heærozygote'

(íÐ Telocentric maPPing

The telocentric mapping experiment with the GIi-81 locus was carried out

concurrently with one of the tanslocation mapping experiments' designed to map the same

locus, in order to compare these two methods of mapping gene-<entrornere distances'

The crossing procedure used was similar to the translocation mapping procedure except
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Chinese Spring Dt lBS was used in place of Chinese Spring translocation 1BS-lRL (see

Fig. 4.1).

(äù Intrachromosomal maPPíng

The recombination frequency occurring between the Gli-BI and Glu-83 loci on

chromosome arm 1BS was determined usrng the following triparental cross:

[ (Chinese Sprittg x Chinese Spring-Hope 1B) x Chinese Spring Dt lBL]

Since the 1B chromosomes from cultivars Chinese Spring and Hope have different

alleles at theGli-Bl andGtu-43 loci, and the male parent was deficient for all the genes

present on chromosome arm 1BS, any recombination between the GIí-BI and GIu-83

loci could be easily scored in the test-cro5s progeny. Furthermore, these two loci could be

mapped with respect to the Glu-BI locus present on the long arm of these chromosomes

because cultivar Hope had a different allele to Churese Spring at this locus. However,

gene<enromere distances could not be deærmined by this method.

4.3.2.2 Mapping the Tri'AI, Gli'AI and Glu'A3 loci

on chromosome arm 1AS

(i) Recomb.ination frequencies

The protein phenotypes produced by allelesTri-Alcs andTri-Alå (triplet proteins),

Gtí-AIh (gliadin), Glu-A3cs (LMW glutenin subunit) and homoeoalleles Glu-Rlí and

GIu-AIa (IIlvIW glutelin subunits) are quite distinctive in the parents as shown in Fig.

4.2, A,B. However there was no unique protein band produced by alleles GIí-AIcs and

Glu-A3h that could be recognized in the gels and thcrefore the presence of these alleles

could only be inferred by the absence of the alternative allele in the test-cross progeny.

However, the Gti-AIcs allele produced a band (Fíg. 4.2.A, a) which had the same

electrophcretic mobility as a band produced by Gti-Ath, hence this band was absent only

in test-cross progeny which lacked both of these alleles.

The triplet and gliadin protein phenotypes (Tri-41 and Gli-41) were determined by



Figure 4.2

SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from the parental lines (P1, P2, P3)

used to map the Tri-AL, GIí-AI andGlu-A3 loci. The distinctive bands for each allele

are labelled.

A l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins;

B 2-step (2-S) electrophoresis of reduced proteins (see section 4.2.5 fot details);

C 1-D SDS-PAGE of reduced proteins.

.a Chinese Spring lAS-lRL tanslocation;

b Chinese Spring-Hope 1A substitution;

c Chinese Spring Dt lAL.
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l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced protein extracts (Fig. a.2.4) whereas, the Glu-41, Glu-Rl

and Glu-A3 phenotypes \ryere scored in the electrophoregrams (Fig. a.2.8) obtained by

2-S electrophoresis as described earlier (section 4.2.5). Single-kernel analysis was

feasible with both of these techniques. As shown in Fig. 4.2.C, the normal l-D

SDS-PAGE of reduced proteins allowed the HMV/ glutelin subunits to be scored but it

could not be used for scoring triplet bands, gliadins or LMW glutenin subunits.

Since the male parent Chinese Spring Dt lAL (P¡ h Fig. 4.2, A, B) lacked all of these

protein markers controlled by chromosomes 1A and lR, all the prote,in phenotypes could

be reliably determined in the test-cross progeny and the parental (P), recombinant (R) and

aneuploid (A) phenotypes were easily distinguished (Fig. 4.3, A, B). Recombinant

phenotypes resulting frotn crossing over between Trí-AI and Gli-AI genes are labelled

'R' in Fig. 4.3,4, and those resulting from crossing over between the Glu-A3 gene anC

the centromere, marked here by Glu-41 and Glu-Rl proteins, are labelled 'R' .'t

Fig.4.3,8. The two gels were run using extracts from the same individual test-cross seeds

and therefore the complete linkage analysis was done by combining the data from the two

gels. Since the Glu-Ala band has the same electrophoretic mobilty as one of the Giu-Rli

bands, it was not possible to be certain, without further progeny testing, whether

test-cross seeds showing Glu-Rli bands possessed the Glu-Ala band also. However,

because the genes controlling these two glutelin patterns are homoeoallelic, it is expected

that they will normally segregate as alærnatives in the test-cross progeny.

Altogether 296 test-cross seeds were analysed in this way. Data obtained from two

differentFl plants were homogeneous (X2rc1=5.6, P>0.3 ) and thus only pooled data ale

shown in Table-4.2. A small proportion (4.7Va) of the test-cross plogeny were aneuploids

possibly resulting from irregular disjunction of the unpaired 1A and lAS-lRL

chromosomes at anaphase I of meiosis. However, theil effect on estimates of the

recombination frequencies, although complex to determine, will not be large and for

simplicity these aneuploid progeny have been ignored in the initial analysis. As shown in

Table-4.2, there is close agreement with the expected 1:1 segregation ratio for presurned

homoeoalleles Glu-AIa and Glu-RIi and presumed allele paisTrí-AlcslTri-Alh,



Figure 4.3

SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from some test-cross progeny used to

map the Tri-Al, Glí-Al andGlu-A3 loci.

A l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins showing recombination between the

Trí-AI andGli-Al loci;

B 2-S electrophoresis of reduced proteins obtained from the same individual seeds

analysed in part A, showing recombination between the centromere (marked with

Glu-l ) and the Glu-A3 locus.

p = parental; R : rêcombinant; A: aneuploid
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Table 4.2 Observed frequencies of protein phenotypes in test-cross

progeny used to map the?n-Al, Gli-AJ and Glu-43 loci,
grouped into parental, recombinant and aneuploid classes

Progeny
class

Protern
Glu-1

phenotypes
Tri-41 Gli-41

Glu-43
No. of
progeny

Map distance
(cM)p (%)

Parentals:

Recombinants:

c.o. region 1

c.o. region 2

A1a
R1i

Ala
Rli
Ala
Rli

A1a
Rli

nti*ntut i+.rt i*".
R1i

h
cs

cs
h

h
cs

cs
h

h
cs

cs
h

cs
h

h
cs

64
77

I
20

55
55

1

2

282

11
2
1

-TTØ.7vo)

11.0 tt.z+2.0

40.1 55.2+ 8.2

double c.o.

Aneuploids:
hypoploid
hyperploid?
:nisdivision

12 Tubt.:

Glu-A1a/
Glu-R1i

Expectedratio 1:1

GIi-A lcs/ P: R P: R F:R
(region lor 2)
1:1

Tri-A1cs/
Tri-Alh
1: 1

Gli-A1h
1: I

(region l) (region 2)
1:1 1:1

Observed No. 128:154 L4l:I4L
0.0
(P=1.0)

L4O:t42
0.01
(P>0.7)

?.1'l:65 169 :I13 i44:138
0.13
(P>0.95)

2¿2 values 2.4
(P, d.f.= 1) (P>0.1)

171.6 1t.12
(P<0.001) (P<0.001)

'-r : absgnt c.o. region 1 : Between cenffomere and Trí-Al
c.o. region 2: BetweenTri-AI andGIí-AI

Gli-AIcslGIí-AIh andGlu-A3cslGlu-A3h. From a consideration of the frequency of

patental and recombinant types there is evidence of strong linkage between the centomere

and the Trí-AI locus and a weak linkage betrveen theTrïAI and Gli-Al loci. However,

there is no evidence of linkage between the centromere and the Gli-AI locus. No

recombination was observed between the Gli-41 and Glu-43 loci and the upper limit of
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recombination (95Vo confidence limiÐ between these two loci was calculated tobe l.lVo,

according to the method of Hanson (1959) as described in Material and Methods. The

recombination frequencies and the map distances for the individual intervals are shown in

Table-4.2.

(ií) Chromosome pairing and the occuÌrence of aneuploidy

The validity of this method of gene mapping also depends on the chromosome arm

1AS of the translocation pairing with the complete 1A chromosome with the same

frequency as would occur between the two complete homologues of 1A and furthermore,

the absence of pairing between chromosome arms 1AL and 1RL. If the presence of the

translocation reduces paidng between the 1AS arms of these two chromosomes, the map

distance will be underestimated, whereas any homoeologous pairing between lAL and

lRL would lead to an overestimate. To check u¡r these possibie sources of error the

pairing between 1AS-1RL translocation ancl complete 1A ch¡omosomes was investigated

atmetaphase I and diakinesis stages of meiosis in the PMCs from F1 plants.

The translocation chromosome was easily identified in C-banded preparations since the

chromosome arm lRL had a prominent telomerjc heterochromatin band and this made it

easier to study the pairing of this chromosome with the complete 1A chromosome (Fig.

4.4, a, b, c).. Altogether 209 PMCs from two of the F1 plants, used to produce some of

the test-cross seeds analysed above, were examined at metaphase I and no pairing was

detected between 1AL and lRL, whereas the short arms of these two chromosomes were

paired in an average of 90.4Vo PMCs Gable-4.3)

Table 4.3. Observed frequency of pairing between short arms of
1AS-lRL translocation and complete 1A chromosonnes
at two stages of meiosis

.Fr
co'mbination

Meiotic
stage

No. of
PMCs

No.
paired parnng

Vo

CS lAS-lRL x CS 1A) Metaphase I 209
Diakinesis 80

189
79

90.4
98.8

This pairing frequency was homogeneous between the two families (X,2¡¡=O32,P>0.3).



Figure 4.4

C-banded squash preparations of PMCs, at two stages of meiosis, from the F1

heterozygotes used to map the genes on the shorÈ arm of chrornosome 14.

a metaphasàIcellshowing 1A/1As-lRlbivalen!, .'

b metaphase I cell showing 1A and lAS-lRL univalents;

c diahinesis cell showing lA/lAS-lRL bivalent. I
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A similar frequency of univalents at metaphase I would be expected to occur in the

megaspore mother cells and these will be the likely source of the 4.7Vo arreuploids detected

¿rmong the test-cross progeny. However, it is clear from the high degree of pairing

(98.8Vo) observed at diakinesis in the PMCs that the univalents are due mainly to

desynapsis (precocious terminalization of chiasmata) rather than asynapsis (total lack of

pairing). The possible influence of this lack of metaphase pairing on the estimation of

recombination freqeuncies will be considered later in the Discussion.

4.3.2.3 Mapping the GIi-Bf locus on chromosome arm 1BS

(i) Recombination frequency

Both the translocation and telocentric mapping procedures were used to produce

test-cross seþr¡S to map the locus Gli-BI , as described earlier in seêtions 4.2.2 and

4.3.2.1. The translocation mapping experiment involving Chinese Spring x Gabo F1

heterorygotes, was repeated at three times of the year viz surnmer 1981, winter 1982 and

spring 1982. The spring 1982 experirnent was carried out at the same tirne as the

telocentric mapping experiment for comparison. In all of these experiments except one,

Halberd was used as the male parent and no overlap of relevant bands occurred (see Fig.

4.5, A, B). In one case, the substitution line having lR of King II rye substituted for LB

in a mixed Chinese Spring and Holdfast wheat background was used and once again there

rryas no overlap of critical protein bands (not sholvn in Fig.). The protein phenotypes of

the presumed homoeoalleles Glu-RIí and Glu-BIi (IilvfW glutelin subunits) and the

presumed alleles GlïBlcs andGli-BIg (gliadins) could be classif,ied without difficulty in

the parents (Fig. 4.5.4, â, b, c) following l-D SDS-PAGE cf reduced proteins. Similarly

all these protein phenotypes could be reliably determined among the test-cross progeny and

the parental (Fig. 4.5.4, d, e), recombinant (Fig. 4.5.A,f, g) and several aneuploid types

(Fig. 4.5.A, h-m) were distinguished.

Altogether 606 tesçcross seeds were produced in three translocation mapping

experiments and analysed by SDS-PAGE. The data, including the frequency of



Figure 4.5

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of reduced total protein exffacts from the parental lines (P1, P2,

Pj and some test-cross progeny used to map the GIí-BI locus.

A Translocation mapping:

a Chinese Spring 1BS-1RL translocation;

b Gabo;

c Halberd;

d-m test-cross progeny.

B Telocentric mapping:

a Chinese Spring Dt 1BS;

b Gabo;

c Halberd;

d-k test-cross progeny.

p = parental; R : reoombinant; A = aneuploid
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Table 4.4. Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in test-cross
progeny used to map the Gli-Bl locus, gnouped Ínto parental,
recombinant and aneuploid classes

Test-
cross

Parentals
Glu-Bli
Gli-B 19

Recombinants
(Glu-Rli¡t Glu-Bli (Glu-Rli)T Total
Gli-Blcs Gli-Blcs Gli-Blg progeny p (Vo)

Map distance
(cM)

(a) Translocation
156

mappmg
133

(b) Telocentric mapping
63 49

113 93 495 4r.6 59.7 + 7.r

M 32* 188 40.4 56.1 + 10.3

Aneuploids

Aneuploid
Class

Translocation
B1 mapping

Telocentric
mapping

hypoploid

hyperploid

misdivision
products

Bli+Rli
Bli

69

22

31

10

Bli
R1i
Bti

g+cs
g+cs

g+cs
g+cs
0b
CS

7
1

1

0
9
2

:

2

:
Bli+Rli
Bli+R1i

lbtal rLL (r8.3Vo) 46 {19. 7o)

12 Table:

u- -81
Expected ratio 1: 1 1:1 1:1

(a)'lianslocation mappmg

ob
*
(P'

served No.
values
d.f.:1)

269:226
3.73
(P>0.1)

107:81
3.60
(P>0.0s)

249:246
0.02
(P>0.7)

95: 93
0.02
(P>0.8)

289:206
16.56
(P<0.01)

Ll2:76
7.28
(P<0.01)

(b)Teiocentric rnapping

Observed No.
12 values
(P, d.f.=1)

Not present in the telocenric mapping ; +Assumed to be recombinant rather
'-' - absent

than misdivision products
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aneuploids, obtained from the three families were on the borderline of homogeneity

(X2¡A¡=t0.71, 0.05>P>0.02) even though the three experiments had been carried out at

different times of the year. When aneupioid progeny were excluded from the analysis the

families were more homogeneous (12¡61:8.43,P>0.2) and the data have been pooled in

Table-4.4. Alrhough a large proportion (I8.3Vo) of the test-cross progeny in the

tanslocation mapping experiments were aneuploids, these have been excluded in the initial

estimation of map distance. Their possible influence on this estimate wilt be considered

later. As shown in the 12 section of Table-4.4, the segregation for the presumed

homoeoalleles Glu-BlilGIu-RIi and presumed alleles Gli-BIcslGIí-BIg is in close

agreement with the expected 1:1 ratio. However, because of the significantly greater

proportion of parental to recombinants there is an indication of weak linkage between the

Gli-BI locus and the centromere, marked here with Glu-I genes. Overall the data

showed 41.6% recombination between the centronrÉre and this locus, which converts to a

map distance of 59.7f7.1 cM.

The telocenfic mapping experiment was carried out concuñently with one of the

translocation mapping experiments. The parental, recombinant and aneuploid protein

phenotypes were distinguishecl in a way similar to that used for translocation mapping

except for the lack of Glu-Rli protein bands in these progeny (Fig. 4.5.8, a-k). The

recombination frequncy obtainecl with the tetocenüic mapping experiment (40.4Vo) was

similar to that obtained with the translocation rnapping experiments (4l.6Vo) as was the

aneuploid frequency (19.77o and l8.3Vo, respectively). However, a more valid

comparison invclves the data obtained from the concurrent mapping experiments. Once

again there.was no significant difference between the two values for recombination (46.3Vo

vs 40.4Vo) and aneuploid frcquencies (19.7Vo vs l6.lVo) for telocentric and translocation

mapping, respectively.

(ii) Chrcmosome pairing and the occurrence of aneuploidy

As shown before with the lAS-lRL t¡anslocation, the 1BS-lRL chromosome was

easily identified in C-banded preparations of PMCs at metaphase I by the presence of a
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prominent telomeric band. However, at diakinesis, the 1B/1BS-lRL bivalent was

identifred in Feulgen preparations by its pronounced hecromorphic appearance (Fig. 4.6,

a, b, c). The telocentric chromosome 1BS was easily recognized by its smaller size and

the clear heteromorphic conformation of the bivalent containing it @ig. 4.7, a,b, c).

Altogether 424 PMCs from the translocation heærozygotes were analysed at metaphase

I and a further 153 PMCs were analysed at diakinesis and no pairing was observed

between chromosome arms lBL and lRL. However, on an average there was 59.4Vo

pairing at metaphase I and 88.5Vo pairing at diakinesis between the homologous lBS arms

in summer 1981, and a higher frequency of 8L.6Vo at metaphase I and 93.IVo at diakinesis

in the spring of 1982 C[able-4.5). Thus it seems that the chromosome pairing frequency is

reduced at the higher glass-house temperatures of surnmer. These results are consistent

with the findings of Fu and Sears (1973) who also observed reduction in pairing and

recombination frequencies at higher temperature. IIowever, the difference in pairing

frequency due to high temperature was less pronounced at diakinesis. Thus, it appears that

the difference in pairing frequency at metaphase I between summer 1981 and spring 1982

was partly due to more desynapsis at the higher temperature (L9.lVo in summer vs Ll.SVo

in spring).

When the pairing of translocation chrornosorne lBS- lRL and telocentric chromosome

1BS with a normal 1B chromosome was compared in the same genetic background and

identical environmental conditions, the telocentric showed significantly less pairìng than

the tanslocation at both the metaphase I and diakinesis stages of meiosis (Table-4.5). Thus

the presence of rye arm lRL does not interfere with the pairing of the IBS arm on the other

side of the centromere, rather it appears to promote the pairing. However, data were not

available for the degree of pairing shown between the short arms of two complete 18

homologues in the same environment and genetic background.

Because of the irreguiar distribution of univalents at anaphase I of meiosis in the

female parent, lack of metaphase pairing is expected to contribute to the aneuploidy

observed in the test-cross progeny (Table-4.4). These aneuploid gametes can be divided



Figure 4.6 "

-Squash preparations of PMCs, at two stages of meiosis, from the F1 heterozygotes used

to map the genes on the short arm of ch¡omosome LB.

î C-banded metaphase I cell showing lB/lBS-lRL bivalent;

b C-banded metaphase I cell showing 1B and 1BS-1RL univalents;

c Feulgen stained diakinesis cell showing lB/lBS-lRL bivalent.
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Figure 4.7 :

Feulgen squash preparations of PMCs, at two stages of meiosis, from the F1

heterozygotes used to map the genes on the short arm of chromosome 18.

a metaphase I cell showing 1B/1BS heteromolphic bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing 18 and lBS univalents;

c diakinesis cell showing 1B/1BS heterornolphic bivalent.
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Table 4.5. Observed frequency of pairing between_the short arm- 
of complete lB^chromosôme an¿ 1BS-1RL translocation
and 1BS telocentric chromosornes at two stages of meiosis

comblantion
season
gfown

o.
1

stage PMCs paired Pairing

CS 1BS-1R1, x Gabo Summer
(1e81)

CS Dt lBS x Gabo

Spring
(1982)

Spring
(1e82)

Metaphase I
Diakinesis

Metaphase I
Diakinesis

Metaphase
Diakinesis

I

207
52

r23
46

t77
94

122
45

59.4
88.5

81.6
93.1

49.0
7r.4

2r7
101

249
63

into three main groups as follows:

Hypoploids- These progeny are the most frequent and are derived f¡om chromosome

deficient eggs (n:20) which lack both univalents present at metaphase I' The average

probability of non-inclusion of a univalent into the female gametes ís 314 (Sears, 19541,

therefore the probability that neither of the two univalents will be included is

3l4x3l4=9116. Hypoploid progeny ¿Lre recognized by the lack of all protein markers

controlled by both of the reference chromosomes i.e. 18 and lBS-lRL of the F1

heterozygote (see Fig. 4.5.4, i and B, i).

Hyperploids- These progeny are derivec{ from aneuploid gametes resulting from the

inclusion of both univalents into the same egg cell. This is a smaller class , as expected,

because of the lo.w transmission of univalents through the femaie gametes. If the average

tansmission rate is ll4 (Sears, 1954) the probabilitiy of inclusion of both univalents in the

same egg cell wilt be It4 x ll4 : ltl6. Hyperploid progeny were recognized by the

presence of all protein markers contolled by the two reference chromosomes (Fig.4.5.4'

h and B, h).

Mísd.ivision products- These progeny are derived from egg cells containg at ieast one

freshly produced telocentric chromosome. The frequency of occurrence of misdivision

and the transmission frequency of teiocentrics for different chromosomes is cluite variable

and unpredictable. Furthermore, individuals having a telocentric for the long afin may

have different viability to those having telocentrics for the short arms. The number of
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progeny containing misdivision products was similar to that of hyperploids in the

translocation mapping experiments but this class was much less frequent than the

hyperploids in the telocentric mapping experiment. However, in the latter experiment it

has been assumed that the telocentric with a Gabo allele (Gli-Blig) was produced by

recombination between the centromere and this locus, but some of these could also have

been derived from the misdivision of a complete 1B chromosome from Gabo. Therefore it

is likely that the number of misdivision products in this experiment is slightly

underestimated. The misdivision products @g. 4.5.4, j, k, 1, m) were recognized by the

presence of only one or three of the four protein markers representing the four arms of the

lB/lBS-lRL bivalent in the translocation heterozygote. In the telocentric mapping

experiment, progeny showing only a long arm protein marker (Glu-Bli) or those showing

both short arm markers only (Gli-B1g+Gli-B1cs) were considered to be misdivision

products.

4.3.2.4 Mapping tlr'e G\ïBI and Glu-83 loci on chromosome arm 1BS

Since the GIu-83 gene(s) controlling the synthesis of LMW glutenin subunits on

chromosome arm lBS could not be mapped in the crosses used for mapping the

centromere_,Glì-Bl distance described above, a new triparental test-cross was proCuced

to map GIu-83 with respect to Gli-BI anó Glu-BI, and the procedure is described in

section 4.3.2.I. The F1 in this test-cross combination [Chinese Spring x Chinese

Spring-Hope 18) x Chinese Spring Dt lBLl was heterozygous for alleles at the Glu-B1,

GIí-BI and Glu-83 loci and ttre protein phenotypes produced by these alleles are shorvn

in Fig. 4.8, A, B. All these bands could be scored in the gels after l-D SDS-PAGE of

reduced proteins (Fig. 4.8.8, a, b). However, it was necessary first to determine which

particular protein bands were gliadins (Gli-Blcs, Gli-B1g) or LMW glutenin subunits

(Glu-B3cs, Gtu-83h1 and Glu-83h2). This was achieved by comparing the SDS-PAGE

patterns of unreduced and reduced proteins from the parental lines in Fig. 4.8, A, B. The

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of unreduced proteins showed that the two parents differ only in



Figure 4.8

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of seed protein exfacts from the parental lines (P1, P2, P3) and

some test-cross progeny used to map the GIu-BI, Gli-BI and Glu-83 loci.

A unreduced gliadins extacted with an ethanol-sucrose mixture from the parental

lines:

a Chinese Spring;

b Chinese Spring-Hope 1B substitution;

c Chinese Spdng Dt lBL.

B reuduced total seed proûein extracts from parentar lines and test-cross progeny:

a, b andc see A above;

d-r test-cross progeny .

p = parental progeny; R = recombinant progeny resulting from a cross-over

between Glu-BI andGlí-Bl Locí.

* progeny showing rare recombination within the Glu-83 locus.
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the ogliadin region of the gel (bands labelled as Gli-Blcs, Gli-B1g). Thus the additional

difference in the banding patterns of these two parents in the gels with reduced proteins,

must be due to HMW or LMW subunits of glutenin as shown in Fig. 4.8.8, a, b. This

conclusion was confirmed by comparing the differences in banding patterns of these two

parents after 2-S SDS-PAGE (Fig. 4.9,8, a, b), where only the subunits of glutenin are

present.

After confirming the identity of the bands by the two-step procedure, the test-cross

progeny were analysed by the more simple to apply l-D SDS-PAGE of reduced proteins

(Fig. 4.8, B). Since the test-cross parent Chinese Spring Dt lBL lacked the bands

controlled by Gli-Bl and Glu-83 genes, the segregation of these protein bands in the

progeny was scored in the gels without much difficulty. IilvIW glutenin subunit coded by

allele Glu-B1d was easily identified but because of overlap with proteins from the male

parent, Glu-Blb was scored on the basis of its staining intensity in the gels [scored -s

present in dark bands (three doses) and absent in light bands (one dose frorn rnale

gametes)]. However, this scoring was facilitated because these bands occurred as strict

alternatives to band Glu-B ld. Thus, the 234 test-cross progeny could be classified into

parental and recombinant types, with only one aneuploid progeny (Table-4.6). The 72

table shows that the alleles for the three loci Glu-B I , Gli-B I and Glu-83 a1l segregated in

a 1:1 ratio, but the ratio of the parental and recombinant types was significantly different

from the 1:1 expected for independent genes, in all three regions compare.d. The estimate

of 3l.3Vo recombination betweenthe Glu-81 and Glí-BI loci is signifi.cantiy less than the

values obtained for the centromere-Gli-BI interval in translocation and telocentric

mapping experiments (4I.67o and 40.4Vo, respectively). Possible reasons for this

discrepancy are: (i) More frequent double cross overs between the Glu-BI and Gli-Bl

loci because of possible negative interfe¡ence across the centromere, (ii) the influence of

the different genetic backgrounds used in these experiments and (iii) different

environmental conditions. The second reason seems to be the most plausible because

Payne et al. (L982b) have observed two different recombination values (39Vo ard 47Vo) lor

the same interval in different cultivar crosses.
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Table 4.6. Observe PhenotYPes Ín test-cross
progeny l,Gli'nl and'Glu'B3 loci,
þroñpeä nant and aneuploid classes

Class
Protetn PhenotYPesGlu-81 Gli-81 Glu-83

Total
progeny

Map dstance
(cM)P (Vo)

40
30

1

0

J
0

1

h
cs

h
cs

t6
cs

('
Þ

cs

g
cs

('
tt

cs

d
b

b
d

d
b

b
d

b

83
76

Recombínants:

c.o. region 1

c.o. region 2

double c.o.

Aneuploíds:
misdivision product

31.3 36.75.0

t.7 1.7+0.8
h1+cs

h

h1+cs
h

'Ibtal

12 Tubl.t

Glu-Bld/ Gli-B 19/ GIU-B 3h1/ P: R P:R
(region 2)
1:1

P:K
(region tor 2)
1:1

Glu-Blb Gli-Blcs
Expectedratio 1: I 1: 1

Glu-B3cs (region 1)
1:1 1:1

Observed No

2¿2 values
(P, d.f.= 1)

114: 116

0.009
(P>0.9)

127: 106
1.55
(P>0.2)

123: ILO
0.96
(P>0.3)

160 73 229:4
32.48 217.27
(P<C.001) (P<0.001)

162:71
31.00
(P<0.001)

'-' = absent
h: h1+h2

c.o. region 1 : Between Glu-B I and Gli-B l
c.o. region 2 =BetweenGli-Bl andGIu-83

In confast to the absence of observed recombination between the GI|-A1 and GIu-43

loci, four progeny were detected having non-parental combinations of Gli-Blg and

Glu-83h2. However, subunit Glu-B3hl did not show recombination v¿ith the gliadin

bands, which iildicates that like Gli-Bl ,the GIu-B.J locus is also complex. Because these

recombinants were very rare, attempts were maCe to confrrm their identity in progeny tests.

Three of these plants were germinated but two of them died as seedlings and the protein

phenotypes of F2 seeds obtained from the one surviving plant are shown in Fig. 4.9, A,



Figure 4.9

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from the original test-closs parents

¿rnd the progeny of a test-cross plant showing rare recombination within Glu-83 locus.

A unreduced proteins;

a Chinese Sprittg;

b Chinese Spring-Hope 1B substitution;

c-j selfed seeds of the recombinant test-cross plant.

B reduced proteins from the same samples as shown in part A.

Nore: samples with recombinanr phenotype Gli-B1g+ Glu-Blb+ Glu-83h1+

GIu-B3cs+ (e.g.tracks d and i).
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B. Part 'A' of this figure shows the gliadin phenotypes whereas, part 'B' shows the

II[\d .W and LMW glutenin subunits extracted from the same seeds. After comparing the

electrophoretic patterns of the two parents [Chinese Spring (track a) and Chinese

Spring-HopelB (tracks b, e, h)l andF2progeny of the recombinant test-cross plant

(tracks c, d, f, g, i, j) it can be concluded that two of these progeny (tracks g, j) were

aneuploids (ditelocentric) because they lacked all of the 1BS protein markers and the

remaining progeny, ( tracks c, d, f, i) were either monosomic or disomic for chromosome

18 which has recombined Gli-Blg from Hope with Glu-B3cs from Chinese Spring whilst

retaining the G1u-83h1 from Hope.

4.3.2.5 Mapping the Tri-DI, Gli-DI and Glu-D3 loci

on chromosome arrn lDS

(i) RecÒmbination frequencies

The tanslocation mapping experiment carried out to estimate the map clistance between

the centromere and the loci on the short arm of chromosome lD was similar to that used

for mapping the homoeoloci on lAS (sections 4.2.2 and4.3.2.L). The protein phenotypes

produced by the presumed homoeoalleles Glu-RIi and Glu-DIa controlling HlvfW

glutelin subunits and the alleles Tri-Dlcs a¡dTrí-Dli controlling triplet proteins,

Gli-Dlcs controlling gliadins and dlu-D3cs controlliog LMW glutenin subunits were

classified without difficulty in the parents Gig. 4.10, A, B, tracks a and b). However,

there were no recognizable protein products corresponding to the supposed alleles Cli-D1i

and Glu-D3i in the gels. Segreagtion for triplet and gliadin bands was analysed in the

test-cross progeny after l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins and segregation forHNIW

and LM'S/ glutenin subunits was analysed by 2-S electophoresis in a way similar to that

used for analysing the analogous proteins on 1AS (section 4.3.2.2). Individual test-cross

seeds were classified into parental (P), recombinant (R) and aneuploid phenotypes (Fig.

4.I1, A, B). Recombinant phenotypes resulting from crossing over between theTri-Dl

andGIí-DI loci are shown in Fig. 4.11.4 and those resulting from crossing over between



Figure 4.10

SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from the parental lines (n1, P2, P3)

used to map the Tri-DI, GIí-DI and GIu-Di loci.

A l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins;

B 2-S electophoresis of reduced proteins;

C l-D SDS-PAGE of reduced proteins.

r Chinese Spring 1DS-lRL üanslocation;

P India 11i;

\Marigal lDL- 1RS translocation;

d Chinese SPring Dt 1DL.
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Figure 4.11

SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from some test-cross progeny used to

map the Tri-DI, Gli-DI and Glu-D3 loci:

A l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins showing recombinantion befween the

Tri-DI andGlïDI læi
ã, d, E,j, h, p Chinese Spring controls.

B 2-S electophoresis of reduced proteins obtained from the same seeds

as used in part A, showing recombination betwe¡;d the centromere (marked

withGlu-l) and the Glu-D3 locus.

p = parental; R = recombinant; A: aneuploid
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Gtu-|(centromere) and Glu-D3 a¡e shown inFig.4.11.B. The ¡vo gels were obtained

using extracts from the same seeds and for the full linkage analysis, data from both gels

were combined.

Table 4.7 Observed frequency of protein phqqglvpes in test-cross
progeny .tsed to mäp túe TrïDi, GIïDL-and Glu'D3 loci,
groupeil into parental, recombinant and aneuploid classes

hogeny
class

Protein
Glu-1

phenotypes
Tri-Dl Gli-Dl

Gtu-D3
No. of
progeny

Map distance
(cM)Þ (vo)

Dla
R1i

D1a
R1i

Dla
Rli
Dla
Rli

1 I
cs

cs

cs
i
I
cs

83
101

Recombinants:
c.o. region 1

c.o. region 2

double c.o.

cs

cs
i

cs

I
15
t7 r4.9 15.4t 2.r

i 65
59 40.3 55.8+ 7.4

8
t4

cs
1

Aneuploids:

hypoploid:
tríþiptoi¿? Rli+Dla cs+i?
misdivision products:

362

61
cs+i? I

3
3
1
2"l

D1a
R1i

I
I

I
cs+?cs+1

--7{ (r7.9vo)

¡2 Tabte:

Glu-D1a/
Glu-R1i

Expecædratio 1: I

Tri-D1cs/
Tri-Dli
1:1

Gli-D1cs/
Gli-D1i
1:1

P:R
(region 1)
1:1

P:R
(region 2)
1:1

P:R
(region I or2)
1:1

ObservedNo.

2¿2 values
(P, d.f.= 1)

l7ll. l9l
1.10
(P>0.2)

183: r79
0.09
(P>0.7)

195:167
2.r7
(P>0.1)

308:54
178.22
(P<0.001)

216:146
13.53
(P<0.001)

206;2s6
6.91
(P>0.01)

'-' = absent c.o. region 1 : Between centromere and Tri-DI
c.o. region 2 = Between Trí-DI andGII-Dl
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The experiment was conducted at two different times of the year (spring L982 and winter

1982) and altogether 441test-cross seeds were produced for electrophoretic analysis.

Except for aneuploidy and the single factor segregation of alleles at the Gli-Dl locus, the

data obtained from the two families were homogeneous (X2Él:9.07, P>0.1) and they

have been pooled in Table-4.7. Overall , L7 .97o of the progeny were aneuploids and these

were ignored in the initial estirnation of the recombination frequencies. However, thei¡

influence on the estimation of these values is considered later in the I)iscussion. As shown

in Table-4 .7, all of the presumed homoeoalleles and alleles followed a 1:1 segregation

ratio. There was strong linkage between the centromere and Tri-D I (l4.9Vo

recombination) and weak linkage between Trí-DI and Glí-Dl (40.3Vo) and between the

centromere and Gli-DI (43.iVo). Furthermore, there was complete linkage between the

Gti-DI andGlu-D3loci with the upper limit for recombination calculated to be l.IVo (95Vo

level of probabifity) using the method of Hanson (1959).

(ii) Chrontosome pairing and the occurrence of aneuploidy

The lDS-lRL translocation was easily identified in C-banded preparations (Fig. 4.12,

a, b). Altogether 265 PMCs from a plant grown in summer of 1981 and a further 273

PMCs from a plant grown in spring 1982 were analysed at metaphase I of meiosis and no

pairing was detected between the lDL and lRL chromosome arms. However, the short

arms of these two chromosomes were paired in an average o159.6Vo PlvICs in summer and

n70Vo PMCs in spring. Clearly metaphase pairing was reduced at the higher tÊmperature

(fable-4.8). However, this reduction in pairing due to high temperature was much smaller

at diakinesis. These results parallel those observed with the 1BS-lRL translocation

(section 4.3.2.3). From these data it is evident that desynapsis is an important source of

the univalents observed at metaphase I.

The phenotypes and frequencies of the aneuploids detected in these crosses are listed

in Table-4.7. As before, the hypoploids were the most frequent class. Although

hyperploids were diff,rcult to classify because of the lack of positively identifiable protein



Figure 4.12

Squash preparations of PMCs, at two stages of meiosis, from the F1 heterorygotes used

to map the genes on the short arm of chromosome lD.

î C-banded metaphase I cell showing 1D/lDS-lRL bivalent;

b C-banded metaphase I cell showing lD and lDS-lRL univalents;

c Feulgen stained diakinèsis cell showing lD/lDS-lRL bivalent.
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Table 4.8. Observed frequency of pairing between short arrns of
1DS-lRL tranìlocation ãnd complete lD chromosomes
at two stages of meiosis

F1 combination
Season
grown stage

No.of
PMCs

No.
paired Vo pattng

CS1DS-IRL x India 115 Metaphase I 265
Diakinesis 45

Summer
(1e82)

158
4T

59.6
91.1

Spring
(1982)

Metaphase I 273
Diakinesis 38

191
36

70.1
94.7

markers on chromosome arm lDS of cv. India 115 when present with Chinese Spring

lDS, test-cross progeny showing all of the identifiable protein bands have been classifred

as hyperploids. Their frequency, and that of the misdivision products, was much less than

the hypoploids.

4,3.3 Mapping Genes controlling I{MW Glutenin sut¡units

on the Long Arms of Group 1 Chnomosomes in \{heat

4.4.3.L Crossing procedures

The genes controlling the synthesis of HMW glutenin subunits in wheat a¡e located on

chromosome arms lAL, lBL and lDL and the ioci have been designatecl GIu-Al, GIt-BI

and Glu-Dl, respectively. Whereas there Ne atleast three different loci coding for storage

proteins on the short arms of group 1 chromosomes, GIu-l is the only known locus on

the long arm. The typical procedures used for mapping the Glu-Atr , Glu-B I and Glu-ÐL,

loci employing a tanslocation and for mappin g the Glu-D1 locus using a telocentric are

depicted in Fig. 4.13.

(Ð Translocatian mapping

The crossing procedures were based on the method described by Singh and Shepherd





PROCEDURES FOR MAPPING GENES
CONTROLLING HMW GLUTENIN SUBUNITS

F1 heterozygote Test-cross Parent

c?
Translocation mapPing

Glu-Ala Sec- ti

Gtu'Alb Gli-Atg

GIu-Bli Sec- fí#

Gtu-Bte - Gli-Blg

GIU-Dla Sec. fi

1D
Glu-Dld GIi-DIh

Telocentric maPPing

1D
Glu-Dla

Glu-Dtd Gli-Díh

Long arm Short arm

Glu-Bti Gli-Btg

Gtu-Dl(null) GIi-Dth

Gtu-Dta Gli'Dli

Long arm Short arm

1A

1B

X

X

X

X
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(198aa) and outlined in the Material and Methods section. The main difference from the

procedures used for mapping the genes on the short arm of wheat chromosomes was the

use of translocation chromosomes involving the short arm of lR (lAL-lRS, 1BL-lRS and

lDL-1RS) instead of the long arm. Thus the F1 hybrids possessed homologous

(wheaflwheat) chromatin on the long arms heterozygous for different Glu-l alleles and the

short arms of these chromosomes were homoeologous (whealrye). The male parents

were chosen so that as far as possible there was a minimum overlap of the proteins from

the male parent with the critical protein bands segregating in the lest-cross progeny.

(ii) Telocentric mapping

The telocentric mapping experiments were carried out in parallel with the tanslocation

mapping in order to compare the recombination frecluencies obtained from these two

methods. Horvever, this comparison was made witl- .he GIu-Dl locus only.

4,3.3.2 Mapping tti.e Glu-AI locus on chromosome arm lAL

(i) Recombinatíon frequency

The protein phenotypes produced by alleles Glu-Ala and Glu-AIb for the genes

controlling |iltrlV glutenin subunits and presumed homoeoalieles Sec-Ii and Gli-Alcs

controlling prolamins were classified without much difficutff in the parents as shown in

Fig. 4.14, A, B (tracks a and b). The electrophoretic mobility of Glu-Ala and Glu-Alb

was only slightly different from the slowest moving band ('Glu-D1a') in the male parent

(Fíg. 4.14.4, c band not labelled) ancl this sometimes resulted in sorne overlap of protein

bands. In slow runs (50 mA/ gel) Glu-Ala was clearly resolved because of its distinctly

slower mobiiity but Glu-Aib overlapped Glu-D1a whereas, in fast runs (100 mA/gel),

Glu-Ala overlapped with Glu-Dla and Glu-Alb had distinctly faster mobilty. Usually

each sample was electrophoresed under both slow and fast conditions as described above.

However, the gel photographs presented here (Fig. 4Ja.A and Fig. 4.14.4) were

obtained by running at medium current (80 rnA/gel) which resolved both of the 1A alleles,



Figure 4.14

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein exEacts from the parental lines (P1, P2,

P3) and some test-cross progeny used to map the Glu-Al locus.

A reducedproteins;

P1 Chinese Spring-Hope lAL-lRS;

P2 Gabo;

P3 Chinese Spring Dt lAL;

a-v test-cross seeds.

B unreduceoproteins obtained from the same seeds used in part A.

P = parental; R: recombinant
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although their separation is not ideal. In addition to Gli-Alcs, chromosome arm lAS

also possessed Tri-41 protein which was responsible for the presence of the hybrid triplet

band (Fig. 4.14,8). Thus each of the four arms of the 1A/1AL-lRS bivalent was marked

with at least one recognizable protein marker. Since the male test-cross parent Chinese

Spring Dt lAL lacked all of these critical protein markers, the protein phenotypes of the

test-cross progeny were unambiguously classified into parental and recombinant types

(Fig. 4.14, A, B). Hl\,[W glutenin subunits rvere scored in the gels after l-D SDS-PAGE

of reduced proteins (Fig. 4.14, A) whereas the triplet proteins and prolamins were scored

following l-D SDS-PAGE of unreduced proteins (Fig. 4.14, B). A total of 79 test-cross

seeds were produced from two different F1 plants and since the data were homogeneous

(X2Írl:2.67,P> 0.2), only pooled values are given in Table-4.9. None of the test-cross

progeny were aneuploid and the average recombination frequency was I0.LVo.

Table 4.9. Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in test-cross
progeny used to map the GIu-Al locus, grouped ínto
parental and recornbinant classes

Protein phenotypes
Parentals Recombinants

Glu-Ala Glu-Alb Glu-Ala Glu-Alb lvfap dis'rance
Sec-li Tri-Alh Tri-Alh Sec-li Total p (Vo) (cM)

31 40 3 5 79 10.1 10.2+3.5

2¿2Tubt.:

Expectedratio
GIU-AIa/ Glu-Alb

1:1
1U-Aih/ Sec-li

l:l
PIR
1:1

Observed No.

12 values
(P, d.f.=l)

34:45
1.53

(P>0.2)

43:36
0.63

(P>0.3)

?1:8
50.2
(P<0.001)

In addition to these test-cross progeny, 158 F2 seeds from 3 different F1 plants were

also analysed elecrophoretically (Fig. 4.15, A, B). Because of the cociominant expression

of these protein phenotypes the F2 progeny could be classified into nine different classes

out of the ten possible phenotypic classes, one class could not be scored because the



Figure 4.15

. l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of total seed protein extracts from F2 progeny used to map the

Glu-AI locus.

A reducedproteins;

B unreduced proæins obtained from the same seeds used in part A.

' The F2 pro8eny (a-y ) were scored as follows:

Tri-A1gSec-liGlu-AlbGlu-A1a
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double heterozygote parental was indistinguishable from the double heterozygote

recombinant without further progeny testing. However,with incompletely dominant genes

allowing the F2 progeny to be classified into these nine classes, F2data are always more

efficient than test-cross data for the measurement of linkage and are as good as test-cross

data for the detection of linkage (Mather,1936). The data obtained from three different

plants were homogeneous (X2¡61=9.16, P>0.1) for the four phenotypic classes (nine

classes were grouped into four classes as shown in Table-4.10), and are therefore pooled.

Table 4.10 Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in F2 progeny
used to map the Glu-AI locus

Protein phenorypes
Glu-Ala Glu-Alb Sec-li Tri-Alh

No.of
Progeny

Expected
Total frequency

p Map distance
(Vo) (cM)

+

+
+
+

+

i

i
:
+
+

+

+

;

+

i
+

+

+

i
+
+

i
+

+

16
15

29.5 33.9fr.1

12
27
15

8

58

5
2

31 0.5 (i-p)2

2p (1-p)

0.5p2 + 0.5 (1-p)2

o.s ú

62

58

7

Total 15E I

p: porportion of recornbinant gametes
1-p: proportion of parental gametes

12 Tabte:

Expecæd ratio
Glu-Ala/ Glu- b Tri-Alh/ Sec-li

1:11:1
P:R
1:I

Obseved No.*
2¿2 values
(P, d.f.=l)

154:139
o.76
(P>0.s)

148:129
1.30
(P>0.1)

**
24.88
(P<0.001)

* number of gametes; **cannot be determin ed, * value calculated indirectly;

-=absentl*:prosont
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Using the maximum likelihood method, the recombination frequency was calculated to be

29.5Vo. This value is almost three times more than the one obtained in the test-cross

experiment. Since the F2 seeds were obtained from the identical plants which were used to

produce test-cross seeds, this difference could not be due to environment or genotype. It

is possible that there is a much higher recombination frequency in the PMCs compared to

the megaspore mother cells (MMCs). Further experimentation is needed to resolve this

question.

In both test-cross andE2 mapping experiments the presumed alleles Glu-AIa and

Gtu-Alb a¡dpresumedhomoeoalleles Sec-Ií andGli-Al.e followedtheexpected 1:1

segregation ratio and the linkage between GIu-Al and the centomere was significant.

(it) chromosome pairing and the occurrence of aneuploidy

Unlike ti.u translocation chromosomes involving chromosome arm'lRL, translocation

chromosomes with lRS derived from Imperial rye could not be recognized in C-banded

preparations and therefore Feulgen preparations were used for the analysis of pairing

between the lAL-lRS translocation and complete 1A chromosomes. These chromosomes

were not easily identifiable except for the slight heteromorphy of the bivalent and a poorly

differentiated satellite on chromosomse arm lRS (Fig. 4.16, a, b). Therefore, these two

chromosomes were considered to be definitely paired in only those PMCs showing 21

bivalents. This practice will lead to an underestimate of.the pairing frecluency because in

some PMCs the univalents will be chromosomes other than 1A or lAL-1RS. A total of

190 PMCs were analysed at metaphase I and 89.SVo of these showed 21 bivalents. There

was at least one rod bivalent in each of these PMCs suggesting that chromosome arms 1AS

and lRS did not pair. As evident from the lack of aneuploids arnongst the test cross

progeny, asynapsis must have been insignificant and the observed 89.SVo pairing is

probably an underestimate. Because of the good pairing at metaphase, PMCs were not

analysed at diakinesis. Thus, it is considered unlikely that asynapsis had any signifrcant

influence on the estimates of recombination values.



Figure 4.16

Squash preparations of Feulgen-stained PMCs from the F1 heûerozygotes used to map

the genes on the long arm of chromosome 14.

a metaphase I cell showing 1AL-1RS/14 bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing lAL-lRS and 1A univalents.
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4.3;3.3 Mapping the Glu-Br locus on chromosome arm 1BL

(r) Recombination frequencY

The three clifferent test-cross combinations listed below were used to produce a total of

430 test-cross seeds.

1T ¡Gabo lBL-lRS x (MKR) 2lll7l x single glutenin line

2* [Gabo lBL-lRS x (MKR) 2ll/71x Gabo lBL-lRS

3I ¡Gabo 1BL-lRS x WIV17I x Single glutenin line

The protein phenotypes produced by the presumed alleles Glu-BIi and GIt-BIe fot the

genes controlling HIvIW glutenin subunits and presumed homoeoalleles Gli-Blg and

Sec-Ii for the genes controlling prolamins could be classified without diffrculty in the

parents (Fig. 4.17, A, B,tracks a and b). The prolamins and the HMW glutenin subunits

were scored in the gels after l-D SDS-PAGE or the urueduced and reduced proteins,

respectively. The unreduced proteins shown in Fig. 4.17, B were extracted with atr

ethanol/sucrose mixture as described in Materials and Methods. Among the test-cross

progeny, Sec-li and Glu-Ble were classified without difficulty, but since Glu-Bli and

Gli-Blg proteins were also produced by the male parent, these t¡ands could only be

detected by differences in their staining intensity. That is, the strong bands were inferred

to have 3 dOses of these alleles and the weak bands I dose, corresponding to the presence

or absence, respectively, of the alleles from the female parenl However, this classification

was f¿cilitated because each of these bands segregated as an alternative to the easily

identifiable protein bands Glu-B le and Sec-li, respectively (Frg. 4.11, A, B, tracks d-p).

The data obtained from the three test-cross families, including the aneuploid

frequency, were homogeneous (X2¡31:8.-55, P>0.3) and they were pooled as shown in

Table-4.11. The presumed alleles Glu-ï1í andGlu-Ble and presumed homoeoalleles

GI;-B1g and. Sec-Ii gave the expected 1:1 segregation ratio. However, the 72 value for

an equal number of parentals and recombinants was significant, indicating linkage

t grown in summer 1982; *grown in spring 1982



Figure 4.17

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of seed protein extracts from the parental lines (P1, P2, P3) and

some test-cross progeny used to rnap the Glu-BI locus.

A reduced total seed protein extracts;

B unreduced gliadins (ethanol-sucrose extracts) from the same seeds used in part A.

a Gabo lBL-1RS;

b MKR/211|7;

c Single glutenin line;

d-p tesrcross progeny.

P = parentall R: recombinant
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between the centromere and the Glu-B1 locus, with an average recombination fre-quency of

25.SVo.

Table 4.11. Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in test-cross
progeny used to map the Glu'BI locus, grouped into
parental recombinant and aneuploid classes

Parentals Reconúinants
Glu-Bli Glu-Ble Glu-Bli Glu-Ble
Sec-1i Gli-B1g Gli-B1g Sec-1i

Aneuploids

(hypoploid) Total p (Vo)
Map distance
(cM)

Total 150 168 57 52 3 430 25.5 28.1+2.8

¡2 Table:

Expectedratio
Glu-B lt/Glu-l3le
1:1

GIi-Blg/ Sec-Ii
1:1

P/K
1:1

Observed No.

12 values
(P, d.f.=1)

2Q7:220
0.39
(P>O.s)

202:225
L.23
(P>0.2)

318: 109

r02.3
(P<0.001)

(ií) Chrotnosome pairing and the occuwence of aneuploídy

The lBL-lRS ,^,nd 18 chromosomes were identified in the Feulgen preparations of

PMCs at mêtaphase I by the presence of the satelliæ on 1BS and the heteromorphy of the

bivalent involving these chromosomes (Fig. 4.18, a, b). Holvever, this identification was

not completely reliable and therefore only the PMCs showing 21 bivalents were taken as

evidence for pairing between the two reference chromosomes. r)f the total 303 PMCs

examined, 96"4Vo shorved 21 bivalents at metaphase I, therefore asynapsis was

insignificant as reflected in the low levei of aneuploidy (0.7Vo) among the test-cross

progeny. TÏrus, asynapsis had little influence on the estimate of recombination frequency.

Each PMC showed at least one rod bivalent suggesting that 1BS and 1RS arms always

remain unpaired.



Figure 4.18

Squash preparations of Feulgen-stained PMCs from the F1 heterozygotes used to map

the genes on the long arm of chromosome 1B.

a metaphase I cell showing lBL-lRS/lB bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing lBL-lRS and 1B univalents.
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4.3.3.4 Mapping tlne Glu-Df locus on chromosome arm lDL

(t) Recombination f,requencY

Four different test-cross combinations for translocation mapping and two test-cross

combinations for telocentric mapprng were used to produce 720 test-cross seeds as shown

below:

1t ¡CS lDL-lRS x Halberdl x Single glutenin line

2'r [CS lDL-lRS x Halberd] x Null Glu-Dl/null Gli-Dl line

3t ¡CS lDL-lRS x Heronl x Single glutenin line

4T gtalberd lDL-lRS x Kitel x Single glutenin line

5t ¡CS Dr lDL x uiberdl x India 115

6r' [CS Dt lDL x Haiberd] x Warigal lDL-lRS

The tanslocation mapping experiment involving Chinese Spring lDL-1RS x Halberd

F1 was repeated twice at different times of the year (summer 1982 and spring,1982). In

one of these experiments, a specially bred null Glu-Dl/null Gli-Dl line was used as the

male parent since it had no band that overlapped the critical protein bands from the F1

heterorygote. 'When the single glutenin line was used as the male pareût one of its bands

overlapped Gli-Dlh. The telocentric mapping experiment was repeated in two seasons

using two different male parents, each of which provided one band (Glu-Dla in hdia 115

and Glu-Dld in Warigal IDL-RS) which overlapped a critical band in the F1 heterozygoie.

As usual, HMW glutenin subunits were scored in the gels with reduced proteins ancl

prolamins were scored in the gels with unreduced proteins. The protein phenotypes

manifested by the alleles Glu-Dla andGlu-DId for the genes conftolling HIvIW glutenin

subunits, and the presumed homoeoalleles Gli-Dlh and Sec-Ii for the genes contolling

prolamins, were easily classified in the parents (Fig. 4.19, A, b, c and B, b, c,

respectively). Similarly all protein phenotypes could be reliably determined in the

test-cross plogeny even though the presence and absence of Gli-Dlh protein was

Igrown in summer 1982; * grown in spring 1982



Figure 4.19

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of seed protein extracts from the parental lines (P1 P2, P3) and

some test-cross progeny used to map the Glu-DI locus.

A reduced total seedprotein extracts;

B unreduced gliadins (ethanol-sucrose exffacts) obtained

from the same seeds used in part A .

a Chinese Spring contol;

b Chinese Spring lDL-lRS;

c Halbçrd;

. d Single glutenin line;

e-k test-cross progeny.

P: parentali R: recombinant
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determined on the basis of band staining intensity ( Fig. 4.19, A, B tracks e to k).

Parental, recombinant and aneuploid types were distinguished in both the translocation and

telocentric mapping experiments (Table 4.12).

The data obtained from the four translocation mapping experiments and the two

telocentric mapping experiments, except for the aneuploid frequency, were all

homogeneous (12¡15 f = L7.35,P>.2). However, for the purpose of comparison they are

pooled separately for each type of mapping experiment and listed separately in Table-4.12.

Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in test-cross
progeny usectto map thè GIu-DI locus, grouped into parental'
recombinant and aneuploid classes

Tabte 4.12.

Protein phenotypes
Parentals - Recombinants Aneuploids

Giu-Dla Glu-Dld Glu-Dla Glu-Dld
(Sec-rilï Gü-Dlh Gli-Dlh (Sec-li)T hvpo- hvper- mis- Total

ploid ploid division

p Map distance
(Vo) (cM)

(a)

186 185

(b) Telocentric mapping:

71 74

mappmg

58 83 13 1 3 s29 27.5 30.9+2.7

11 27 6 I I 191 20.7 22.rJ!3.5

12 Tabt.:

Glu-D1a/ Glu-D1d Gli-D1h/(Sec-Rli)*
1:1 1:1

PIR
Expected ratio l:1

(a) Translocation mapping :

Observed No.

12 values
@, d.f.=l)

244:268
t.t25
(P>0.2)

r.97
(P>0.1)

243:249
0.07
(P>0.7)

85:98
0.92
(P>0.3)

371: l4l
103.3
(P<0.001)

145:48
62.5
(P<0.001)

(b) Telocentric mapping:
Observed No. 82: 101f
(P

values
, d.f.=1)

not present in telocentric mapping
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It is clear from the y2 table that each of the presumed atlele and homoeoallele pairs

followed the expected 1:1 segregation ratio, whereas the joint segregation showed

significant linkage. The estimate of the recombination frequency obtained from the

translocation mapping experiments (27.5 Vo) 'was much higher than that obtainecl with

telocentric mapping (20.7 Vo). Although the overall level of aneuplgidy was low (3'5Vo),

it occurred with higher frequency in the telocentric mapping experiments than in the

tanslocation maPPing Procedure.

This comparison of the results from Eanslocation and telocentric mapping procedures

parallels that observed when mapping the cenftomere-GIu-BI distance (section, 4'3'2'3)

except the difference is more extreme in the present experiments. These results are

consistentwiththefindings of Sean (1g.72)inwheat, andof EndrizziandKohel (1966) in

cotton, where recombination frequencies for proximal loci were rrrækedly reduced (up to

four times) when telocentric mapping was used rnstead of full chromosome mapping '

However, both of these authors found that this reduction in recombination frecluency is not

significant with distal loci . The proximal loci analysed in their experiments were very

close to the cenÍomere Qess than 4.5Vo recombination) whereas the GIw-Dl locus in the

present study is much less closely linked with the centromere. Thus it may be concluded

that loci more distant from the centromere will show less of a reduction in recombination

frequency with the elocenffic mapping procedure.

(ii) Chromosome pairíng and the occuryence ol aneuploídy

The translocation chromosome 1DL-1RS was significantly larger than chromosome

lD and these two chro¡nosomes were easily identified in Feulgen preparations of PMCs at

metaphase I of meiosis (Fig. 4.20, a,b) and the telocentric chromosome was even easier

to recognise Gig. 4.2I, a,b). Altogether 128 PMCs from the monotelodisonric lDL and

151 PMCs from lDL-lRS translocation heterozygotes were examined. No pairing was

observe<i between lDS and lRS in the latter PMCs. However, there was 90.7Vo artð

B3.6Vopairing between the long arm of the complete chromosome lD with the lDL arm of

the translocation and telocentric lDL, respectively. No observations were made at



Figure 4.20

. Squash preparations of Feulgen-stainedPMCs from the F1 heterozygotes involving

üanslocation lDL-lRS used to map genes on the long arm of chromosome lD.

a metaphase I cell showing 1DL-lRS/lD bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing lDL-lRS and lD univalents.
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Figure 4.21

Squash preparations of Feulgen-stained PMCs from the F1 heterozygotes involving

telocentric lDL used to map genes on the long arm of chromosome 1D.

a metaphase I cell showing 1DUlD heteromorphic bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing 1DL and lD univalents.
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diakinesis,but some desynapsis is expected similar to that observed in each of the short

arm mapping experiments.

The proportion of aneuploids detected in the test-cross progeny was small with3'2Vo

and 4.2Vo observed in the translocation and telocentric mapping experiments, respectively'

Therefore, the influence of asynapsis and aneuploidy on the estimation of recombination

values should not be very great.

(iiÐ Rare recotnbination witltin the Glu'DI locus

There are two protein bands conrolled by allele Glu-DIa (subunits 2 and 12) and

similarly two bands (subunits 5 + 10 ) controlled by the allele Glu-DId. Each of these two

pairs of bands are normally inherited as a unit and no recombinant type (2+10 or 5+12)

was detecte d in 479 test-cross seeds analysed by Lawrence and Shepherd (1981b) and a

further 138 F2 seeds analysed by Payne et aI. (1980). However, in the present study a

2+10 recombinant was observed among the 720 test-cross progeny analysed.

Unfortunately, this plant died as a seedling, but the gel photograph clearly shows the

evidence for such recombination (Fig. 4.22, c). This rare recombinant was detected

among the test-cross progeny from the cross [(Chinese Spring lDL-lRS x Fleron) x

Single glutenin linel. It is of interest that the frequency of recombination between the

cengomere ancl the Glu-DI locus was highest (35.2 Vo) in this cross.

This rare recombination event may explain the crigin of some of the naturally

occurring rare patterns which combine two subunits from the two different

frequently-occurring alleles for this locus e.g. the French cultivar Flinore has subunits

2+10 and this is designated as allele 'Glu-DIe' @ayne and Lawrence, 1983). The

recovery of this recombinant'allele' from the parenß having alleles Glu-Dla andGlu-DId

sugþests that the bands which are considered part of an allele are in fact the products of

two very tightly linked genes forming part of a complex locus.



Figure 4.22

1-D SDS-PAGE patterns of reduced total seed proæin extracts from test-cross progeny

showing recombination between Gli-D 1 subunits.

P = Parental and R: Recombinant with respect to centromere marker (Gti-Dlcs)

and the GIu-DI locus.

*rare recombinant combining bands 2 and 12 resulting from cross over within the

Glu-DI locus.
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4.3.4 Mapping Genes Controlling Endosperm Proteins

and Stem Rust Resistance on Chromosome lR of Rye

Conventional inheritance and linkage mapping studies in cereal rye (Secale sereale L.)

have been restricted mainly because of the difficulty of obtaining homozygous parents due

to the cross-pollinating habit of the species which, in turn, is promoted by

self-incompatibility alleles (Lundquist, 1954, 1956). However, with the advent of

cytogenetic techniques allowing the addition or substitution of individual rye chromosomes

to the wheat genome (O'Mara, 1940; Riley, 1965), it has become relatively easy to locate

certain rye genes on particular rye chromosomes. Thus genes controlling rye prolamins

(secalins) have been located on chromosome arm lRS (Shepherd, 1968; Shepherd and

Jennings, l97l), rye glutelins on lRL (Lawrence and Shepherd, 1981a) and various

isozymes have been assigned to 6 of the 7 rye chromosomes (Tang and Hart, lg75).

However, none of these genes in rye has been accurately mapped along the rye

chromosomes. In this section, translocation mapping procedures similar to that used fo¡

mapping wheat genes, have been used for mapping the genes controiling HMW gluteiin

subunits on the long arm of rye chromosome 18, and genes connolling secalins and stem

rust resistance on the short arm of this chromosotne.

4.3.4.1 Crossing procedures

The translocation mapping procedures used for mapping rye genes were similar to those

described. earlier for wheat (sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2.I) except with rye genes the

tanslocation chromosomes in the Fi heterozygotes had homologous rye arms to pair with

instead of homologous wheat arms. Thus normal pairing and crossing over took place

between the rye arms on one side of the cenüomere and on the other side the wheat and rye

arms renained unpaired. Consequently these F1s could be used for estimating

recombination frequencies between the rye loci and the centromere. Genes controlling the

HMW glutelin subunits (Gtu-RI ) on the long arm of lR were mapped using the CS
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lDS-lRL translocation line, whereas those controlling secalins (sec-L ) and stem rust

resistance (Sr ) on the short arm of lR were mapped using the Gabo lBL-lRS

translocation. The rye chromatin in each of these translocations was derived from Imperial

rye. The F1 heterozygotes wefe produced by crossing these translocations to the

wheat-rye substitution lines 1R(1D) and 1R(1B), respectively, involving chromosome lR

of cv King II rye which possesses different alleles than cv Imperial for all three lcci to be

mapped. The test-cross procedures are shown inEig' 4'23'

4.3.4.2MappingtheGlu.RrlocusonchromosomearmlRI,

(Ð Recombination frequencY

Eight F1 plants were used to produce 479 test-cross seeds for electrophoretic analysis'

The HMW glutelin subunits controlled by alleles GIu-RIi and GIu-RIk and the prolamtns

controlled by the Gti-DI andsec-| genes, could be classified without difficulty in the

parents (Fig. 4.24, a, b). Since the test-cross parent India 115 did not have any protein'

band overlapping these proteins, ali of the relevant bands could be reliably scorecl in the

test-cross progeny and parental (Fig. 4.24, ttacks d, e), recombinant (tracks f, g) and

aneuploid (nacks h-o) types were distinguished. The parent India 115 in Fíg. 4.24, c has

a band with electrophoretic mobility similar to that of Gli-Dlcs band and Gli-Dlcs could be

scored reliably when the gels were only partly destaine,d. After long destaing the intensity

of Gli-Dlcs bands is reduced compared to the overlapping band frorn India 115. The data

obtained from the separate F1 hybrids were homogeneous (x2¡zg1=24.02, P>0'5) and

consequently they have been pooled in Table-4.13. As sho'¡¡n in the table , there is close

agreement with the expected 1:1 segregation ratio for alleles G|u-Rii andGlu-RIk and

for the presumed homoeoall eles GIi-Dl and Sec-L. However, strong linkage is evident

between the glutelin locus on the long arm and the centromere (marked by the prolanún

loci). For simplicity, the 14.6 Vo aneupToid progeny were ignored in the initial analysis of

recombination frequency. The recombination frequency betweenGlu-RI locus and the



Figure 4.23

Test-cross combinations empþed in mapping experiments.

HMW glutelin subunits:

I CS+Holdfast lR( lD) x CS lDS-lRL ] x hdia 115.

Secalins and stem rust resistance:

I CS+Holdfast lR ( 18) x Gabo lBL-lRS] x CS 1BS.

CS = Chinese Spring

Gene symbols:

Sr : stem rust resistant;

.rr = stem rust susceptible;

others-see Table-4.1.
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Figure 4.24

l-D SDS-PAGE patærns of reduced total protein extacts from the parental lines

(P1, P2, P3) and some test-cross progeny used to map the Glu-RI locus.

a Chinese Spring lDS-lRL fanslocation;

b Chinese Spring+Holdfast 1R(1D) substitution;

c India 115;

d-o test-cross progeny.

p: parental; R = fecombinant; A: aneuploid
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Table 4.13. Observed frequency of proteín phenotypes in test-cross
progeny used to map thê Glu-Rl locus,-grouped into
þarõntil, recombinant and aneuploid classes

Protetn PhenotYPesParental ' Iiôcombínants Aneuploids
Glu-Rli Glu-Rlk Glu-Rli Giu-Rlk
Gli-Dlcs Sec-lk Sec-lk Gli-Dlcs Total

p Map distance
(Vo) (cM)

196 194 10 9 70 479 4.6 4.6t1.0

Aneuploíds

Protein phenotYPes
Gli-Dlcs Sec-lk Glu-Rli Glu-Rlk progeny population

o. of Vo ot
class

49

2

3
3I
2
1

1

1u.2

Hyperploid +

Misdivision products: -

+

+

+

+

+

:
+

+

I
++

+

0.4

4.0

Total 70 14.6

-=absent; += present

¡2Tabt.t
Glu-Rl Glu-Rlk Gti-D Sec-lk

1:1 1:1
P/R
1:1Expected ratio

Observed No.

2¿2 valtres

206:203
0.02
(P>0.8)

205:204
0.002
(P>0.9)

390: 19

336.s3
(P<0.001)(P, d.f.=1)

centromere rvas calculated to be 4.6t1.0 7a, Írssuming that the translocation arose from a

centric fusion event.

(ir) Chromosome pairíng and the occutence of aneuploidy

Both the compiete 1R chromosome and the 1DS-lRL translocation, could be easily

recognized in C-banded preparations since the th¡ee rye chromosome arms had prominent

telomeric bands, whereas lDS was unbanded (Fig.4.25, a, b). Altogether 607 PMCs



Figure 4.25

C-banded squash preparations of the PMCs from the F1 heterozygotes used. to map the

genes on the long arm of chromosome lR.

a metaphase I cell showing lDS-lRL and lR univalents;

b metaphase I cell showing IDS-1RUlR bivalenr
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were examined from the seven F1 plants and no pairing was observed between lDS and

lRS, whereas there was an average of 62.2 Vo patrng between the long arms of these

chromosomes but this pairing frequency was heterogeneous (12¡ q -- 34'45' P<'01)

between the plants. This heterogeneity of chromosome pairing contrasts with the

homogeneity of recombination and aneuploid frequencies observed with the same F1

plants. It is believed that the heterogeneity of pairing frequency reflects different degrees

of desynapsis in these plants, resulting from fluctuations in glass-house temperatures, and

the selection of anthers at different stages of metaphase I (c.f. Fu and Sears, lq7Ð'

4.3.4.3 Mapping the sec-r and sr loci on chromosome arm 1RS

(i) Recombination frequencY

The protein phenotypes of the presumed alleles Sec-lí and Sec-lk ( Fig' 4'26, A, a,

b) and presumed homoeoalleles GIu-Bli and GIu-RLk (Fig. 4.26, B, a, b) were easily

classifred in the parents. Furthermore, the chromosome lR pair in the disomic substitution

line 1R(18) had four prominent C-bands, one on each of the four telomeres, which can

be seen as prominent dots in the C-banded preparations of interphase nuclei (Koebner and

Shepherd, 1985). In contrast the lBL-lRS translocation line showed no major dots in the

interphase nuclei because the telonr.ere of lRS of Imperial rye does not exhibit good

C-banding (Fig. 4.27, a, b). Besides these protein and C-band differences, the Gabo

lBL- lRS parent line was resistant to stem-rus t (P . gra,ninis tritici ), wittt the gene(s) being

located on chromosome arm lRS from Imperial rye, whereas the other parent line which

possessed chromosome 1R of King II rye substituted for chrornosome 18, was

susceptible to stem rustfig. 4.28, a,b). Since the test-cross parerrt Chinese Spring Dt

1BS lacked all of the critical protein banCs present'in the F1 heterazygote, was susceptible

ûo stem rust and had no prominent heterochromatic dot in the C-banded inærphase nuclei,

all of the phenotypes listed above could be distinguished in the test-cross progeny. The

electrophoretic mobility of the major Sec-li band was similar to one of the two Sec-lk

bands so in the presence of Sec-1k bands it v¿as not possible to be certain whether the



Figure 4.26

l-D SDS-PAGE patterns of seed protein extracts from the parental lines (p1, p2, p3)

and some test-cross progeny used to map the sec-l and..sr loci.

A unreduced gliadins ext'acted with ethanol-sucrose mixture:

a Gabo lBL-lRS;

b Chinese Spring+Holdfast 1R(1B) substinrtion;

c Chinese Spring Dt 1BS;

d-l test-cross progeny, scored sec-li positive [d, h, j, k, I (one band)] and

Sec-ik positive [e, f, g, i (two bands)].

B reduced total seed protein exftacts:

a, b, c as in part A;

d-n test-cross progeny, scored GIu-Rlk positive (d, f, g, h, k) and

Glu-Bli positive (e, k,l, m, n).
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Figure 4.27

C-banded squash preparations of inteqphase nuclei in root tip cells from the parental

lines and some test-cross progeny used to map the genes on the short arm of

chromosome 1R. Each major dot represents a telomere of chromosome 1R of King II

rye.

a complete lR (King tr rye) disomic substitution for 1B

in Chinese Spring+ Iloldfast (4 dots);

b lBI,-lRS (Imperial rye) tanslocation in Gabo (0 dot);

c, d and e test-cross progeny showing 2,0 and 1 durs.

Arows indicate the position of the rnajor heterochromatic dots.
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Figure 4.28

Reaction to stem rast(Puccinía grarnínís tríticí) of parental lines used to map the Sec-L

and,Sr loci on the short arm of chromosme lR.

a Resistant (R), Gabo 1BL-lRS translocation;

b Susceptible (S), Chinese Spring+Holdfast lR(B) substitution and Chinese

Spring Dt 1BS.
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Sec-li band was present also. However, among the test-cross progreny these two alleles

are expected to segregate as alternatives, and furthermore, the phenotypic identity of

test-cross progeny was confirmed later in progeny tests. The segregation of the protein

phenotypes among test-cross progeny is shown in Fig. 4.26, A,B.

Because the two C-bands observed in the inte¡phase nuclei were located at both

telomeres of the complete lR chromosome, any cross over involving lRS from Imperial

rye and King II rye should lead to two recombinant type gametes each of which will

produce only one dot (long or short arm of lR of King tr), in contrast to the parental'

gametes which will produce two or no dots. Three types of interphase nuclei with 2, 0

and 1 dots are shown in Fig. 4.27, c, d, e, respectively. C-banded preparations of root tip

meristems from test-cross seedlings usually contain 50 or more interphase cells and the

classification of their phenotypes was made only after observing a consistent number of

dots in sever¿'r cells. \

together 141 æst-cross seeds were produced for the analysis of endosperm proteins,

dots in the interphase nuclei and reaction to stem rust. However, after the initial

electrophoretic analysis of these seeds 59 of them were found to be aneuploids and

therefore no further tests were made on these. The remaining 82 seeds with euploid type

protein phenotypes wçre placed in Pen-i dishes for germination but only 72 of them

germinated. One root tip from each seedling was used for C-banding and then seedlings

were planted in pots for stem rust testing and progeny testing. The results of these tests

a¡e summarized inTable- .L . One of the supposed euploids proved to be aneuploid irt

the progeny test giving 71 euploids and 60 aneuploids. As shown in the X2 p*tof the

table, all the presumed alleles and homoeoalleles followed the expected 1:1 segregation

ratio in the euploid progeny but all of the linkage values were significant. It is important to

.:\.'. note that the total recombination frequency between the centromere and the telomere on

lRS was calculated to be only 28.2Vo instead of the expected 50Vo over the whole arm .

This difference from expectation has been attributed to the low amount of paüng that

occurred between the lRS arms of the two chromosomes (see next section). Thus it is

likely that all of the recombination values in the table a¡e underestimated.
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Table 4.14. Observed frequency of protein phenotypes in test'cross
progeny usedlo map theSec'J and Sr loci, grouped into
þarental, recombinant and aneuploid classes

Itogeny Protern phenotypes Reaction to o. of No. ot Map distance
(cM)

P
(vo)class Glu-1 Sec-1 stem rust ælomeric dots progeny

Parentals: Bli i
Rlk k

Recombinants:
c.o. region 1

B1i k
Rlk i

c.o. region 2
Bli i
R1k k

c.o. region 3
B1i i
Rlk k

double c.o. (region 2+3)
Bli i
Rlk k

R
S

S
R

S
R

R
S

S
R

0
2

28
2T

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
2

4
4

1
2

7
2

1

1

11.3 11.5i4.0

7.0 7.ù13.1

15.5 16.û14.8

7L
Aneuploids:
hypoploid
*uyperploid
misdivision
products

Bli+Rlk k or k+i
Bli+Rlk -
Bli i+k (from progeny test)
Bli
Rlk- kork+i
-k

23
11

1

1
3

10
3
8

Total no. of aneuploids ÓU

c.o. region I = Between cenffomere and J¿c-I ; c.o. region 2 Betrveen ec-l andSr
c.o. region 3 = Between Sr and telomeric heterochromatin;
* may include rnisdivision products; -: absent

12 Tubl. fon segregation amongst euploid progeny

Glu-Bli/ Sec-1i/ telomere P/R
region2

P/R P/R
region 3Glu-Rlk Sec-lk R/S i vs k** region 1

Observed No. 41: 30

12 values l.7O
(P, d.f.=l) (P>0.2)

41:30 42:29 37:34 63:8 66:5 60: 11

1.70 2.38 r.26 42.6 52.4 35.2
(P>0.2) (P>0.0s) (r,>0.1) (P<0.001) (P<0.00i(P<0.001)

'F* IRS telomere of Imperial (i) vs King ll (k) rye
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However, the gene order centromere- Sec-I- Sr- telomere, and their relative distance

from each other, should be correct.

(iÐ Chromosome pairing and the occurrence of aneuploidy

Complete chromosome lR was easily recognized in the C-banded preparations of

PMCs and its pairing with the unbanded lBL-lRS û'anslocation chromosome at metaphase

I of meiosis (Fig. 4.2?,, a, b) was examined in 381 PMCs. Only 10.2 Vo of these PMCs

showed pairing between the short arms of the two chromosomes and there was no pairing

between the homoeologous long arms lBL and lRL. Ho\¡,ever, 68.4 Vo pairing was

observed at diakinesis. Since the telomeric banding at diakinesis was not vey clear, only

those cells with 21 recognizable bivalents, and no univalents, were counted as evidence for

the pairing between the reference chromosomes. Thts 68.4Vo pairing at diakinesis is

comparable to the value (56.4Vo) predicted from the observed recombination frequency

(28.27o) between the centromere and the telomere on chromosome arm lRS. The predicted

value is obtained by multiplying centromere recombination frequency by two because each

cross over results in two parental and two recombinant chrornatids.

It is obvious that the very high frequency of univalents at metaphase I has contributed

to the large number of aneuploids in the test-cross progeny (Table-4.14). As indicated

above, in the presenre of the Sec-lk protein ba¡d, it was difficult to tell without progeny

testing, whether Sec-li *'as also present and therefore the number of misdivision products

in the table is most likely an overestimate because some of these will be hyperploids.

However, there was no doubt about the classification of the hypoploids and some of the

misdivision products. The 72 completely classified test-cross seeds with euploid protein

phenotypes, were progeny tested and 71 were found to be correct and I was shown to be

aneuploid.
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Figure 4.29

C-banded squash preparations of PMCs, at two stages of meiosis, from the F1

heterozygotes used to map the Sec-L and Sr loci on the short arm of ch¡omosome lR.

a metaphase I cell showing lBL-lRS/lR bivalent;

b metaphase I cell showing lBL-lRS and lR univalents;

c cliakinesis cell showing lBL-lRS/1R bivalent.
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4.4 DISCUSSION

4.4.L Effect of Asynapsis and Aneuploidy

on the Estímation of Map Distance

The validity of the method of mapping gene<entromere distances using translocation

lines described in the Results section, depends on the homologous (wheaUwheat or

ryelrye) arms of the franslocation chromosomes pairing with complete chromosomes with.

the same frequency as would occur between the two complete homologues, and the

absence of pairing between the homoeologous (wheat/rye) arms. If the translocation

chromosome reduces the pairing between homologous arms, map distance will be

underestimated, whereas any homoeologous pairing between wheat and rye arms would

lead to ân ovcrestimate. From the observations made at metaphase I and diakinesis stages

of rneiosis, there was no evidence of homoeologous pairing between the wheat and rye

chromosome arms. However a variable amount of pairing was observed between the

homologous arms of the ffanslocation chromosome and the complete chromosome.

Usually the pairing at metaphase I was lower than that observed at diakinesis. The variable

number of univalents involving the reference chromosomes at metaphase I in PMCs of

different F1 heterozygotes was reflected in the number of aneuploid progeny observed in

the test cross progeny and these resulß are summarized in Table-4.15.

As shown in Table-4.15, there was a high level of metaphase pairing between the

homologous long arms of group 1 wheat ch¡omosomes involved in translocations..

Because of the low number of'univalents at metaphase I, the number of aneuploids in the

test-cross progeny was also very low (<3.2Vo). Similarly ,there was a high level of

pairing between the lDL telocentric and complete lD chromosomes at metaphase I and Î'ew

aneuploids in test-cross progeny in telocentric mapping. Considering the amount of

fluctuations in the recombination frequency due to environmental factors, it is concluded

' ' that the lack of chromosome pairing had little efect on the estimates of recombination

frequency.
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Table 4.15. Summary of chromosome pairing in F1 hetero?Ygotes and
the obsõrved frequencies õt reðombinánts and aneuplgids
arnong the test-crois pro ¡eny used to map the loci controlling
endosperm proteins and some othen markers on
group 1 chromosomes of wheat and rye

Reference ch¡omosomes
in F1 heterozygoæ

Panng(Vo) Aneupkrid Test-cross Recombination freqency +

Metaphase I Diakinesis frequency (Vo) progeny Interval (Vo)

Mapping long arms of 14, 18 and lD

lAL-o-^^¡- lRS t (2e.s)T
lAS >89.5 n.d. 0 Cent.-Gtu-Al 10.1

!BL-O^2.-, lRS
lBL o lBS 96.4 n.d. 0.7 430 C-nrt--GIu-BI 25.5

IDL----Or^ ^^ lRS
1 TìT lDs 90.7 n.d 3.2 529 Cent.-Gtu-Dt 27.5

lDL-o
lDL----------+- 1DS 83.6 n.d. 4.2 191 C-enL-Glu-Dl 20.7

Mapping short arms of 1A', 18 and lD

1s8)
79

(

lRL*rn¡O f AS
lAL------o- 1AS

lRLh^^^.êLO- IDS
lDL-+- IDS 64.9 92.8 17.9 M0

Mapping long and short arms of lR

90.4 98.8 4.7 296
11.0
40.1

lBS
lBs 70.8 90.8 18.3 606 Cent-4ti-Bl 41.6

lBS
IBS 49.0 7t.4 L9.7 234 Cent.-Gti-B1i 40.4

Cent --Tri-Al
Tri-AL-Gli-AL

lRL

o-

lBL

lBL

Cæ¡l--Tri-Dl
Tri-D1--4li-DI

Cenr -S¿c-lSec-l- Sr
SrJTelomere

14.9
40.3

lRL'*^^ .4- lDS
lRLt-^ .,e* lRL 62.2 n.d. 14.6 479 Cent. -Gtu-Rt 4-6

lBL-c.-.¡-
IRL¡¡ra¡.¡¡*O¡P

1RS
lRS 10.2 68.5 31.2 L4r

11.3
7.0

15.5

* Aneuploids excluded; I F2 mapping; n.d.= not deærmined; CenL = Centromere
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However, because of the considerable reduction in metaphase pairing between the

homologous short arms of all group 1 chromosomes' except 14, in the mapping

experiments and the high frequency of aneuploids (fable-4.15), it is necessary to consider

the likely influence of these factors on the estimates of map distance.

To resolve this problem fully it would be necessary to know the to*.al number of

testcross progeny which had been derived from ch¡omosomes which had not paired during

meiosis (asynapsis). Such chromosomes would have had no opportuniry to recombine,

and if included in the estimates of map distance would lead to an underestimate of true map

distance. Although the exact number of these progeny could not be determined in the

present work, it is possible to obtain an estimate provided certain assumptions are made

(Singh and Shepherd, 1984a). The first assumption is that all aneuploid progeny are

derived from irregular separation of univalent chromosomes at metaphase I. Since not all

univalents at metaphase I give rise to aneuploid gametes, we need to obtain an estimate of

the number of euploid gametes which came from this source. This number was calculated

by using the frequency of observed hyperploid and hypoploid progeny to calculate the

probability of a univalent to be included or not included in the egg cell, respectively.

The second assumption is that both univalents are transmitted independently of each

other, and this seems valid since there is no evidence cf selection against any of these

chromosomes in the test-cross progeny. It follows that in the F1 heterozygotes, the two

critical univalents will have an equal probability ('i') of inclusion in a functional egg. If the

number of gametes arising from the univalent chromosomes, excluding the ltumber of

misdivision products ('m' ), is '¿' then the expected number of hyperploid, euploid and

hypoploid gametes due to these univalents will be oQ2),aL2i(|-i)l and a(I-i)2,

respectively. Since the frequency of two of these classes (hyperploid and hypopioid) are

observed directly, the value of ¿ can be calculated. Then (a+m) gives the total number of

test-cross progeny (gametes) derived from megaspore mother cells which had the two

reference chromosomes as univalents. Thus the number of gametes derived from

univalents could be estimated for each of the experiments designed to map gQnes on
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chromosome ¿ums 1BS, lDS and lRL.

The experiment involving chromosome arm lRS was not considered because the level

of aneuploidy in this experiment was much too high to provide accurate recombination

frequencies. However, the linkage data obtainerl from this test-cross were useful in

determining the gene order and gave an indication of their relative distance from each other.

4.4.1,1 Chromosome arm lBS

The poole.d data from the translocation mapping experiment provide the following

equations: a Q\ = 22: a (1-i )2= 69 and m = 20. Sotving ttre first two equations gives i

= 0.36 and a =169. Thus the estimate of the total number of gametes derived frorrr.

univalents will be a*m =189, Similarly in the telocentric rnapping experiment, a (í2)= lO;

a (l-i )2= 3L and m = 5, which gives i =0.36 and ¿ :77 andthe total number of gametes

involving univalents equals 83.

Another estimate of the number of gametes containing chromosomes which did not

pair during meiosis can be derived from the observed number of PMCs showing

univalents at first meiotic division, but this calculation is complicated by the phenomenon

of desynapsis þrecocious ærminalisation of chiasmata). In the translocatíon heterozygotes

the two reference chromosomes wêre paired in an average of 90.8Vo PMCs at diakinesis

(fable-4.15), therefore the maximum amount of asynapsis is only 9.2Vo and among 606

test-cross progeny 56 would be expected to be derived from PMCs showing asynapsis.

On the other hand, if we consider the level of non-pairing at metaphase I (29.2Vo) then the

expected number of test-cross progeny containing either asynaptic or desynaptic products

will be 177, which is very close to the number (189) estimated by the formula derived

from the frequency of hypoploid, hyperploid and progenies with misdivision proclucts.

Thus it is clear that aneuploidy in the test-cross progeny is due to the occurrence of

univalents at metaphase I and univalents resulting from desynapsis also contribute to the

aneuploidy. A similar trend was apparent with the telocennic mapping experiment, but the

agreement between the two approaches was not so good. On the basis of the observed
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number of univalents at diakinesis and metaphase I, the number of gametes expected to

come from asynapsis was 69 with 119 expected to come from the sum of both desynapsis

and asynapsis. Using the frequency of aneuploids approach, the expected number was

83. However, once again it is clear that univalents arising from desynapsis also

contributed to the aneuploidy observed.

Since the exact amount of asynapsis is not known we can not apply an exact correction

to the estimates of recombination values to account for the asynapsis and desynapsis.

However it is possible to define the limits based on the two extreme assumptions of either

maximum asynapsis or no asynapsis.

(i) Maximum asynapsis:

From the observations at diakinesis the maximum limit for asynapsis ís 9.2Vo because

pairing was <,Lservedn90.8Vo of PMCs in the translocation F1 heterozygotes. Thus the

gametes resulting from these 9.2Vo PMCs should be excluded from the analysis because

chromosomes in these cells would not have had a chance to cross over and their inclusion

will lead to an underestimation of the true recombination frequency. Thus the maximum

number of gametes and hence progeny coming from asl.napsis is only 56 out of the total of

606 tesçcross progeny. Clearly this will only have a small effect on the estimate of

recombination frequency. In the initial estimate of the recombination frequency, 111

aneuploid progeny have al¡eady been ignored which is much greater than the expected

number for maximum asynapsis and therefore the values could not have been

underestimated.

(ii) No asynapsis:

If there was no asynapsis, all univalents observed at metaphase I will have paired at

prophase I and have had a chance to cross over so that the frequency of recombinant

gametes derived from metaphase univalents should be the same as in the gametes derived

from metaphase bivalents, providing that the probability of desynapsis is independent of

the position of chiasrnata along the chromosome. However, it is thought that
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chromosomes with distal chiasmata are more likely to desynapse than those with proximal

ones. If we make the exúeme assumption that all the univalents resulted from desynapsis

of chiasmata that were distal to the GIí-BI locus, then all of the aneuploid gametes should

be added to the parental class of gametes. This gives the minimum limit for the

recombination value between Glî-BI and the centromere to be 34.É.I.9Vo, which is

equivalent to loose linkage. However, since it is unlikely that all desynapsed chiasmata

occurred beyond Gli-î1, the true value is likely to be higher than34Vo-

The equivalent recombination values obtained for the telocentric rnapping experiment

making the same extreme assumptions of, maximum asynapsis and no asynapsis are

46.113.9Vo and 32.5+3.lVo, respactively.

4.4.1.2 Chromosome arm 1DS

The maximum and minimum limits for the estimates of recombination between Glu-DI and

the cenfromere were calculaæd using the same arguments developed above for mapping the

GIí-BI locus. The maximumpossible asynapsisisT.2Vo since these ch¡omosomes'were

paired at diakinesis in 92.8Vo of PMCs examined (Iable-4.15). Thus the number of

gametes that should be excluded from the analysis is 3lto give the maxi¡num limit of the

recombination frequency. Inclusion of these gametes could result in an underestimation of

the recombination frequency between the loci. However, 79 aneuploid gametes were

ignored in th.e intial estimate. Thus it is concluded that the initial estjmates of l4.9%o and

4O.3Vo recombination frequencies in the intervals centromere-7'ri-D I and

Tri-Dl-Gli-Dl , respectivelY, Ta not underestimated.

At the other extreme, assuming that there \¡/as no asynapsis of the reference

chromosomes but all observed univalents were due'to desynapsis, then the minimum limit

of recombination frequency between centromere and Tri-Ðl locus is calculated to be

12.2+l.6Vo, using a procedure similar to that described for chromosorne arm 1BS.

Similarly, the minimum limit for recombination between the Tri-Dl and Gli-DI loci is

calculaæd to be 32.9t2.2. Thus these minimum values a¡e not distinctly different from the
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values obtained initially by ignoring the aneuploids.

4.4.1.3 Chromosome arm 1RL

The upper and lower timits for the recombination occurring between the Glu-Rl locus and

the centromere could be set to allow for chrornosome pairing failure and aneuploidy

similar to the method described above for chromosome arms lBS and 1DS. Although no

data were available on pairing at dialiinesis in this experiment, the amount of asynapsis

could not have been more than the 37.8Vo pairing failure observed at metaphase L Thus

the maximum number of gametes, including all the aneuploids, that could be excluded

from the analysis will be 479x0.378=181 which gives a maximum limit to the

recombination frequency equal to 6.4+l.4Vo. To set the minimum limit, we assume that

desynapsis rather than asynapsis was involved in the observed pairing failure, and then ad

the aneuploids should be added to the pool of parental gametes giving a minimum ijmit to

the recombination frequency of 4.0fr.9Vo.

4.4.2. Linkage Relationships in the 14., 18, lD and 1R Chromosornes

The translocation mapping results described in this chapter show that the Trí-AI and

Trí-Dl genes controlling the synthesis of triplet proteins are closely linhed with the

centromere on the short arms of chromosomes 1A and lD, respectively. The map

distances for these intervals are similar for both ch-romosomes (Fig. 4.30, 14, 1D) the

difference being within the range of standard error. the present study did not provide any

evidence for the existence of a similar locus on chromosome 18 controlling n'iplet proteins.

However, recently Galili and Feldman (1984) mapped a gene on chromosome 18 between

theGlu-81 and Gli-BI loci and they assigned the symbol GId-86 for this locus.

Although located in the same region of the chrcmosome as the triplet loci on chromosomes

,) 1A and lD, it is yet to be proven that GId-86 is analogous to Tri-l genes.

' The genes conffolling the triplet proteins (Trí-1 ) have been shown to be loosely
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Figure 4.30

Linkage maps of the group 1 chromosomes of wheat and rye showing location of genes

controlling endosperm proteins and stem rust resistance. Map distances are shown in

cM (Kosambu,1944).

* Results of F2 data (all other values were obtained using test-cross data);

** Maximum limit of the recombination frequency (95Vo confidence limit);

p: recombination perceirtage .
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linked with those controlling gliadins (GIí-I ) and the map dist¿nces between them on

chromosornes 1A and lD are very similar (55.2+8.2 anó 55.817.4, repectively). The

GIí-A| locus on chromosome 1A was independent of the centromere but the G/i-Bl and

Gli-DI loci showed loose but significant linkage with their respective centromeres.

However, the average map distances between the centromere and Glu-L loci on

chromosomes 14, 1B and lD were similar (Fig 4.30, 1,A', 18, 1D). The observation that

the GIu-A3, Glu-83 andGlu-D3 loci contolling the synthesis of LMW glutenin subunits

are very tightly linked to the respective Gli-L genes, is in agreement with the recent

findings of Payne et al. (I984d) with 1A and 18 chromosomes. However, the detection

of recombination between the GI|-BI andGlu-83 genes (or within the Glu-B3locus) on

chromosome arm 1BS indicates that these are separate loci which can recombine with a

very low frequency. This finding also justifies assigning a different gene symbol

(Gtu-83) to the genes controlling LlvtW glutenin subunits. Although, the map distan--s

between the Glu-| andGIII loci and those between the Glu-l locus and rtre centromere,

have been reported before (Payne et e1.,1982b), this is the first occasion where Tri-I,

GlïI andGlu-3 genes have been mapped with respect to the cenfromere.

The genes contolling the fnvfW glutenin subuniS in wheat were found to be closely

linked to the centromere on the long arms of chromosomes 14, 1B anC 1D. The map

distances between these intervals are summarized in Fig. 4.30. Although two different

map distan ces,33.9Vo from F2 data and l0.2Vo from test-cross data, were obtained f'or the

Glu.-Al -cenEomere interval, the first value is considered to be more reliable because it is

based on a much larger population size than the second value. However, further work is

required to explain this observed difference in map distances obtained with test-cross and

F2 data. The map distances between the Gtu-BI and Glu-Dl loci and their respective

centromeres (28.1+2.8 and30.9+2.7, respectively) were comparable to the F2 mapping

results obtained with tþe Glu-AI locus. However, these map distances are approximately

three times higher than the average value (9.011.2 cM) reported by Payne et al. (1982b)

for the same gene intervals using the telocenfic mapping procedure.

i The telocentric mapping procedure was also used in the present study but only for
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mapping the Gtu-D-l locus. Although the estimated map distance (22.7+3.5) was still

higher than the value (10.212.4) obtained by Payne et. al.(1982b), it was much lower than

that obtained with translocation mapping (30.9+2.7). The difference in the telocentric

mapping results of Payne et al. (1982b) and the current studies may be due to one or mofe

of the following facton: (i) a difference in the envi¡onmental conditions particularly the

temperature at which the plants were grown, (ii) a difference in the genetic backgounds of

the cultivars used and (üi) underestimation of recombination values in the study of Payne er

a/. (loc cit) because aneuploids were not separated frorn the total population.

However, the consistently lower map distance obtained with telocentric mapping

compared to translocation mapping is most probably due to a reduction in the frequency of

crossing over near the'centromere when one member of the bivalent concerned is

telocentric. For example, Endrizzí and Kohel (1966) founcl onty 1.0 Vo and 4.4Vo

exchange with the centromere for two genes located on opposiæ arms of chromosome e uf

cotton, using the respective telocentrics, but obtained 22.lVo recombination between the

.same genes when complete chromosomes were involved. Although the translocation

chromosomes used in the present mapping experiments involved alien chromosome

segments from rye, nevertheless, they were compiete ch¡omosomes with two alms. In

fact, Sears (1972) has shown that even where most of the chromosome arm consisted of

alien chromatin*, the recombination frequency in the region between the centromere and

an awn inhibitor gene, B, was increased almost four fold as compared to the values

obtained in telocentric mapping experiments (3.5Vo vs0.87Vc). However, this reduction in

recombination frequency observed with proximal loci was not significant for loci which

were distal to the centromere @ndnzzi and Kohel, 1966; Sears,1972) . Parallel results

were obtained in the present work since similar map distances between Gli-Bl and the

*For example, Translocation 40 (Sears, 1956) involves the replacement of nearly all of the short arm of

chromosome 68 by a chromosome segment from T. umbellulatum (Zhunk.) Bowden (Aegilops

wnbellulata) )
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centromere (4r.6Lo and 40.4Vo) were obtained with both translocation and telocentric

rnapping. The proximal loci studied by End,rizzi and Kohel (1966) and Sears (1972) were

much closer to the centfomere than Glu-l and this may explain why the reduction in

recombination frequency is less pronounced in the present experiment' This diffrence will

be accentuated if the reduction in crossing over caused by a terminal centromere is greatest

near the cenffomere and becomes progressively less towards the telomere'

Although the translocation mapping procedure has consistently given higher map

distances compared to telocentric mapping, further wofk is required to find whether these

values are similar to those occurring with complete homologoues' The higher

chromosome pairing frequencies obtained between homologous afms of complete

chromosomes and translocation chromosomes, compared to the pairing obtained between

a telocentric chromosome and a complete chromosome, indicates that the rye chromosome

arm did not incerfere with the pairing on the other wheat arm' However' it is not known

how these pairing frequencies comparc with those occurring between pairs of homologous

complete chromosomes.

chromosome lR was similar to group 1 wheat chromosomes in havin g a GIu-I locus

closely linked to the centromere on the long arm and a sec-l locus loosely linked to the

centromere on the short arm, both coding for analogous proteins to those in wheat'

chromosome lR is similar to 18 of wheat in not possessing aTri-l locus. Although the

estimated map distance between Glu-RI and the centromefe of rye chromosome llt is

much smaller than the analogous map distances in wheat, this may not be real difference in

an evolutionary sense. Thus the rye chromosomes were mapped in wheat cytoplasm and a

wheat genetic background and this may give a different result from the measurements made

in rye background. Similarly, the sec-I locus was found to be much more tightly linked

to the centromere than the supposed analogous Gti-l laci in wheat' Although these map

distances on iRS were clearly underestimated by upto 50Vo due to poor chromosome

pairing, if the rye recombination values were doubled they would still show stronger

linkage than that obtained in wheat. Recently, Lawrence and Appels (1985) have also

shown that Sec-|, locus is closeiy linked to the centromere (32.2 cMr) in linkage mapping
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in rye itself and these authors suggest that in heterozygous condition rye chromosomes

recombine less frequently than their wheat counterparts. Nevertheless, the overall data

indicate a Ereatdeal of similarity between the gene order and their relative distances apart

on chromosomes 14, 18, lD and lR and they support the theory that the ancestral

genome of the tribe Triticeae had a Glu-L iocus closely linked to the centromere on the

long arm , and Glïl and Glu-3 loci loosely linked to the centromere and perhaps aTrí-l

locus closely linked to the centromere, on the short ann. The apparent lack of a Trí-l locus

on chromosomes 18 and lR and aGlu-3 locus on lR may be due to the differentiation of

this ancestral chromosome during speciation, or alternatively it could be due to the

biphyletic origin of these species.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The current investigations on the nature of triplet proteins and their genetic control indicaæ

that they are different from any previously described wheat proteins' They do not

correspond closely to any of Osborne's (1907) four classical solubility fractions viz

albumins, globulins, gliadins or glutenins. In fact, after differential extraction of flour

with distilled water,0.04M sodium chloride, 70Vo aQte.ous ethanol and 0'1M acetic acid at

room temperatufe, the triplet proteins remain as paft of the unextracted residue proteins'

However, they could be solubilized relatively easily by using strong dissociating agents

such as SDS or sodium dodecanoate which dissolve almost all the protein components of

flour. Because of their strong interactions with gluten proteins, triplet proteins are very

difficult to purify by differential solubility procedures. Therefore tec'hniques whrch

combine solubility differences with electrophoresis or gel filtration, will be required to

achieve purification. However, in recent studies it was found that triplet proteins could be

differentially extracted from flour with lM sodium chloride solution at 60'C and this

indicates that they might be globulin type proteins'

Triplet proteins are different from 'C-M proteins' characterized by Redman and Ewart

(1g13)because the molecular weights of all triplet protein subunits are higher than C-M

proteins ( 13,000-15,000). These proteins are are also different from 'Ligolins' described

by Frazier et al. (l91l). The ligolin protein has been implicated in the lipicl-mediated

aggregation of gluten proteins (Frazier et a1.,1984; Bushuk et al',1984)' Unlike ligolins'

native triplet proteins are insoluble in water and acetic acicl. Furthermore, the molecular

weights of the small subunits (a and õ) of triplet proteins are almost double that of the

ligolins ( 10,000- 12,000).

An important feature of the structure of triplet proteins which resembles that of

globulins, present as storage proteins in other species such as oats and legumes, is the

occuffence of one large polypeptide linked to a small polypeptide by disulphide

bond(s)giving a dimeric unit which subsequently aggregates into tetramers and perhaps
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even higher aggregates. The globulin proteins such as legumin from pea (Písmt sativwn)

or broad bean (Vici a faba ) and glycinin from soybean (Glycine mc¿x ) are the major

storage proteins in legumes. These proteins in their native state have a molecular weight of

300,000 to 360,000 and a sedimentation coefficient of 11-125 and consist of six

subunit-pairs each with a molecular weight of 60,000 to 65,000. Each of these subunit

pairs contains one large (M.W.:38,000 to 44,000) and one small (M'W':17,000 to

20,000) polypeptide held together by a single disulphide bond @erbyshire et al',1976)' It

has been demonstrated that legumin is synthesized as a precursor with molecular weight of

approximately 60,000 to 65,000, which is later converted to mature legumin with subunits

of molecular weight of about 40,000 and 19,000 by post-translational processing <lf the

precursor(Croy eta1.,1980; SpencerandHiggins, 1980). Ithasbeenshownthatthe

processing of the legumin precursor in pea is completed within 2 h útet it has been

synthesized (Chrispeels el al., 1982; Chrispeelo, 1984). Sirnilar post translational

processing has also been shown to occur in glycinin (fumer et a1.,1981).

In contrast to the legumes, the major storage proteins of the cereals are the

alcohol-soluble prolamins, and glutelins. However, oats is an exception to this where the

globulins are present as the major storage proteins and make up rnole than50% of the total

seed proteins. Peterson (1978) has shown that oat seed globulins are multimeric proteins

containing.large and small subúnits with molecular weights of 35,000-40,000 and

ZO,0OO-25,000. As wirh legumin, the native irrotein with a moiecular wight cf 320,11C0

and a sedimentaion coefficient of 12S, was found to contain six of the large and six of the

small subunits. Furthemore, like legumin and glycinin, oat globulins are also synthesized

as precursors which are processed after Eanslation to produce large and small polypeptides

( Brinegar and Peterson,1982;Walburg and Larkins, 1983).

Isoelectric focusing sturJies on 11-125 globulins of Glycíne max (It4oreira et al,

lgTg), Píswn sativwn (Gatehouse et a1.,1980), Viciafaba (Irdatta et a1.,198i), and Avena

satívc¿ (Walburg and Larkins, 1983) have reveaied that the large polypeptides of tùe

globulin subunit pair are acidic whereas the small polypeptides are basic. Generally the

large polypeptides have isolelectric points ranging from pH 4 to 6 and the small subunits
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from pH 7.5 to 9. A comparison of the N-termfural amino acid sequences of the basic

polypeptides of the 11-125 globulins from the above four species has revealed

considerable conservation of the sequence in this region across such a wide range of plant

species (Casey et a1.,1981; Walburg and Larkins, 1983). Similar 11-125 globulin-like

proteins have been reported in many other plant species but these have not been studied in

much detail (e.g. sunflower, cucurbits, rice).

So far the available data indicate some sffong resemblance between triplet proteins and

the 11-125 globulins of other species. However, there was no indication of specific

hexameric holoproteins in wheat, as reported in legumes and oats' Instead' the

heteroteftamer triplet bands (DôDõ, DõAa and AaAa) seems to be the most prevalent

form of triplet aggregates along with sorne Acr and Dõ dimers. Furthermore, the subunits

of the triplet proteins seem to associate extensively with other proteins, particularly with

glutenin, through intermolecular disulphide bonds. This finding suggests that triplet

proteins may have an imporiant role in the formation of the visco-elastic cornplex of gluten

proteins.

Further investigations are needed to confirm whether triplet proteins are indeed the

wheat equivalent of 11-tr2S globulins of legumes and oats. These studies would include:

(i). Determination of isoelectric points of the large (A and D) and small (a and õ)

poþeptides of triplet proteins.

(i) In-vi¡a translation of mRNA encoding riplet proæins to determine whether they

are synthesiszed as precrrsor molecules.

(üi) Analysis of amino acid composition and sequence of the small subunits of triplet

proteins to determine whether they show homology with the 1l-12S globulins'

If further work proves that the triplet proteins are 11-125 globulins, their aminoacid

sequence would provide interesting information on the evolutionary relationship of seed

storage proteins in general and of wheat in particular. The conservation of the N-ternrinal

amino acid sequence of the small subunits of these globulins (\Malburg and l-arkins' 1983)

in species that diverged millions of years ago, may indicate that they have important

functional properties, apart from any function as reserve nutrients for the gernúnating seed'
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The intervarietat variation in triplet proteins and the difference in the staining intensity of

the triplet bands controrled by 1A and 1D chromosorires is an indication of the possible

complexity of these proteins. The intervarietal variation may have resulted from mutation

at the triplet loci on chromosomes 1A and lD (Tri-AI andTri-D1 , respectively)' The

Tri-Dl locus appears to produce twice as much protein as produced by the Tri-AI locus'

as judged by staining intensity of the bands. There afe two hypotheses to account for this'

Either there has been a duplication of the Tri-Dl locus hence twice the number of genes

are present giving twice the amount of product, compare d to Tri-AI' Alternatively' it is

possible that there has been a change in the control mecha¡rism of rri-l making theTri-Dl

locus more efficient for protein synthesis rhanTríAl Heterogeneity among the large and

small polypeptides of the 11-125 globulins has been observed in soybean (Nielsen' 1984)

and oats (walburg and Larkins, 1983). The latter authors have suggested that part of this

heterogeneity may be due to the post-tfanslational modifications of t'\e gene products'

ThelinkagemappingresultspresentedinChapter4ofthisthesisclearlyreflectthe

homoeologous relationship of group 1 chromosomes in wheat and rye (see Fig' 4'30'

Chapter 4). However, triplet-like genes have not been detected on chromosomes 1B and

lR, except for the location of an intermediate locus between the GIí-L and the Glu-l loci

on chromosome 18. (Galili and Feldman ,1984). The separate location of the genes

controlling triplet proteins is a further indication, in addition to their electrophoretic

mobility and solubility properties, that they represent a new class of proteins in wheat' The

close linkage berween the loci controlling LMV/ glutenins (Glu-3 ) and gliadins (GIi-l)

suggests that these two groups of genes rnay have evolved from the same ancestal gene by

duplicatioû and mutation. This hypothesis is further supported by the similar amino acid

composition of these two groups of proteins except the LMV/ glutenin subunits have the

propensity to aggregate by intermolecular disulphide bonds' The exact mechanism for this

difference in the aggregating properties of the LlYtw glutenin subunits and gliadins is not

known as yet.

Besides their evolutionary significance these linkage data have already provell useful in

experiments designed to recombine the group 1 chromosomes of wheat and rye by
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induction of homoeologous pairing (Koebner and Shepherd, 1985; Koebner' 1985)' In

these e¡periments, glutelin, triplet and prolamin markers, in combination v¿ith isorymes

and other morphological and cytological markers, were used to mark the particular

chromosome segments. The 7.\Vo recombination between the Sec-L and Sr loci on

chromosome arm 1RS is important to plant breeders because it demonstrates that the

desirable rust resistance gene can be separated from the rye secalin locus (Koebner' 1985)'

If the observed quality defect in certain wheat-rye translocation lines possessing

chromosome arm lRS is due to the proteins produied by this locus, or a related wheat

locus, these data indicate that they could be separated from each other in recombination

experiments.
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APPENDXA¡Yarlatlonlntrlpetprotelnbandingpatterns
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Thatcher
Halberd
Heron
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Contlor
7Êr¡fh
Cheyenne
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Hopps
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India 115
( 'i' standard Pattern, Flg.3.3' b )
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